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PREFACE 
During the academic year 1966-1967, the Department of Agricultural 
Economics at Oklahoma State University began a study of non-~onventiona1 
financing of farm op~rations. lnGidenta1 to that study a search of the 
courthouse records in Payne County, Oklahoma revealed a series of loans 
from an acceptance-corporation in a large midwestern city. The 
intriguing aspect of these entries was that the postal address of each 
of the borrowers was the sc;im~ as the address of the acceptance corpora-
tion. In an attempt to determine what kind of financing was involved 
in this unusual situation~ I visit~d this corporation in April, 1967. 
Consultation with the officers of the acceptance corporation revealed 
that the indebtedness had been. incurred for financing cattle operations 
in connection with a cattle management corporation which is a wholly 
owned subsidiary of the acceptance corporation. 
I learned that this management corporation had approximately 
80,000 breeding cattle, which belonged to clients of the corporation, 
under care and maintenance contracts with ranchers in fifteen states, 
including Oklahoma. Information supplied by the officers of the corporr .. 
ation gave indications of considerable advantages to ranchers who had 
contracts for the care and maintenance of cl ients 1 cattle. After con-
sultation with a number of members of the faculty of the Department of 
Agricultural Economics it was decided that it would be worthwhile for 
me to make a deeper analysis of these cattle contracts, with particular 
reference to the ranchers• point of view, and that this should be the 
i i i 
problem for my thesis research. 
I wish to give special thanks to my advisor, Geoffrey P. Coll ins, 
Associate Professor in the Department of Agricultural gconomics, for 
tim• generously given in guiding and supervising this $tudy. 
Thanks also are due Dr. Vernon R. Eidman for his help. in develop-
ing the methods of analysis used in the study and for serving as a 
member of my graduate committee. Appreciation is also given Professor 
Odell Walker and Dr. William L. Brant who.served as members of my 
gradu~te committee and offered helpful suggestions during the study. 
I wish to thank the officers of the managing corporation and the 
representatives of the subcpntrac;;ting company who supplied much of the 
information used. in this study. I greatly appreciate the cooperation 
of eaih rancher who supplied Information about this operations under the 
contract arrangements. 
Financial support for the research assistantship under which this 
study was conducted within the Department of Agricultural Economics, 
came in part from Project 1308 of the Ag.ricultural Experiment Station of 
Oklahoma State University. 
I wish to thank Mrs. Jayne Tr,sk and Mrs. Biddy Sumner, secretaries 
respectively in the Department of Agricultural Economi~s and Agricul-
tural Economics Extension for typing the pre] iminary manuscripts and to 
Mrs. Kay Nettleton for typing the final thesis. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
One of the critical problems facing modern cattle ranchers ls 
getting the capital necessary to a~quire and stock a ranch large enough 
to yield a desired standard of living. In modern ranching as in other 
businesses an important factor in earning a satisfactory money income is 
the proper combination of productive assets such as land, 1 lvestock, 
machinery 1 labor, and managerial ability. 
In March 1966 the total value of Oklahoma farm real estate was 
estimated at $4,492 mill ion, an increase of 153 percent over 1950. The 
average price per acre of farmland and buildings rose from $51 to $126 
1 
during this period. Thus, in 1967, throughout most regions of Oklahoma 
the land investment per b~ef cow ranged from $1 ,000-$1 ,200. Ranchers 
faced with the increased price of land and the rising cost of other 
factors of production are finding .it increasingly important to find ade-
quate capital sources. 
Any method which can provide additional capital to ranchers is a 
logical subject for investigation. One such method involves the handling 
of cattle belonging to investors to utll ize the other assets of the 
rancher. The procedures of the cattle management corporation with which 
1Farrn Real Estate Values, Oklahoma Crop and Livestock Reporting 
Service, Oklahoma City, July 1966 and L.V. Watkins and L.G. Tweeten, 
11ok·1ahoma Real Estate Market in National Prespective," Oklahoma Current 
Farm Economics, December 1965, p. l 14. 
2 
this study is concerned provide capital for this kind of operation for 
a 1 imited number of ranchers in Oklahoma and fifteen other st;;ites. The 
corporation supplies these ranchers with cattle which are owned by 
investors who are clients of the corporation. The corporatJon's functlon 
is essentially one of managing the cattle investments of its clients. 
The corporation, acting as agent for its clients, locates cattle that 
are for sale, negotiates the purchase of them on behalf of its clients, 
and agrees to manage the care of the cattle for a percentage of the 
gross expenditures made by the client on the cattle operation. The 
corporation locates ranchers who are willing to take care of its cl.ients 1 
cattle, and moves them to their ranches under a one-year contract. The 
rancher supplies the range and other facilities, and feeds and cares for 
the cattle in much the same way he would handle his own. He is pr9vided 
with money in advance to pay for feed purchases and other expenses. At 
the beginning of the contract the rancher is guaranteed a rate per pound 
that he will receive for the calves from the cl ient 1s cattle, 
The records of the managing corporation in~icated that as of 
December 31, 1966 five -Oklahoma ranchers had 6 ,-423 breeding ca tt 1 e- on 
contract from this corporation. The corporation had over 77,900 breed-
ing cattle in the United States under its management at that time. 
Of the five Oklahoma ranchers, one has formed a cattle subcontract-
ing company that places some of these same cattle with other. ranchers 
under subcontracts which are similar to the original contract. For the 
contract year 1966-1967 this subcontracting company had contracts with 
ranchers who became responsible for 3,043 of the contract cattle. 2 
2The 3,043 breeding cattle on subcontract are included as a part 
of the 6,423 on direct contract in Oklahoma. 
3 
There is evidence that the contracts and subcontracts enable the ranchers 
to obtain many of the benefits of owning cattle without having to buy 
them. These contracts are, in effect, a means of financing cattle 
operations. 
Objectives 
The basic objectives of this study are: 
(1) to describe the important provisions of the contracts 
and subcontracts and explain why and how this contract 
arrangement is possible. 
(2) to compare income variability and differences in costs 
and returns for rancher owned cattle and replacements, 
and those for contract cattle and replacements 
(3) to analyze the changes in the cost and income relation-
ships between rancher owned cattle and replacements, 
and contract and subcontract cattle and replacements, 
considering different calf weights, calving percentages, 
price spreads, and alternatives available to ranchers. 
Characteristics of the Managing Corporation, 
Clients, and Contract Ranchers 
The Managing Cor.e.oration 
The managing corporation is a wholly owned subsidiary of an accep-
tance corporation. The acceptance corporation and its subsidiaries are 
engaged in a number of activities related to ranching, including con-
sul ting, ranch appraisal, finance, and real estate operatioms,-, 
4 
As indicated previously, the managing corporation buys breeding 
cattle for its clients and then arranges one year contracts between the 
clients and ranchers for the care and maintenance of the cattle. The 
corporation is given the power to make decisions about how the cattle 
shall be handled and normally inspects the cattle every 30 to 60 days to 
see that the rancher is handling them in accordance with the contract. 
The management fee ch~rged by the managing corporation to the client 
ranges from 7! to Bf percent of the gross expenditures made on behalf of 
the cl ients 1 cattle, depending upon the number of cattle the client has 
under contract. This fee is not directly affected by such things as 
market fluctuations, epidemics, and drought. 
Cattle Owners 
The records of the managing corporation indicate that over 300 
investors (two in Oklahoma) own contract cattle under agreement with the 
managing corporation. An. incentive for the corporation 1 s clients to 
purchase cattle may lie in the nature of the Federal Income Tax Code. 
' The Federal. income tax in the United States is a progressive tax. 
The higher the step in taxable income the higher the tax rate. Current 
Internal Revenue Code specifies that livestock used for breeding pur-
poses may be considered as long term capital assets. Thus, within this 
framework, if a cl ient 1s net long-term capital gain exceed his net 
short-term capital loss, only 50 percent of the excess is taxable for 
income tax purposes. This provision allows the corporation 1 s clients, 
who are normally in high income tax brackets, to invest their ordinary 
income in a program in which only one-half the gains may be. taxable. 
5 
The costs of feeding the cattle, keeping them healthy, getting 
them bred, and the interest paid to finance the animals purchased can 
be deducted from ordinary income .. A'fter the purchase, the animals can 
be depreciated, ordi'nariJy on- the assumption that their useful life ends 
around the eighth year. The management fee, paid by the client to the 
managing corporation, is another expense that can be deducted against 
ordinary income on the client's income taxes. 
Normally 10 to 15 percent of the tower quality breeders are sold 
off every year in order to improve the herds. A client who ls interested 
in increasing the size of his herd can trade his steer calves for heifer 
calves with virtually no taxable gain. In effect he will have increased 
his capital investment with income that would have been taxed at the 
relevant income tax rate. As long as a client is able to produce the 
inc reas .i ng amounts of cash required for ca re and maintenance of the 
expanding herd, he will increase hls capital gains advantage. The client 
has an incentive to keep on buildlng up his herd with an ultimate sale 
of a much-expanded herd. 
Contracting Ranchers 
The managing corporation has set up three requirements that a 
rancher is expected to meet before he can obtain cattle under contract. 
1. He must control, by ownership or· long term lease, a 
minimum land capacity to handle 300 to 400 cows the 
. first year of the contract. He must also have the 
capability, and be willing, to increase the sJze bf 
the herd to approximately 800 head within a few years. 
3Requirements for subcontractors are not nearly as stringent. See 
Chaper VI. 
3 
2. He must have a net worth in excess of $250,000. 4 
3. He must have a minimum five year history of successful 
cattle operation in the area in which the cattle will 
be located. 
It is important to note that these are minimum requirements and 
that meeting them does not insure that a rancher will be supplied with 
contract cattle. The large and increasing number of cattle under sub~ 
contracts, in Oklahoma, has made the managing corporation somewhat 
reluctant to place cattle under its own contract with more Oklahoma 
ranchers. Puring this study, it was learned that a number of Oklahoma 
ranchers who had tried to get cattle from the managin9 corporation had 
been referred to the subcontracting company. 
6 
A policy of the company is to avoid having two contracting ranchers 
within a fifty mile radius of one another. This keeps two large 
ranchers from competing for grassland. It also minimizes the losses 
from drot.1th or epidemic in one loca.1 ized area. By way of exception, 
when a second rancher in an area applies for a contract, the first 
rancher is contacted and asked if he has.any objection to the second 
rancher getting contract cattle. If the first rancher does not object, 
the second rancher may still be able to obtain contract cattle through 
the managing corporation although this is not the usual case. 
Ten of .the ranchers visited had an average of 700 cows with the 
smallest having 209 and the largest over 2,000. The ranchers with the 
largest and the smallest numbers do not have typical operations. A 
typical operation-at the present time would be somewhere between 600 
4rhe net worth requirement is included to insure that the rancher 
has some degree of finanancial responsibility and to be sure that he has 
a basis for providing financing for the cl lent-investor even though he 
may have to borrow from his own credit sources for this purpose. 
7 
and l, 100 cows. 
Procedure 
Officers of the managing corporation explained the basic elements 
' 
of the contracts and provided copies of standard contracts for the con-
tract years 1960-61 through 1967-68. The corporatJon's officers also 
provided a 1 ist of all the ranchers who had cattle under its contracts 
in 1966-67. Eleven of these ranchers, in and near Oklahoma, were inter-
viewed and prov.ided details of their operation under the contracts. 
'( 
. 
. 
. 
i'Con tracts with 
managing corporation 
·subcontracts 
Figure l. Map of the Locations of the Ranchers Interviewed During the 
Study. 
The subcontracting company was contacted and copies of the com-
pany 1 s subcontracts and the names of the subcontracting rancrers were 
obtained. Four of the six ranchers who.had sµbcontracts in 1966-67 
were interviewed. 
8 
The analysis begins with an explanation of the most important con-
tract provisions. The data obtained from the managing corporation and 
the eleven ranchers having direct contracts were used in budgets design-
ed to compare the expected costs and returns for a rancher with his own 
cattle, with the costs and returns he would receive with cattle under 
contract. Separate budgets were constructed for rancher owned cattle 
and for cattle under contracts for the contract years 1960-1961 through 
1966-1967. These budgets show comparative changes in costs and returns 
for rancher owned cattle and cattle under contracts over this period of 
time. The budgets were then changed to show the effect on costs and 
returns of changing variables such as weaning weights, market prices, 
and contract arrangements. This is followed by an analysis of the 
effect of a rancher following certain alternatives which are available 
to him, but are not shown in the budgets. 
Fol lowing the budgets for rancher own.ed cattle and cattle under 
contract, are comparisons of rancher owned cattle and cattle under sub-
contract. The same methods used for comparing rancher owned cattle 
and cattle under contract are used in comparing rancher owned cattle 
and cattle under subcontract. 
CHAPTER 11 
CONTRACT PROVISIONS 
Complete provisions of the 1967-1968 standard cow-calf grazin~ and 
maintenance contract offered by the managing corporation to ranchers are 
included in Appendix A. This contract is for the care and maintenance 
of beef~ which ·fil:§_ ~ 12. calve during~ contract period. A 
rancher typically will have several of these idential contracts, one 
for each client who has cattle on his ranch. A rancher will have differ-
ent contracts (Standard Calf Grazing and Maintenance Contracts) for 
heifers saved .2.§.. replacements. The heifer replacement contract is dis-
cussed later in this chapter. 
The contracts of the corporation are for one year and normally run 
from October 15 to October 15. The managing corporation typically 
places each client 1 s cattle on a number of different ranches in order to 
avoid excessive losses from adverse occurrences on any one ranch. The 
individual contracts are usually for 50 to 60 head of cows each but some 
ranchers have individual contracts for as few as two to five head and 
others for as many as 100 to 200 head. A rancher with 500 contract cows 
could expect to have qittle belonging to ten different clients under ten 
separate contracts. 
The corporation does not normally enter into an agreement with the 
expectation of terminating at the end of one year. It involves cost to 
transport the cattle at the end of the contract and, therefore, the 
9 
10 
corporation expects to continue with any rancher who does a satisfactory 
job of hand! ing the cattle. 
All of the ranchers who were visited insisted that they handled the 
cattle under contracts in the same manner they handled their own cattle. 
They agreed that the contract provisions allowed them to operate fairly 
freely in the handl Ing of the cattle and most of them said they would 
not have taken the cattle had this not been allowed. Any recommenda-
tions given by the managing corporation were described by most as 11 9ood 
practices . 11 
The clients~ the owners .2f. the cattle. The contracts~ between 
the rancher ,g!lQ_ the client but the clients have assigned their manage-
ment responsibilities to the managing corporation through an agency 
agreement. When reference is made to a c.1 ient performing SOfTle opera-
tion, it is actually the managing corporation that performs the 
operation for the client. 
The corporation physically transfers cattle under its management to 
the rancher 1 s pasture. Before cattle are moved to a ranch, the rancher 
inspects the cattle and if he does not 1 ike a particular herd of cattle, 
he does not have to take it. When he accepts the cat t 1 e, they a re 
pregnancy tested at the expense of the clients and drys are culled or 
placed on a maintenance contract which normally pays $55 to $65 per cow 
for one year 1 s maintenance and breeding. The remaining cattle are then 
placed under the corporation 1 s standard cow-calf grazing and mainten-
ance contracts (Appendix A). 
On the 14 ranches visited, the cows weighed from 900 to l ,200 
pounds with an average of nearly 975 pounds. Most of the cattle were 
dehorned Hereford Cattle with some smaller herds of Angus. Most of the 
11 
ranchers visited thought the contract cattle were good quality range 
cattle. One problem associated with a number of the cattle moved in 
from northern states is a late calving date. Many cows w~re not calving 
until April and May with some calving later. 
Major Provisions of the Cow-Calf Grazing 
and Maintenance Contract 
Ranchers Obligations 
The rancher must agree to pasture, feed, and care for the cattle in 
the manner customary to the area in which the cattle are located. He 
must also agree to maintain a sufficient number of ranch hands to 
properly carry out his management obligations. The obligations include, 
but are not necessarily 1 imited to, supervjsion of breeding and calf 
birthing, and the keeping of registration records (if any). He must 
also provide for veterinary service, transportation (on the ranch and 
to the scales at the time of weighing), feed, salt, minerals, labor, 
and cattle spraying. The rancher must also pay personal property taxes 
(if any), pay the cost of any real estate rentals, and any other 
1 
expenses not specifically covered elsewhere in the contract. 
The rancher may or may not be asked to finance cattle maintained 
by him, although it is understood that he will provide financing if 
required. A rancher should expect to be asked to finance about 50 
percent of the cattle under contract to him. The average value of all 
rancher-held mortgages was $108.63 per head in 1966. If the cattle are 
financed by the rancher, the rancher agrees to extend the c.1 ient's loan 
1These expenses are the same as those that the rancher would incur 
if he owned the cattle. 
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for one year from the date of signing the contract.z for example, if 
one c.1 ient with. 50 cows was to request financing on all 50 head at $120 
per head, the rancher would pay the c] lent, represented by the managing 
corporation, $6,000 and would receive a security agreement which would 
give him a security interest in the cows. 
The managing corporation normally expects all ranchers to provide 
some financing as part of the consideration for the contract and to pro-
vide part of the funds for the operation. The amount of financing varies 
considerably from one rancher to the next due to the differences in the 
amount of financing which different clients desire and the rancher 1 s 
capability to provide financing. Most of the ranchers interviewed 
borrowed the money they needed for this purpose from banks. In most 
cases, the ranchers indicated that their banks were willing to finance 
the contract cattle. The loan may or may not be reduced prior to the 
effective date of the contract. It is normally reduced only when 
financed cattle are culled and sold or removed from the ranch. 
The preceding are the most important rancher obligations included 
in the contracts. Other rancher ob] igations are included in sections 
7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 15, 16 and 21 of the contract (See Appendix A). 
Payments to the Rancher 
In Instances where the rancher finances all or part of a herd, he 
is entitled to the following: 
2The ranchers are given a security agreement (chattel mortgage) 
which grants to the rancher a secured interest .l.!!. the cattle .Q.!JJ..v. (non-
recourse), together with all the increase, and the increase from the 
increase, of the cattle described in the agreement~ 
--.-~-.;· .. ,_.;.·· .. 
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(1) one year 1 s interest in advance at 7% on the principal 
balance remai.ning at the beginning of the contra~t term3 
(2) 1¢ per pound. in addition to the regular bonus computati9n 
rate (Should the mortgage be for less than 25% of the 
value of the cattle, thi? increase shall be reduced to 
-kc per pound.) 
(3) payment for winter feed at the beginning of the contract. 
The rancher receives advances of $42 per calf or yearling and $50 
for other classes on all financed cattle. If the rancher does not pro-
vide financing, a portion of the advance payment may be paid anyway. 
The final decision of whether or not to send advance money on the un-
financed cattle is left to the judgment of the managing corporation or 
any bank or lending agency involved. 
In general, a rancher should expect to receive an overall average 
of $25 to $30 per head, with 75 percent of this coming before January 1. 
Most ranchers receive their payments in December and early January. The 
extra 1¢ per pound and advance payment guarantee applies 2.01:l to financed 
contracts and not to unmortgaged segments of the herd. 
At the termination of the contract, all calves produced by the 
herd are gathered, sorted for sex, and weighed. 4 The total pounds thus 
obtained is multiplied by the bonus computation n:1te stated in the 
contract. 5 If the amount thus computed exceeds the total of the advance 
3 Seven percent is the rate in effect in the 1966-67 and the 1967-
1968contracts •. The interest is payable within ten days of the effective 
date of the contract. 
4 
The weighing conditions are given in section 5 of the contract in 
Appendix A. 
5 The bonus computation rate is the rate (in cents per pound) that 
the clients pay for the calves produced by the rancher. 
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payments received.at the beginning of the contract. The dlfference Js 
paid as a bonus to the rancher. If the total is less than the total 
~-
advance payment, the rancher agrees to pay the cl lent the djfference as 
6 
a pena 1 ty. 
The bonus computation rat~s which were applicable in the contracti; 
of 1966-1967 and 1967-1968 are given in Table I. These· rates are multi-
pl led by calf crop weight for the calves of mature cows, fi.rst calf 
heifers, c;1nd bred yearlings to determine the payment to the rancher, 
For open year] ing heifers, heifer calves and steer calves these rates 
are multiplied by the weight gain. 
The rates are computed on the basis of the total number of head 
under contract to the rancher. 
If a rancher has cattle which calve in the fall or winter, the 
calves .are handled somewhat differently, as explained in section 6 of 
the contract in Appendix A. 
The contract bon1.1s computation rates as shown in Table I apply only 
to the following calf weights and weight gains. 
1. 
2. 
At the time of weighing, the bonus or penalty for the 
calves of mature cows is determined by the bonl.lS com-
pµtation.rates up to an.average calf crop weight of 
475 pounds. Weight in excess is paid for on the basis 
of 16¢ per pound. 
Calves of first calf heifers and bred yearl ings-~same 
tis above.7 
6None of the ranchers visited had ever been penalized by this 
provision. This provision,. in effect, guarantees the rancher a price 
per pound for-his calves as well. as protecting the cl lent from loss due 
to inferior performance. 
7 1n the contracts previous to the 1964-1965 contract minimum aver-. 
age was 425 pounds, weight in e~cess of 425 pounds was paid for at 16¢ 
per pound. 
TABLE I 
BONUS COMPUTATION RATES FOR COMPUTATION OF CLIENTS' 
PAYMENT TO THE RANCHER (CENTS PER POUND) 
15 
Total Number of Head Maintained by the Rancher 
Kind of Animal 
0-500 500-1500 1~00-2000 over 2~00 
Calves of 
Mature Cows 21-!¢ 2 l 'k¢ 21¢ 20-!¢ 
First Calf Heifers 22-!¢ 22ii¢ ?2¢ 21-!¢ 
Bred Vearl i ng Heifers 2J~¢ 23i.¢ 23¢ 22-!¢ 
Weight Gain of 
Open Vearl ing Heifers 20¢ 19-!¢ 18-!¢ 18¢ 
Heifer Calves ·i'( 16!¢ 16¢ 15-!¢ 15¢ 
Steer Calves 16¢ 15-!¢ 15¢ 14-!~ 
·'· 
nThis rate can be increased by up to 2¢ additional per pound in the 
event the rancher breeds the heifers to calve at 24 months. The addi-
tional rate is determined by negotiation with individual ranchers. 
3. For open yearlings the average weight gain not to exceed 
275 pounds per head. Weight gain in excess is paid for on 
the basis of 12¢ per pound. 
4. Heifer calves have no restrictions on weight gains. 
The corporation 1 s clients agree to furnish bulls or bull service, 
The rancher agrees to turn out bulls by the stated time and in the proper 
number for efficient breeding, to move them around as required, and in 
general to supervise the breeding with reasonable di.] igence. A flat 
co~tract maintenance fee of $65 per bull per year will be paid to the 
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rancher for feed and related maintenance expense. 
However, if the rancher agrees to provide bulls and bull service, 
he receives an additional 2!¢ per pound times the contract settlement 
weight (wean i 119 weight) for ca 1 ves weaned from cows, first ca 1f heifers, 
and bred yearl ings,.and 23/4¢ per pound times the weight gain computed 
for contract settlement far the breeding of open yearling heifers.8 
Following. is an example of how the price per pound is determined for 
three categories of animals on contract. Assume a rancher had 100 
heifer calves, 75 bred yearlings, and 700 cows on contract. He provides 
bull service and finpnces the 700 cows. He is in the second bonus com-
putation category for ranchers with from 500 to 1,500 head. The rates 
he receives for the cattle on contract are as follows: 
Calves 
Calves of Bred Heifer 
of Cows Year l i ngs Calves 
Bonus Computation Rate 21 ij:¢ 23M 16¢ 
Additional for Financing 1¢ _.,. 
Bu 11 Service Fee ·. 2t¢ 2*¢ ,--,,-
Composite Contract Rate 24f¢ 25!¢ 16¢ 
A bonus is paid at the end of the contract by the c] lent if, in 
the sole judgment of the managing corpqration, every point in the con-
tract has been adhered to. Particular attention is paid to the keeping 
of records and the round~up and inventory. 
The sched1,Jle for reports bonuses on the various contr<;1cts is shown 
in Table II. 
8Nine of the eleven ranchers visi~ed used their own bulls. The 
maintenance payments and prices per pound are the ones used on the 1966-
1967 anq 1967-1968 contracts. Computations showing the profitability of 
owning versus using the cl ient 1 s bulls are made in Chapter V. 
TABl,.E 11 
BONUSES PAID TO RANCHERS WHO ADHERE TO 
ALL POINTS IN THE ~ONTRACTS 
Type of Animal 
Cow 
First Calf Heifers 
Bred Yea.rl i ng 
Open Year.I ing 
Calves 
Amount Per.Head 
$1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
,75 
.so 
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The·clients typically have paid this bonus to any rancher who.has made 
a reasonable effort to turn in repprts and.follow the other points in 
the contract. All but one 9f the ranchers who had handled contract 
cattle for a number of years said that they had received the bon~s every 
year. 
Other Important Contract Provisions 
I 
Ranchers must pay a penalty of $2 per head for any spring calf over 
two months old that is not vaccinated for Blackleg and Malignant fdema, 
dehorned, branded, and bull calves castrated by July of the contract 
year. Any calf too young to work at spring round~up is to be vaccinated, 
dehorned, castrated, and branded in the fall prior to the termination 
date of the contract. At birth, or prior to castration,~ calves are 
normally. traded for heifer calves of equivalent value. If the rancher 
is providing financing on this contract, the corporation's client, when 
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required, will substitu~e heifer calves ~hus received in trades as part 
of the col.lateral for the loan. At branding time, the rancher must 
affix the owner's brand to animals that have been steered. 
The managing corporation's client has the option .2f. qivlng .!.b£ 
rancher ~ ~ crop, in which case _ili rancher shal 1 rebate!.£ ,!he 
client all fees received under this contract, and neither rancher nor 
----.-- . -
the client shall have any f~rther obligations as to bonuses or 
1 • 9 pena tres. 
In the event of death loss on the cows, the rancher must produce 
the brand on the hide. In the event of animals missing where no brand 
can.be produced, the indemnity in the amount ~et forth in :the contract 
for each missing cow shall be paid to the client by the rancher. 10 
Other provisions of the contract notwithstanding, all losses ov~r 3% 
of the orig i na 1 cow herd sha 1.1 be paid by the rancher to the corpora-
tion 1 s client as an indemnity at the specified rate per head. These 
indemnities shall be deducted from the final settlement after said 
settlement has first been adjusted for bonuses or penalties, 
Two contract provisions relating to terminating the contracts are 
9This option has never been exercised on any of the ranches visited. 
Some ranchers have been able to have this option removed from their con-
tracts. In years of extremely low prices, this option could cause the 
ranch.er many problems. However, t:hese problems would not be any differ-
ent from those encountered if the rancher owned the cattle except that 
he would be acquiring the calves involuntarily under price conditions 
which he had not anticipated and would have to pay back all the advance 
moneys he had received under conditions which might not be favorable for 
acquiring the funds to do so. 
lOAlmost all mature cows hc1ve an indemnity rate of $200. Two 
ranchers had cattle which were valued at $225 eac.h. Two of the inter-
viewed ranchers had paid a penalty for excessive death loss at least 
once. This provision allows 3% death loss for each contract held by the 
--rancher. 
Number 20 "Termination Provision" and Number 24 "Sale of Cattle Under 
Contract" as shown in Appendix A. 
Major Provisions of the Calf Grazing 
and Maintenance Contract 
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The calf grazing and maintenance contract is the same as the cow-
calf contract given prev'iously except as explained in the following 
statements. 
Under the calf grazing and m~intenance contract, the managing 
corporation physically transfers heifer calves under its management to 
the rancher's pasture. If the rancher raised the heifers from birth, 
no transfer is necessary and he merely continues in the possession of the 
heifers. The heifers are to be of good to choice or better qua1ity and 
merchantable. If horned upon delivery, the heifers are dehorned at the 
expense of the rancher. The rancher agrees to vaccinate the heifer 
calves for Blackleg and Malignant Edema as soon as posslble after the 
start of the contract, and in no event later than sixty (60) days from 
the start of the contri:1ct, and to brand the calves as soon as possible 
after the receipt of the corporation 1 s branding instructions. 
· The determination of a bonus or penalty for the calf grazing con-
tract. is determined as follows. At the termination of the contract, 
the heifers are gathered and weighed in the same manner as stated in 
the cow-calf maintenance contract, (Section 5 of the contract in 
Appendix~) with heifer calves t~ be culled, sorted out and weighed 
separately at the time of weighing but prior to the weighing of the 
main herd. (Culling normally affects about 10% of the calf herd). The 
difference between the initial weight and the terminal weight (weight 
gain), is multiplied by the bonus computation rate (see Bonus 
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Computation Rates, Table 1). If the amqunt th~s computed exceeds the 
total of the feed and care-maintenance payments advanced, the difference 
1.§. 2!J..s! .S2 ,lli rancher .s.§. !. bonus. l f the amount is 1 ess than. the tota 1 > • . 
of th~ feed ~nd care-maintenance advance payments,~ rancher agrees .S£ 
.Qs:£ the client~ difference .s.§. !. penalty. 
The rancher receives no reimbwrsement or adjustment for any heifers 
lost through death, theft, or any other reason on the final weighing 
out. Unlike the cow-calf contract the calf grazing contract does not 
allow the rancher a death loss. This penalizes~ rancher if animals 
which were present at the wei~hing in are not present to be weighed out. 
The rancher forferts the initial weight of the animal times the bonus 
rate plus feed.and other expenses made on behalf of the missing animals. 
The rancher must keep accurate count of the cattle in.his care and sub-
mit periodic reports on forms furnished by the managing corporation 
covering loss of cattle for any reason. 
In the event that the heifer calves are not already vaccinated for 
Brucellosis disease, the rancher shall vaccinate all such calves for 
Brucellosis disease at no expense to the client. The rancher asrees to 
pay the expense of all veterinary service as in the cow~calf contract. 
CHAPTER 111 
OWNING VERSUS.CONTRACTING CATTL~ 
Can a ranpher expect ti;> make more money with cattle under these 
contracts than he can with ~attle he owns? Under what conditions can 
a rancher expect to find it advantageous to run contract cattle? In 
this chapter comparisons are made between rancher owned cattle and 
. 1 
client owned cattle under contract. The compa.rison includes (a) cow-
calf ~razing and maintenance contracts and (b) calf grazing.and mainten-
ance contracts (used for heifers saved as replacements), and covers the 
seven contract years 1960-1961 through 1966-1967. 
Bl.Id gets 
The method used to analyze the alternatives of owning cattle versus 
contracting cattle is to develop cost and returns budgets for each 
alternative and compare. Both completeand partial budgets have been 
designed to represent typical ranch operations in Northeastern Oklahomc;1. 
They are yearly budgets running from October 15 to October 15 to coin-
cide with the time period in the cattle contracts and are on the basis 
Qf 100 cow units although under normal circumstances the managing cor-
poration will not contract with any rancher who cannot handle 300 to 
1subcontracts are not discussed in this chapter, but are iricll,lded 
in Chapter VI. 
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2 to 400 head of cattle the first year and then expand to larger numb~rs. 
The budgets were designed to represent costs and returns on ranches with 
from 500 to 1500 head of cattle on a 100 cow unit basis. The 100 cow 
unit was selected because it provides a convenient base for calculations 
and can be easily adapted to fit larger ranch situations. The 1966-1967 
budgets for contract cattle are directly applicable to herd sizes of 
500 to 1 ,500 head. The budgets are applicable for herds that are some-
what larger or smaller than this if the appropriate bonus computation 
rates for other herd sizes are used. All of the budgets assume spring 
calving cows since the study has shown that eighty percent of the 
cattle on contract in Oklahoma are spring calving. In all calculations 
in the study the final values have been rounded to the nearest whole 
number. 
Assumptions Used in the Budgets 
The assumptions used in the budgets are as follows. 
(1) The prices received for rancher owned cattle are the 
average monthly Oklahoma City prices at the time of 
sale adjusted for weight differential. 
(2) The prices received for contract cattle are taken 
from the bonus computation rates for the contract for 
the year being studied. 3 The bonus computation rate 
used is for ranches with between 500 and 1500 head of 
contract cattle. 
2The 100 cow units consist of 100 animals that are calving and the 
replacements and bulls which are necessary to maintain a herd of this 
size. 
3The bonus computation rates for the 1966-1967 and 1967-1968 
contract years are shown on page 15. 
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(3) Ranchers save heifers for replacements and these 
heifers calve at 24 months. 
(4) The cows have an 88 percent calf crop. Bred year! ings 
have an 83 percent calf crop. 
(5) The JOO cow unit means that there are 100 animals 
calving each year. The rancher also has 14 replacement 
heifers under contract for a total of ill animals under 
contract. The same number of cattle is used in the 
budgets for rancher owned cattle. 
(6) The ranchers finance 50 percent (57 head) of the 
cattle under contract at $108 per head. 
(7) The rancher with contract cattle uses his own bulls. 
(8) All of the ranchers interviewed said they treated 
the contract cattle just as they did their own and 
thus the budgets assume this is true. 
Cattle Investment Used in the Budgets 
I 
The cattle investment required of a rancher for these budgets is 
shown in Table 111 and Table IV. The values shown will vary with 
market conditions but are representative of the values the interviewed 
ranchers placed on their contract cattle and on their own cattle. 
Table V contains complete 100 cow unit budgets for Northeastern 
Oklahoma for (1) rancher owned cattle, and (2) cattle under contract. 
The budgets are designed to compare costs and returns for the 1966-1967 
contract period. The budgets in Table V use prices, production costs 
and allocated charges that were applicable in 1966-1967. 
The complete budgets in Table V are followed in Tables VI, VI I, 
TABLE 111 
ESTIMATED RANCHER'S INVESTMENT IN CATTLE: 
RANCHER OWNED CATTLE ·, 
(100 cow unit) 
88 cows ~t $190 :::; $16,720 
12 bred 18-month old heifers at $190 = 2,280 
14 replacement heifers of 430 lbs. at $ .26/lb. = 1 ,565 
~ bulls at $375 = 1 ,875 
11~ animals $22,440 
TABLE IV 
ESTIMATED RANCHER'S INVESTMENT IN CATTLE: UNDER CONTRACT 
WITH CLIENT OF MANAGING CORPORATION 
(100 cow unit) 
88 cows client owned = $ 00 
12 bred 18-month ol~ heifers c.l i en t owned = 00 
14 repl~cement heifers of 430 lbs. cl i~nt owned= 00-
5 bulls 
-12,an to client on 57 head @$108/hd, 
119 an ima 1 s 
at $375 = 1 ,875 
6, 156 
$ 8 ,031 
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TABLE V 
COMPLETE BUDGETS OF ESTIMATED COSTS AND RETURNS FROM ALTERNATIVE BEEF COW PROGRAMS IN 
NORTHEASTERN OKLAHOMA: SPRING CALF; FALL SELL (1-00 COW UNITS) 
October 15, 1966 to-October 15, 1967 
Production and Sales Rancher Owned Under Contraj:_t 
Bred yearling's calves 
Steer calves 
Heifer calves 
Cull cows 
Cull heifers 
Heifer replacement contract 
Bull service fee 
Bonus for financing 
Reports bonus 
* Production Costs . 
10 hd. x 391 lbs. at 25.22¢ 
39 hd. x 451 lbs. at 26.36¢ 
24 hd. x 431 lbs. at 23.08¢ 
12 hd. x 950 lbs. at 16.12¢ 
2 hd. x 821 lbs. at 24.83¢ 
14 hd. x 390 lbs. gain each 
2~¢/lb. on calves; 2 3/4¢/lb. on 
1¢/lb. on financed cattle 
$1/hd. on cows; $.50/hd. on hfr. 
Hay at $18/tona · 
Protein at $76/tona b 
Grain £or replacement heifers at $42/ton 
Mineral and salt 
(10.6 tons) 
(14.5 tons) 
( 5.2 tons) 
Veterinary and medicine· 
Bull depreciation and death loss 
Death -loss 
Marketing costsa 
Shrink 
Property taxesa 
Miscellaneousa 
Allocated Charges for Selected Resources 
Land at 3% of value 
Labor at $1.40/hr. 
Annual capital 
(5 bulls) 
{2 cows -at.$190) 
730 hrs. 
$23,521 @ n 
Return to management and risk before taxes 
Less estimated income taxesC 
Return to .management and risk after taxes 
* 
hfr. 
986 at 23.25¢ 909 
4,636 at 21.25¢ 3,738 
2,387 38 hd. at 21.25¢ 3,480 
1,838 
408 
---
at 17 .50¢ 956 
- 1,002 
217 
_10,255 
_..!fil. 10,409 
190 190 
·1,100 1,100 
. 218 218 
150 150 
143 143 
137 137 
380 
---
204 207 
320 154 
209 209 
.-lli. 3,355 _lli. 2,712 
4,068 4,068 
1,022 765 hrs. 1,071 
1,647 6.737 -$38 at 7% ·--=1 5.136 
$ 163 $ 2,561 
654 1.968 
$ -491 $ 593 
Information not footnoted under Production Costs was computed from information received from contract ranchers. 
aCecil D. Maynard and Odell L. Walker, "Costs and Returns to Beef Cow-Calf Systems," Oklahoma~ University 
Extension Facts, Page 112. · · 
bL. Smithson, S. A. Ewing, R. E. Renbarger and L. S. Pope, Effect of High~ Low~ Feed~ ill. Alternate 
.!!!!!§. .!!!l Growth~ Development of~ Heifers, Oklahoma ·Agricultural Experiment Station, Misc. Pub. MP-74, June 1964, 
PP• .78-83. . 
cThe estimated income taxes are taken from Table x. This table is. discus·sed later in this chapter and is ·computed 
for ranchers with 800 cow units. N v, 
TABLE VI 
PARTIAL BUDGETS OF ESTIMATED COSTS AND RETURNS FROM ALTERNATIVE BEEF COW PROGRAMS 
IN NORTHEASTERN OKLAHOMA: SPRING CALF; FALL SELL (100 COW UNITS) 
October 15, 1965 to October 15, ~9~6 
Production and Sales 
Bred yearling's calves 
Steer calves 
Heifer calves 
Cull cows 
Cull heifers 
Heifer replacement contract 
Bull service fee 
Bonus for financing 
Reports bonus 
Production Costsa 
Allocated Chargesa 
Rancher Owned 
10 hd. x 3918@ 25.16¢ 
39 hd. x 4518@ 26.39c 
24 hd. x 431H@ 22.92¢ 
12 hd. x 9508@ 16.46¢ 
2 hd. x 8218@ 23.8¢ 
14 hd. x 3908 gain each 
$7.00/exposed cow 
1¢/lb. of financed cattle· 
Cows $1/hd.; Hfr. $.50/hd. 
Total 
Total 
Return to management and rigk before taxes 
Less estimate<l income ·taxes 
9.84 
4642 
2371 
·1876 
391 
10264 
3355 
...&1]1_ 
$ 172 
653 
Return to management and risk after taxes 
- $481 
Production and Sales 
Bred yearling's calves 
Steer calves 
Heifer calves 
. Cull cows 
·cull heifers 
Heifer replacement contract 
·Bull service fee 
O~~obEtr 15. 1964 to Oct-0ber 15. 1965 
Rancher Owned 
10 hd. x 3918@ 23.47¢ 
39 hd. x 4518@ 24.86¢ 
24 hd. x 4318@ 21.07¢ 
12 hd. x 9508@ 14.75c 
2 hd. x 8218@ 24.5¢ 
14 hd. .x 3908 gain each 
$7.00/exposed cow 
918 
4373 
2179 
1682 
402 
·under Contract 
@ 22%¢ 
@ 20\¢ 
38 hd. @ 2Qli;¢ 
@ 1~¢ 
870 
3562 
3311 
956 
798 
217 
....1Ql 
Under Contract. 
@ 23¢ 
@ 21¢ 
38 hd. @ 21¢ 
@ 17¢ 
899 
3694 
3439 
928 
798 
217 
9827 
2712 
~ 
$1979 
1708 
$ 271 
Bonus for financing. 
Reports bonus 
le/lb. on financed cattle 
Cows $1/hd./ Hfr. $.50/hd. 9554 
3355 
6737 
....1-.Ql. .10082 
Production Costsa 
Allocated Chargesa 
-- Total -
--.Total 
Return to management and risk before taxes 
Less estimated income taxesb 
Return to ·management. and risk after taxes 
aSource: Table V. 
bRefer ~o the section on income taxes beginning on page 38 •. 
- $ 538 
41!_7 
- film.,S_ 
2712 
~· 
$ 2234 
1821 
"fTi3 
N 
()'\ 
TABLE VII 
PARTIAL BUDGETS OF ESTIMATED COSTS AND RETURNS FROM ALTERJ.~ATIVE BEEF COW PROGRAMS 
IN NORTREASTERN OKLAHOMA: SPRING CALF; FALL SELL (100 COW UNITS) 
October 15, 1963 to -October 15, .1!!64 
Production and Sales 
Bred yearling's calves 
Steer calves 
Heifer calves 
Cull cows 
Cull heifers 
Heifer replacement contract 
Bull service fee 
Bonus for financing 
Reports bonus 
Production Costsa 
Allocated Chargesa 
Rancher Owned 
10 hd. x 391#@ 19.85¢ 
39 hd. x 4511/ @ 20.91¢ 
24 hd. x 431#@ 17.79¢ 
12 hd. x 950# ~ 12.58¢ 
2 hd. x 821#@ 22.5¢ 
14 hd. x 390# gain each 
$7.00/exposed cow 
1¢/lb. on financed cattle 
Cows $1/hd.; Hfr. $.50/hd. 
Total 
Total 
Re-turn to management and risk before taxes 
Less estimated income taxesb 
Return to management and risk after taxes 
776 
3678 
1840 
1434 
369 
8097 
3355 
6737 
- $1995 
199 
- $2194 
October 15, 1962 to October 15, .l!l.63 
Production and Sales 
Bred yearling's calves 
Steer calves 
Heifer calves 
Cull cows 
Cull heifers 
Heifer. replacement contract. 
Bull service fee 
Bonus for financing 
Reports bonus 
Production Costsa 
Allocated Chargesa 
Rancher Owned 
10 hd. x 391#@ 24.67¢ 
39 hd. x 45111@ 25.75¢ 
24 hd. x 431#@ 22.98¢ 
12 hd. x 950#@ 14.97¢ 
2 hd. x 821#@ 23.23¢ 
14 hd. x 390/1 gain ea.ch 
2\¢/lb. on calves; 2 3/4¢/lb. on yrlg. 
1¢/lb. on financed cattle 
Cows $1/hd.; Hfr. $.50/hd. 
- Total -
-- Total --
Return to management and risk before taxes 
Less estimated income taxesb 
Return to management and rblk after taxes 
a 
Source: Table V 
bRefer to· the section on income taxes beginning on page 38. 
965 
4529 
2377 
1707 
381 
9959 
3355 
_.£ill. 
- $ 133 
~
=J..J.11.. 
Under Contract 
@ 23¢ 899 
@ 21¢ & 16¢ 3643 
38 hd.@ 21¢ & 16¢ 3428 
-
-
@ 17¢ 928 
798 
217 
....!QI 
Under.Contract 
@ 23¢ 899 
@ 21¢ & 16¢ 3643 
38 hd.@ 21¢ & 16¢ 3428 
@ 17¢ 928 
1002 
217 
....!QI 
10020 
2712 
.2!li 
$ 2172 
1792 
$ 380 
10224 
2712 
~ 
$ 2376 
.1885 
L.fil 
N 
-...J 
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and VI I I by partial budgets which compare rancher owned cattle and con ... 
tract cattle for the contract years 1960~1961 to 1965-1966. The totals 
for Production Costs and Allocated Charges, as determined in the com-
plete budgets for 1966-1967 (Table V), are used. in the partial budgets. 
Changes in production costs and allocated charges have occurred during 
the period from 1961 to 1967; however, these changes are ignored 
because the categories. in production costs and allocated charges that 
one would expect to change are the same for rancher owned cattle and 
cattle under contract. A change in these categories which is equal for 
both rancher owned cattle and contract cattle would not alter the 
relative profitability of the E!lternatives. The~ changes made in 
the paitial budgets as. compared with the complete budgets are changes 
in contract and market prices. The variation in Oklahoma City prices 
and contract rates causes the relative profitability of owning cattle 
and contracting cattle to vary considerably from one year to the next, 
Appendix B contains complete 1966-1967 budgets for Southeastern 
Oklahoma and the Oklahoma Panhandle which are constructed in the same 
manner and using the same assumptions as the budgets in Table V. These 
budgets are designed to compare relative costs and returns for South-
eastern Oklahoma and the Oklahoma Pc;rnhandle for 1966-,1967. Partial 
budgets for these reaions of Oklahoma are not included because prel imin~ 
ary computations have shown that the results for these region~ are very 
similar to th~ results for Northeastern Oklahoma. 
An explanation of the differences between the budgets for rancher 
owned cattle and contract cattle follows the budgets. 
TABLE VIII 
PARTUL BUDGETS OF ESTIMATED COSTS AND RETURNS FROM ALTERNATIVE BEEF COW PROGRAMS 
IN NORTHEASTERN OKLAHOMA: SPRING CALF; FALL SELL (100 COW UNITS) 
~ctob.er 15, 1961 to October 15, 19_62 
Production and Sales 
Bred· yearling's calves 
Steer calves 
Heifer calves 
Cull cows· 
Cull heifers 
Heifer contr;1ct 
Bull service fee 
Bonus for financing 
Reports bonus 
Production Costsa 
Allocated Chargesa 
Rancher Owned 
10 hd. x 391#@ 26.61¢ 
39 hd. x 451# @ 27 .33¢ 
24 hd. x 431#@ 24.88¢ 
12 hd. x 950#@ 15.88¢ 
2 hd. x 821#@ 26.88¢ 
14 hd. x 390# ~ain each 
2'4¢/lb. on calves; 2 3/4¢/lb. on yrlg. 
1¢/hd.; Hfr. $.50/hd. 
Cow ~1/hd.; Hfr. $.50/hd. 
-- Total 
-- Tqtal 
Return to management and risk before ·taxes 
Less estimated income taxesb 
Return to management and risk after taxes 
1040 
4807 
2574 
1810 
441 
10672 
3355 
..filJl. 
$ 580 
782 
- $202 
Oc;_t,_obE!.Ll5, 1960 to October 15. 192-:l 
Production and Sales 
Bred yearling's calves 
Steer calves 
Heifer calves 
Cull cows 
Cull heifers 
Heifer. contract 
Bull service fee 
Bonus for financing 
Reports bonus 
Production Cost-s-8 · 
Allocated Chargesa 
Rancher Owned 
10 hd. ·x 391#@ 25.85¢ 
39 hd. x 451#@ 26.38¢ 
24 hd. x 431# @ 24.32.¢ 
12 hd. x .950# @ 16.12¢ 
2 hd._ x 821#@ 23.38¢ 
14 hd. x 390# gain each 
2'4¢Jlb. on calves; 2 3/4¢/lb. cin ytig. 
1¢/lb. on financed cattle 
Cows -$1/hd • .; Hfr. $.50/hd. 
"'-- Total 
-- Total 
Ret.urn to management and risk before taxes 
Less estimated income taxesb · 
Return to management and risk af-ter taxes 
a . . 
Source: Table V 
bRefer to the section on income· taxes beginning on page 38. 
. . . 
1011 
4640 
25Hi 
1838 
384 
10389 
3355 
6737 
$ 297 
696 
- L 3__2_9 
Under Contract 
@ 23¢ 
@ 21¢ 
38 hd.@ 21¢ 
@ 17¢ 
899 
3643 
· 3428 
928 
1002 
217 
.....!Ql. 10224 
2712 
5136 
$ 2376 
1885 
.$ 491 
Under Contract 
@ 24¢ 
@ 22¢ 
38 hd. @ 22¢ 
@ 17¢ 
938 
3870 
3603 
~-
928 
1002 
217 
.....!Ql. 10665 
· 2712 
5136 
$ 2817 
2083 
$ 734 · 
N 
\0 
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Budget Explanation 
The complete budgets described here are divided into three major 
parts: Production and Sales, Production Costs,.and Allocated Charges 
for Selected Resources. Where there is a difference in the budget for 
rancher owned cattle and the budget for cattle under contract, the dif-
ference Is explained, 
Production and Sales 
Production an~ Sales for the 100 cpw unit herd are divided into 
the fo 11 owing categories. 
Bred year] ing's calves 
Steer calves 
Heifer calves 
Cull cows 
Cull heifers 
Heifer replacement 
contract 
Bull service fee 
Bonus for financing 
Reports bonus 
10 head. x calf weight x rate per pound 
39 head. x calf weight x rate per pound 
24 head x calf weight x rate per pound 
12 head x cows weight x rate per pound· 
2 head x hfrs .weight X· rate per pound 
· 14 head X weight gain x rate per pound 
2ic/1b. on calves; 2 3/4¢/lb. on yearlings 
Add 1¢ per pound on the financed cattle 
$1.00 per head on cows; $.50 per head on 
heifers 
The categories in Production and Sales are the same for all .budgets, 
except for calf weights which vary with the region of the state. 4 An 
explanation of each category showing the differences between ranc;:her 
owned cattle and cattle under contract is given in the fol lowing. 
Bred yearling's calves The calves from bred yearlings, shown in 
I 
the f i rs t row of the budget a re treated separate 1 y from those 1 is ted 
under steer ca.Ives and heifer calves. They are separated to show that 
4 
Larry V. Cundiff,~ Factors Affecting Weaning Weights .Q,f Calves 
,in. Oklahoma, (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Oklahoma State University, 
June 1966). 
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they are the calves from 12 heifers saved as replacements. The ten 
calves from these yearlings are priced at two cents per pound more (if 
calving at 24 months) than the calves of mature cows under contract. The 
c.1 ient pays the extra two cents per pou.nd to compensate for the lower 
calving percentage and lighter calves of heifers calving at.24 months. 
The w,tghts used for these calves are pasture weights in that they are 
the weight before shrink; Shrink. is lnc;:luded as GI production cost in 
the second part of the budgets. 
Ste~r calves and Heifer calves These two rows represent the calves 
from the 88 mature cows. It is assumed that there are 39 steer and 38 
heifer calves. Of the 38 heifer calves, the rancher saves 14 heifers 
each year as replacements. Therefore, in the column for rancher owned 
cattle there are only 24 heifer calves sold at the end of the year. The 
~ncher with cattle under contract receives payment for all 38 head. This 
is true even though he is soing to keep 14 heifers as replacements. 5 
The weights useq for these calves are the weights before shrink, the 
same as for the bred year.1 ing 1 s calves mentioned above. 
Cull cows This row indicates thattwelve mature cows will be culled 
in a typical year. The ranGher who owns cattle receives payment at the 
Oklahoma City market price at the time of sale. The budget for a ran .. 
cher with contract cattle assumes that he also culls twelve cows but 
he receives no revenue on these culled cows beca4se he does not own 
them. 
5Th.e basic rate of payment to the rancher for the contract calves 
was taken from the bonus computation rates (see 1966-1967 rates, Table I) 
for the years in question. For the contracts of 1961-1962, 1962-1963, an·d 
1963-1964, weight in excess of 425 pounds was paid for at the rate of 
16¢ per pound. This is reflected in the partial budgets. 
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Cull heifers The row for cull heifers indicates that two of the 
14 heifers saved as replacements the previous year were undesirabl~ and 
were culled in the fall at the end of the contract. If the rancher 
owned the cattle, it is assumed that he would receive the Oklahoma City 
price at the time of sale. The rancher with contract cattle is paid for 
these heifers on the basis of weight gain in the heifer contract row. 
Heifer ceelaceroent contract This row in the budgets is included 
for replacement heifers that are placed under a weight gain contract for 
the year following weaning. Included in this row are the two hl;lifers 
that were culled under row heading ''cull heifers." The rancher is paid 
from 15 to 18 cents per pound for the weight gained while on this con-
6 
tract, The rancher owning his own cattle receives no revenue from 
raising these heifers, his compensation comes from an increase in the 
value of his replacements which is offset by the depreciation of his cow 
herd. 
Bull service fee This item is based on the assumption that the 
7 
rancher will supply the bulls to be used on the contract cattle. If a 
rancher with contract cattle supplies the bulls, he receives 2i¢ per 
pound on his calves in addition to the bonus computation rate. On open 
year] ings and heifer calves that are being bred.for the first time, the 
rancher receives an additional 2 3/4¢ per pound on the weight gain of 
6The basic rate paid for the weight gain is taken from the bonus 
computation rates for heifer calves (Table 1). If the rancher feeds 
these heifers so that they can be bred to calve at 24 months of age, 
the clients will pay up to 2¢ more per pound subject to negotiation with 
the individual rancher. In the budgets it is assumed that the rancher 
gets an additional 1±¢ per pound above the standard bon1,.1s computation 
rate. 
7A comparison of the alternatives of a rancher supplying his own 
bulls and using those of the clients is made in Chapter V. 
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these animals. In the budgets for 1966-1967, the rancher with heifer 
replacement contracts receives 17!¢ per pound of gain and an additional 
2.3/4¢ per pound of qain for the breeding of these animals, For the 
contract years 1963~1964 1 1964-1965~ and.l965;J966, the.contract$ 'paid 
$7.00 per exposed cow {nstead of an addition to the bonus computation 
rate as was done in the 1966-1967 and 1967-1968 contracts. 
Bonus for financing This entry assumes that the rancher finances 
50 percent of the cattle under contract and, therefore, is entitled to 
one cent per pound in addition to the bonus computation rate£!!. !h§ 
cattle that are financed by him. 
Reports bonus The return shown for 11 reports bonus 11 is based on the 
assumption that the rancher will adhere to the contract, with particu-
lar reference to the keeping of records and the procedures for round-up 
and inventory. All of the interviewed ranchers except one had recejved 
this 11 reports bonus 11 every year in which they had operated under. the 
.. contracts. The one rancher who had not received the reports bonus was 
the one who had supplied cattle to other ranchers under subcontracts. 
He said he was not able to get all of his subcontractors to send in 
adequate reports and therefore he did not qualify for the reports bonus 
on his oriiinal contract. The managing corporation normally pays the 
reports bonus to any rancher who does a reasonably good job of follow-
. h . . 8 1ng t e contract prov1s1ons. 
Production Costs 
The complete budgets in Table V contain a complete breakdown of the 
8 
See Table I I, pag~ l7, for rates of payment. 
production costs used. in the budgets for Northeastern Oklahoma. The 
feed element of production costs is made up of hay, protein, grain; 
mineral and salt. Hay is budgeted to be fed piimar1ly during bad 
weather and at other times when there is insufficient grass. The feeds 
and other production costs (withthe exception of death loss, marketing 
costs, and shrink) are the same for contract cattle and r~ncher owned 
cattle. The production costs for each region of Oklahoma are assumed 
to be the same for each year budgeted. No attempt is made to vary costs 
each year for changes in such things as feed costs because they do not 
affect the comparison between owning and qontracting cattle. Any change 
. in feed costs for rancher owned cattle would be reflected by an equal 
and compensating change in feed costs for cattle under the managing cor-
poration•s contracts. 
Those categories within production costs which are not the same for 
rancher owned cattle and contract cattle are explained in the following. 
Deat,b loss The study has shown that most of the interviewed 
ranchers lose approximately two percent of their cattle each year. This 
row is. included on the assumption that two cows from the 100 cow uni t 
die during the year. This is a loss to the rancher whQ owns cattle. 
The contract allows a rancher with contract cattle.a 3 percent death 
lQss without penalty. 
Marketin9 costs The budgets reflect that marketing costs for a 
rancher with contract cattle are less than those for ranchers who own 
cattle, A rancher who has cattle under contract has only the marketing 
costs of gathering, loading, and moving the cattle to the nearest sealed 
and certified ranch, railroad, stockyard, or public scale. A rancher 
who owns cattle wi 11 typically have to haul, or pay the cost of hauling 
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his cattle the full distance to market. Any commission fees, yardage, 
feed, or other ~osts which a rancher~owner would pay would also be. in-
eluded in marketing costs. If the ranchers cattle were sold.at the 
ranch, he would normally have to accept a price lower than the market 
price. This difference would also be a marketing cost. For application 
to any particular ranch, the marketing costs figures may be adjusted to 
.fit the Individual situation. 
Shrink Shrink is an important factor in comparing the two market-
ing systems. Cattle under contract are gathered at dawn of the day of 
weighing and not watered or fed. They are ·then sorted according to sex, 
. and then weighed on the nearest suitable scales with no shrink~ 
--
Ranchers who own cattle and sel 1 at a market some distance from the 
ranch normally have considerable shrinkage on their cattle both during 
. d . h ld" bf . h" lO M f h transporting an 1n o 1ng pens e ore we19 1ng. ost o t e 
ranchers visited thought they saved on shrink and other marketing costs 
with contract cattle. The costs may be adjusted to fit individual situ-
at ions. 
Allocated ~hRrges for Selected, Re~ources 
Land at 3% Even though rangeland is fully owned by the rancher, 
I 
a meaningful analysis must give credit to the land for earning part of 
the return. The capital which is invested in land could be earning 
revenue in other uses. This alternative income which the rancher 
. 9The we.ight at the time of weighing is the weight used when 
figuring what the rancher will receive. · No percentage of the weight is 
subtracted from the final weight to allow for shrink. 
10 1n the budgets iri Table V, a 4% shrink is used f9r rancher owned 
cattle and a 2% shrink is 1;1sed for cattle under contract. 
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foregoes because the capital is invested in his land represents an 
opportunity or alternative cost to the rancher. The budgets in Tables V 
through VI II for Northeastern Oklahoma and the tables in Appendix B, for 
Southeastern Oklahoma and the Oklahoma Panhandle, include an allocated 
charge which represents this cost. If the land is rented instead of 
owned, the land charge represents a rental rate. 
The land charge Is made on the basis of 3 percent of the value of 
the land which is being used. Although earnings in alternative non-
ranch investments might well exceed 3 percent, this figtire is used 
because research suggests that 3 percent more nearly approximates the 
actual earning to farm and ranch land when reasonable earnings are 
allocat•d to labor, management, and non-real estate capital. Each of the 
budgets Is calculated on the basis of 113 animal unit years of grazing, 
made up of 88 cows, 12 bred yearl lngs, 14 heifer calves, and 5 bulls 
(see Table Ill, page 24). An animal unit year (a.u,y.) is defined as the 
amount of grazing required to feed al ,000-pound cow and her calf for 
one year. 
· In Northeastern Oklahoma, It typically requires eight acres per 
animal unit year (one cow and her calf) on rc1ngeland currently (1967) 
sell Ing for approximately $150 per acre. This is a land investment of 
$1 ,200 per a.u.y. The budgets for the Oklahoma Panhandle (Appendix B) 
show that the cattle operation typically requires 15 acres per a.u.y. on 
$80 per acre rangeland. These 15 acres per a.u.y. at $80 per acre con-
stitute the same land investment of $1,200 per awu,y. as that for 
Northeastern Oklahoma. For both of these areas, therefore, the land 
charge Is 113 a.u.y. X $1 ,200 per a.u.y. X .03 = $4068. 
In Southeastern Oklahoma with the mowing and fertll !zing budgeted, 
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improved pasture will handle one a.u.y. per three acres (Appendix B). 
The improved pasture is currently (1967) sel .1 ing for approximately $180 
per acre for a land investment of $540 per a.u.y. The land charge in 
Southeastern Oklahoma is: 113 a.u.y. X $540 a.u.y. X .03 = $1831. 
Labor· The labor charge is based on a rate of $1.40 per hour. 
Information obtained from the Interviewed ranchers and from consultation 
with members of the staff of the Department of Agricultural Economics at 
Oklahoma State University was used in estimating the labor requirements 
for rancher owned cattle and cattle under contracts. The budgets for 
Northeastern Oklahoma (Tables V through VI 11) and the Oklahoma Panhandle. 
(Appendix B) assume that the rancher or his employees spend 730 hours 
11 per year in activities such as feeding and caring for the cattle. The 
ranchers with contract cattle estimated that they spent 10 to 15 hours 
per year more on bookwork than they would with cattle they owned them-
selves. They also estimated that they spent an additional 20 hours per 
year rebrancling cattle that had been sold from one client to another. 
Rebranding is a common occurrence for ranchers with a large number of 
cattle, belonging to many owner~. The budgets for contract cattle in-
elude an additional 35 hours of labor per year for a total of 765 hours. 
~nnual capital at Z% The logic of an annual capital charge is 
similar to that of the land charge in that a rancher should expect to 
receive something for his. investment. If a rancher has money tied up in 
feed and cattle he is foregoing the opportunity of investing his money 
in some other use. In the budgets, the cost of capital is assumed to be 
11 The budgets for Southeastern Oklahoma (Appendix B) include an 
additional 134 hours of labor for the mowing and fertilizing which is 
budgeted. This makes the budgets for Southeastern Oklahoma contain 864 
hours for rancher owned cattle and 899 hours for contract cattle. 
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7%, which is the rate at which many ranchers are currently (1967) 
borrowing funds. The annual capital chc!rge for the cattle enterprise is 
figured on the 1 ivestock investment and the costs which are incurred 
during the year, Each cost is calculated according to the number of 
months for which the money is actually used. 
The capital charge under contract Is considerably smaller than the 
charge for rancher owned cattle because the cattle under contract are not; 
owned by the rancher and the rancher is normally advanced $25 to $30 per 
head for feed. The money which a rancher with contract cattle puts up 
for financing is not included in this annual capital charge because he 
receives an offsetting 7%. interest (1966,-1967 rate) in advance on the 
money he has invested in financing. The budgets assume that the rancher 
receives $25 per head, in advance, for all animals under contract. This 
reduces the ranchers capital requirement to furnishing bulls and that 
part of the feed which the advance money does not; cover. 
In the budgets for Northeastern Oklahoma (Table V), the advance 
payment is larger than the amount needed for production costs and 
supplying bulls and, therefore, the annual capital charge is negative, 
If a qrncher borrow.s money to buy feed, the capital charge represents 
interest on the loan. 
Rancher Income Taxes 
How do the income taxes of a rancher with contract ~attle compare 
with those that would apply if he owned the cattle? The summary income 
tax computations shown in Tables IX through XI are hypothetical examples 
designed to approximate income taxes for a rancher with his own cattle 
and for a rancher with cattle under contract. The computations are for 
TABLE IX 
HY-POTH ET ICAL SUMMARY -lNCOME TAX COMPUTATIONS FOR RANCHERS WITH THE IR OWN CATTLE 
AND FOR RANCHERS WITH CATTLE UNDER CONTRACT (5-00 COW UNIT) 
With Rancher Owned Cattle With Cattle Under Contract 
Schedule F - Income 
Sale of livestock raised .... ~ $ 38~445 $51,275 
Interest received 00 2, 155 
Schedule D - Gains from the 
sa1e of eroeert~ 
Net long term gain $9,695 
50% is taxable 4,848 $43,293 00 $53,430 
Schedule F - Exeenses 
Production costs $13,210 - $ 12, 725 
Hireo labor (above·2,000 hr.) 2,310 2,555 
interest cost 8.235 $23,755 2. 155 -$17,435 
Other deduct1ons . 4.32:9 $ 28,084 5.343 $22.778 
Taxable income $15,209 .· $30,652 
Non- taxab 1 e -income 
(50"/o of net long term gain) 4,848 . $20,057 00 
less income taxes L062 .. 8 2 134 
Money for any use ~16,222 ~:22 ,.218. 
Taxes per 100 cow unit $ 3, 062 f 5 = $ 612 $ 8, 134 : 5 = $: 1 ,627. 
\;>.) 
\.0. 
TABLE X 
HYPOTHETlCAl SUMMARY INCOME TAX CGMPUATIONS FOR RANCHERS WITH THEIR OWN CATTLE 
AND FOR RANCHERS WITH CATTLE UNDER CONTRACT (800 COW UN IT) 
Schedule F - Income 
Sa~e of livestock raised 
interest received 
Schedule D - Gains from the 
sale of property 
Net long term gain $15,512 
50% is taxable 
Schedule F - Expenses 
Production costs 
Hired labor (above 
Interest cost 
Other ~eductions 
Taxable income 
Non-taxable income 
,$ 21, 136 
2~000 hours) 5,376 
- 13. 176 
(50"/o of net long term gain) 
less income taxes 
Money for any -use 
With Rancher Owned £attle With Cattle Under Contract 
$61,512 
00 
$82,040 
3,447 
7...J.2E.. $ 69, 268 .00 $ 85, 487 
_ $20,360 
5,768 
$39,688 3.447 $29,575 
6...912 _ $46.615 -8.549 $~ 124 
:$22,653 -$47,363 
Ll5Q $30,409 00 
5. 229 15. 742 
$25.180 $)1.&621 
Taxes eer 100 cow unJt 5,229 ~ 8 = $ 654 15,742 f 8 = $ 1,968 
---- - ~--~ - --- . - - - - --- +"" 
0 
l"ABLE XI 
HYPOTHETICAL SUMMARY INCOME TAX COMPUTATIONS FOR RANCHERS WITH THEIR OWN CATTLE 
ANO FOR RANCHERS WITH CATTLE UNDER CONTRACT (1,5-00 COW UNIT) 
With Rancher Owned Cattle With Catt]e Under Contract 
Schedule F - Income 
Sale of livestock raised $115,335 $153 ,825 
Interest received 00 6,464 
Schedule D - ~ains from the 
sale of eroeert:i 
Net Tong term ga1n $29,085 141243 $129,878 00 $160,289 
50°/o is taxab 1 e . 
Schedule F - Exeenses 
Production costs $39,630 $38,175 
Hired labor (above 2,000 hr.) 12,530 13,265 
Interest cost 24.705 .$76.,865 61464 $57,904 
-Othe.r deduct ions J 2"_,988 $ 89 .853 16,029 $ 73 .933 
Taxable income 40,025 $ 86,356 
~on-taxable income 
(5C°k of net long term gain) 141243 $54,568 00 
Less income taxes 121 122 37.026 
Money for any use $42,416 $~.,330 
-
Taxes per 100 cow unit $ 12, 152 ~ 15 = $ 81-0 $ 37 ,026 t 15 = $ 2,468 
.i::-
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ranchers with 500, 800, and l ,500 cow units respectively based on the 
budgets of Table V and are not expected to represent all of the condi~ 
tions which would be encountered in a typical ranching operation. Th~se 
assumptions are used in the tables. 
1. Land ownership ls debt free. 
2. All labor over the first 2.000 hours ls hired 
at $1.40 per hour. 
3. The tax rates are fiom 1967 tax rate schedules 
for mar.ried taxpayers filing Joint returns. 
4. Ranc~ers who own cattle, borrpw all of·the 
money needed for annual capital. Ranchers 
with contract cattle borrow all of the money 
used to finance cl ients 1 cattle. Both pay 
7'/o interest. 
5. The category "other deductlons 11 is equal to 
10 percent of gross taxable income for both 
alternatives. 
6. All of the rancher's income is from the 
cattle enterprise, either rancher owned or 
under contract. 
7. All of the assumptions used in the budgets 
in Tables V through VI I I still apply. 
In the tables, the taxes for ranch@rs with their~ cattle are 
compµted in the following manner. "Schedule F-lncome11 includes the sale 
of calves as shown in the budgets in Table V, minus shrink. The sale 
of cull cows and cull heifers is shown under "Schedule o .. Gains from the 
sale of property11 and under current Federal income tax regulations only 
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50 percent of the sale value is included for tax purposes. The expenses 
for production costs, hired labor, and interest cost are based on the 
budget for rancher owned cattle in Table V. The expenses and deductions 
are subtracted from the gross. income to determine the taxable inc:ome. 
Income taxes for ranchers with cattle under contract are computed 
similarly as f~llows. rischedule F-lncome" includes all production and 
sales (Table V) for contract cattle, minus shrink. It also includes 
the interest received on the money loaned to the managing corporation•s 
clients. Ranchers with cattle under contract do not own the cattle and, 
therefore, have no long term capital gain. The expenses for production 
costs, hired labor, and interest cost are based on the budget for con-
tract cattle (Table V). The expenses and ot~er dedu~tions are subtracted 
from the ~ross income to determine the taxable income. 
Tab.1 es IX, X and XI show that, under the as§umpt ions, taxes for 
ranchers·with contract cattle are well over twice as much as the taxes 
for ranchers with their own ca.ttle. The rancher owned catt;le operation 
benefits from the fact that only part of the long term capital gain. is 
taxable. This benefit does not accrue to the contract cattle operation. 
Estimated Taxe1 Used in the Bydsets 
The budgets in Tables V through VII I include estimated income taxes 
' 
which were computed on the basis of an aoo cow unit such as shown. in 
Table X. The 800 cow unit was selected because it approximates the 
number of cattl~ under contract on a typical ran~h. The estimates were 
made using 1967 tax rate schedules and the costs and returns in each of 
the budgets. The estimated taxes for ranchers with ownei;I cattle 
ranged from $ I 99 per 100 cow unit in 1963- I 964 (Tab 1 e V.I I) to $782 per 
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100 cow unit in 1961-1962 (Table VI I 1), while the estimated taxes for 
ranchers with cattle under contract ranged from $1,708 per 100 cow unit 
in 1965-1966 (Table VI) to $2,083 per 100 cow unit in 1960-1962 (Table 
VII 1). 12 The changes in estimated taxes reflect the changes in returns 
caused by changing market prices and contract rates. 
A rancher who desires to compare returns with contract cattle for 
his operation with ret~rns from his own cattle may estimate the rela-
tive income taxes for his own situation. A format such as the one used 
in Tables IX through XI should be useful in making the comparison. 
Some important points relating to income taxes and their affect on 
the comparison of rancher owned cattle and cattle under contract are as 
fol 1 ows: 
1. The size of herd is an important factor which affects 
costs, returns, and taxes. Tables IX through XI show 
that as herd size increases the taxes per 100 cow 
unit for contract cattle would become larger relative 
to taxes for rancher owned cattle under the conditions 
1.:li d down. 
2. The market p~ices, bonus computation rates, and 
production costs which are applied to rancher owned 
cattle and contract cat\le will influ~nce taxes and 
relative returns. 
3. Some of the income of ranchers with their own cattle 
is typically taxed at the favorable long term capital 
12 1n the following sections several references .are made ta the 
returns to management and risk before taxes. All such references refer 
to returns before Federal income taxes. Personal property taxes are 
included in the budgets. 
gains rates, however none of the rancher•s iMcome 
from contract cattle i~ taxable as capital gains. 
4. If the rancher has. income and expenses outside of 
the ranching enterpri~e, these too will influence 
his tax rates and should be included in the income 
tax computations. 
5. Ranchers under either alternative who have large debt 
and interest payments on their land and machinery 
will be able to include these payments as expenses 
and this will reduce their taxable income and tax 
rates if they are above minimum levels. 
The incon,e tax variable is one which has considerable infll,Jence on 
the comparison of rancher owned cattle and cattle under contract. The 
in~ome tax computations in this section had considerable influence in 
decreasing the relative advantage in returns enjoyed by contract cattle, 
but they did not nullify the advantage. 
Because of the influence of such things as possible non-farm 
income and the varying amounts of deductions, taxes cannot be general-
ized in the same manner as cost and returns budgets. Therefore, each 
income tax situation must be computed specifically for each case in 
question. 
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Analysis of Budgets 
Tables V through VI II compare costs and returns for rancher owned 
cattle and for the cattle under the managing corporation's contracts. 
The budgets for .E..!l. seven years (1960-1961 through 1966-1967) show a 
higher return to management anp risk for the rancher with contract cattle 
then for the rancher with his own cattle. The returns to management and 
risk before taxes, computed in the budgets for Northeastern Oklahoma, 
are shown in Figure I I, while the returns to management and risk after 
estimated taxes are shown in Figure I I I. 
A negative return to management and risk for rancher owned cattle 
is evident in a number of years. One reason for the negative returns to 
management and rlsk is the allocated charges for land, labor, and 
capital. A negative return means that the return from the rancher owned 
cattle enterprise is not large enough to pay all out-of-pocket expenses 
and allocate the calculated return to the land, labor, and capital used 
in the enterprise. A positive return to management and risk for the 
contract cattle indicates that under these budget conditions, a rancher 
with the contract cattle would have a return large enough to pay all 
out-of-pocket expenses, all allocatec;I charges, and would still hiave a 
return to management and risk. 
In comparing absolute returns to management and risk,. it should be 
kept in mind that the budgets use 1966-1967 production costs and allo-
cated charges for all years. This wi 11 not affect relative returns but 
it will affect the absolute returns. Costs and allocated charges which 
are applicable for 1966-1967 may be larger than those which existed 
during the years 1961-1966. If this ls the case, both negative and 
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.Figure 11. Northeastern Oklahoma: Ret1..1rn to Management and Risk bef9re 
taxes, 1961-1967 (budget estimates for a 100 cow unit) 
Source: Tables V through VI II. 
positive returns to management and risk will appear less f•vorable for 
the early years. But the concern in this study is primarily with rela-
ti ve· returns. Reducing the cos ts and a 11 oca ted charges for the di ffe rent 
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years would increase the returns to management and risk equally for 
rancher owned cattle and contract cattle and relative values would not 
be affected. 
The largest return to management and risk for contract cattle in 
Northeastern Oklahoma before taxes was $2817 per 100 cow unit in 1961 
(Table VI I I) as compared with the smallest, $1979 per 100 cow unit, in 
1966 (Table VI). One important factor which is evident in the budgets 
for contract cattle is that there is very 1 ittle fluctuation l!l the 
returns 12 management and~-
~eturn to 
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Figure I I I. Northeastern Oklahoma: Retur~ to Management and Risk after 
Estimated Taxes, 1961-1967 (budget estimates for a 
100 cow unit). 
Source: Tables V through VI I I. 
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The largest before tax return to management and risk for rancher 
owned cattle in North~astern Oklahoma was $580 per 100 cow unit in 1962 
(T~ble VI I I). The smallest was -$1995 in 1965-1966. The fluctuation 
in the returns to management and risk for rancher owned cattle Is much 
greater. 
Figure I I I shows the relative returns to management and risk after 
estimated taxes. The estimated taxes cause a considerably larger 
decline in the returns to management and risk for cattle under contract 
than in returns for rancher owned cattle. The differences in returns 
both before and after estimated tax for each year are computed in 
Table XI I. The average before tax difference in returns to management 
c;1nd risk for rancher owned cattle and cattle 1..1nder contract for 1961-
1967 is $2567 per 100 cow unit. After the estimated income taxes are 
deducted the difference is reduced to $1,270 per 100 cow unit. 
The canplete 1966-1967 budgets for Southeastern Oklahoma and the 
Oklahoma Panhandle in Appendix B show differences very similar to those 
shown in the 1966-1967 budgets for Northeastern Oklahoma (Tables V and 
XI I). 
The important points in this analysis are twofold.. (1) l,n. every 
year ~ computed return 12. management .s119.risk both before .ru19. after 
estimated taxes was higher for the cattle under the managing corpora-
~ ., ~' ' ' 
tic.n's contract than f.9L cattle owned h the rancher. (2) Returns to 
......... 
rnanagement .2.0,2. Ll.fili for contract cattle fluctuate less than returns for 
rancher owned cattle. 
Reasons for the Difference in Returns 
The margin between the market prices paid for the calves from 
Year 
. 1960-61 
1961-62 
1962-63 
· 1963-64 
1964-65 
1965-66 
1966-67 
Totals 
Averages 
TABLE X 11 
DIFFERENCES IN RETURNS TO MANAGEMENT AND RISK FOR RANCHER OWNED CATTLE AND CONTRACT CATTLE 
IN NORTHEASTERN OKLAHOMA, BEFORE AND AFTER ESTIMATED TAXES, 
IN 100 COW UNITS 
Return to Management and Risk Return to Management and Risk Per 
Per 100 Cow Unit Before Taxes 100 Cow Unit After Taxes 
Contract Rancher Owned Contract Rancher Owned 
Cattle Cattle Difference ca"ttl e Cattle Difference 
DOLLARS 
2,817 297 2,520 734 -399 1 , 133 
2,376 580 1 ~796 491 -202 693 
2,376 -133 2,509 491 -727 .1,218 
2, 172 -1 , 995 4, 1-67 380 -2, 194 2,574 
2,234 -538 2, 772 413 -1,025 J ,438 
I ,979 172 1,807 . 271 -481 . 752 
2,561 163 2,398 593 -491 1,084 
16,515 -1 ,454 l7 ,969 3,373 -5,519 8,892 
2,359 -208 2,567 482 -788 1 ,270 
Source: Tab 1 es V through VI 11 • v, 
0 
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rancher owned cattle and the rates·paid for the ca1ves ·from contract 
catt1e is not a major cause of the differences in returns to the catt1e 
operations. The average market price (1961-1967) for steers and. heifers 
in the budgets for rancher owned cattle was approximately 24.70¢ per 
pound. The average rate paid for the steers and_heifers under contract 
was approximately 24¢ per pound p1us the $1.00 per cow report!; be.nus. 
This rate was computed by summing the bonus computation rate (averaging 
approximately 21'1;¢) the bu11 service fee (2-2+¢) a11d the bonus for fin-
ancing (averaging .5¢ per ca1f) for a total of 24¢ per pound plus the 
reports bonus. This difference is insufficient to account for the 
difference in.returns to management and risk. 
It should be noted that with contract catt1e the rancher is paid 
for al1 ca1ves at the end Qf the contract even if they are to be retairi~ 
ed the fol lowing year. In the budgets for cattle under contract the 
total calf crop (87 calves) was paid for. In contrast, the budgets for 
rancher owned cattle show t_hat the rancher received payment on1y on the 
63 calves that were actual.ly sold but received no current inc;ome from 
the .14 saved as replacement. 
A payment received from contract Ci;lttle but not from.rancher owned 
cattle was that for weight gain on heifers saved as replacements. 
Another payment is the payment of $107 per year for the reports bonus. 
·The budgets for rancher owned cattle showed the.rancher receiving 
payment for those animals which were cu11ed, while the rancher with 
cattle under contract received no payment for these anima1s. This pay-
ment on the average was a1most, but not quite sufficient to offset the 
advantage of the several payments which ranchers with contract cattle 
received but which were not received by ranche~s with their own cattle. 
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The average total payments in production and sales for the budgets for 
Northeastern Oklahoma for the years 1960-1961 through 1966-1967 was 
$9,884 per 100 cow unit for the rancher owned cattle and $10,207 per 100 
cow unit for cattle under the corporation's contracts. This resulted in 
an average difference in t~e production and sales section of the budgets 
of $323 per 100 cow unit in favor of the cattle under contract. 
J\ .. 
The production s;osts for rancher owned cattle and cattle under corjt .. · 
-r. ~ 
tract were the same with three exceptions. The exceptions are death 
loss, marketing costs, and shrink. They were discussed in detail in the 
budget explanation section devoted to production costs, The budgets 
included a death loss of two cows for both rancher owned cattle and 
cattle under contract. On the basis of 1966-1967 production costs, 
ranchers who own their own cattle had an actual loss of $190 for each 
cow which died. This resulted in a total death loss of $380, Ranchers· 
with cattle under contract are allowed a 3 percent death loss without 
penalty and therefore incurred no loss because of the death of clients' 
cattle up to that point. This resulted in a $380 per 100 cow unit ad-
vantage for cattle under contract. 
The conditions under which the cattle under contract are marketed 
resulted in a $263 per 100 cow unit advantage (shrink.and marketing 
costs) for that type of operation in the budgets for Northeastern 
Oklahoma. The results were similar in the budgets for other parts of 
the state (Appendix 6). This marketing advantage of $263 per 100 cow 
unit combined with the death loss advantage of $380 per 100 cow unit 
resulted in a total advantage for contract cattle of $643 per 100 cow 
unit in the production costs for Northeastern Oklahoma. 
The $643 per 100 cow unit advantage for contract cattle in the 
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production costs for Northeastern Oklahoma combined with the $323 per 
100 cow unit average advantage in production and sales makes a total 
before~ advantage .ef. ~ .Etfil: JOO cow J:!,!J.l.l for contract cattle, 
before considering allocated charges. 
The allocated land charge is the same for rancher owned cattle and 
cattle under contract. The labor charge for contract cattle is $49 per 
100 cow unit larger than for rancher owned cattle. This reflects the 
additional bookkeeping and rebranding required for cattle under contract. 
The allocated charge for annual capital gives the largest advanta;l! for 
cattle under contract. The annual cap.ital charge per 100 cow unit for 
rancher owned cattle is $1 ,650 greater than for contract cattle (Table V). 
Because the labor charge for contract cattle is $49 greater than 
far rancher owned cattle, the net advantage in total allocated charges 
for cattle under contract is $1,601 per 100 cow unit ($6,737-$5,136 = 
$1,,601). This $1.601 per 100 cow unit advantag(;! in the allocated 
charges combined with the~ per 100 cow unit advantage in production 
and sales and production costs gives an average total advantage in the 
budgets for Northeastern Oklahoma of $2567 per 100 cow unit (before 
taxes) for the contract operation for the contract years 1960-1961 
through 1966-1967 as shown in Table XI I. 
CHAPTER IV 
COMPARISONS OF RANCHER OWNED CATTLE AND CATTLE 
UNDER CONTRACT UNDER VARIED CONDITIONS 
Under the conditions shown by the budgets. in Chapter I I I, a rancher 
with cattle under the managing corporation's contracts for the years 
1961-1967 would ~ave had a larger return to management i:!nd risk than. he 
would if he had owned the cattle. Those budgets were designed to repre-
sent typical situations for ranchers in Northeastern Oklahoma. This 
chapter makes comparisons l:)etween rancher owned and contract ccittle for 
ranchers under conditions different from those shown in the budgets of 
Chapter I I I. The 1~66-1967 budget for Northeastern Oklahoma (Table V) 
; 
is used in the following section to show the effect of changing such 
factors as Ci:!lf weights, market prices, and feeding costs. 
Price Changes 
The prices shCl'\ln in the budgets for Northeastern Oklahoma for 1966-
1967 ·(Table V) are the average monthly Oklahoma City prices at the time 
of sale,.adj~sted for weight differential. The effect of price changes 
on.returns to management and risk for rancher owned cattle was shown to 
some extent by the market prices used. in. the partial budgets of 
Tables VI through VI I I. 
Table XI II shows alternative prices for each classification of 
cattle in.the 1966-1967 budget for rancher owned cattle (Table V). 
Columns 1. through 6 show successive price increaseis of one cent per 
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pound above tbe October 1967 prices for each classification of animal in 
the budgets. Column 7 shpWs a decrease of one cent per pound below the 
October 1967 prices for each classification. 
TABLE X 111 
. ALTERNATIVE PRICES USED IN THE ANALYSIS 
FOR RANCHER OWN~D CATTLE 
( 1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
OKC OKC OKC OKC OKC 
prices prices price:; p.r ices prices 
+le/lb +2¢/lb +3¢/lb +4¢/lb +5¢/lb 
{cents per Pound) 
Bred yearlings 26.22¢ 27.22¢ 28.Z2¢ ;29~22¢. 30.22¢ 
Steer calves 27.36¢ 28.36¢ 29.)6¢ 30.36¢ 31.36¢ 
Heifer calves 24.08¢ 25.08¢ 26.08¢ 27.08¢ 28.08¢ 
Cu 11 cows 17. 12¢ 18. 12¢ 19. 12¢ 20. 12¢ 21. 12¢ 
Cul 1 heifers 25.83¢ 26.83¢ 27.83¢ 28.83¢ 29.83¢ 
Heifer contract 
__ ,.. 
... --
Bull service fee _,__ .. --
Bonus fqr 
-- ... financing 
Reports bonus -.. - _..,_ 
(6) (7) 
OKC OKC 
prices prices 
+6¢/lb -1¢/lb 
31.22¢ 24.22¢ 
32.36¢ 25.36¢ 
29.08¢ 22.08¢ 
22. 12¢ 15. 12¢ 
30.83¢ 23.83¢ 
-"!9,-
Table XIV snows .. the effect of thE;!se prices changes on returns to 
management and risk before taxes for rancher owned cattle. If al 1 of 
the Ottober 1967 prices are increased by the same amount, assuming 
TABLE XIV 
BUDGETS FOR NORTHEASTERN OKLAHOMA SHOWING THE CHANGE IN RETURNS TO MANAGEMENT AND RISK 
ASSOCIATED WITH ALTERNATIVE PRICES FOR RANCHER OWNED CATTLE (100 COW 'UNITS) 
Value at: Oklahoma City Prices 1 October 1967 
Production and Sales (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 
Oct'67 +l-¢/lb +2¢/lb +3¢/lb +4¢/lb +5¢/lb +6¢/lb 
(dollars) 
Bred yearling's calves 10 hd. x 391// 986 1,025 1,064 1, 103 1,143 1,182 1,221 
Steer calves 39 hd. x 451/1 4,636 4,812 4,988 5,164 5,340 5,516 5,692 
Heifer calves 24 hd. x 4311/ 2,387 2,491 2,594 2,698 2,801 2,905 3,008 
Cull COWS 12 hd. x 950// 1,838 1,952 2,066 2,180 2,294 2,408 2,522 
Cull heifers 2 hd. x 821// 408 424 441 457 473 490 506 
Heifer contract 
Bull service fee 
Bonus for financing 
Reports bonus 
Total Production and Sales 10,255 10,704 ll, 153 11,602 12,051 12,501 12,949 
Production Costsa --Total-- 3,355 3,368 3,381 3,394 3,406 3,419 3,432 
Allocated Char~a --Total-- 6,737 6,737 6,737 6,737 6,737 6,737 6,737 
Return to management and risk 163 599 1,035 1,471 1,908 2,.345 2,780 before taxes 
Change in returns compared with using 
Oklahoma City prices for Oct. 1967 +436 +872 +1,308 +l, 745 +2,182 +2,617 
(8) 
-1¢/lb 
947 
4,460 
2,284 
1,724 
391 
9,806 
3,342 
6,737 
-273 
-436 
aFrom Table V, with adjustments in production costs to reflect the differing values placed on 
shrink. A 4% shrink is used for calves of rancher owned cattle and a 2% shrink is used for calves of cattle 
under contract. u, (J"\ 
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production costs~ 1 calf weights, calving percentages and a11ocated 
charges do not change, there.is an incr.ease in returns to management and 
risk before taxes of $436 for each one cent increase in price. Decreases 
in price, shown in Column 7 (Table XI 11), have an equal but opposite 
effect. 
Returns to management and risk for contract cattle for 1966-1967 
(before taxes) are shown by the budget to be $2,5~1 (Table V). With a 
five cent increase above the.October 1967 Oklahoma City price, the returns 
to management and risk in the budget for rancher owned cattle would be 
$2,345 (Table XIV, Column 6), whlle a slx cent increase (Column 7) would 
give a return of $2,780. 
The borius computation rates in the 1967-1968 contract are the same 
as they were in the 1966-1967 contract. If we assume that a rancher in 
Northeastern Oklahoma with. a contract has the same product ion costs, 
calf weights, calving percentages, and allocated charges. in 1967-1968 
that he had in the 1966-1967 budget, we know his return to management and 
risk will remain at $2,561, the same as it was in the 1966-1967 budget. 
This means that a rancher who must make the decision in 1967 of whether 
or not to take Cc;'lttle under the managing corporation's contracts in 
1968, wou]d have to expect a general price increase of between five and 
six cents for all classifications of cattle (under the budgeted condi-
tions) before his own cattle would return as large a return to manage-
ment and risk before taxes ~s contrac~ cattle would provide. 
1Production costs change sJightly as price changes because even 
.thougt:i· theper:qentage ~hrinkis held·.tonstant ,its value:.ch~nges :~ith 
differe~t prlces. 
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Weight Changes 
The weights used for calves, yearlings, and cows in the budgets for 
Northeastern Oklahoma in Chapter I II are shown in Column 1 of Table XV. 
The weights of yearlings, steer and heifer calves, and cull heifers are 
increased by 25 pounds in Column 2.and bi 50 and 75 pounds respectively 
in Columns 3 and 4. These weight changes are used in Table XVI to show 
the effect of weight changes on returns to management and risk for 
rancher owned cattle and cattle under contract if other items in the 
2 budget remain unchang~d. 
Returns to management and risk for rancher owned cattle (before 
taxes) based on the original budget weights and prices for 1966-1967 
were $163 per 100 cow unit. Table XVI shows that using alternative 
weights and October 1967 prices each 25 pound increase in weight in-
creases the returns to management and risk for rancher owned cattle 
by $453 per 100 cow unit. Returns to management and risk from contract 
cattle as budgeted for 1966-1967 were $2,561 per 100 cow 4nit. In .. 
creasing the weights for cattle under contract results in increases of 
$527, $446, $418 per 100 cow unit for successive increases in weight 
of 25 pounds per animal. These changes in •bsolute returns with alter-
native weights change the relative r~turns to management and risk for 
rancher owned cattle and cattle under contract very 1 ittle. The budget 
for Northeastern Oklahoma for 1966-1967 (Table V) has a difference in 
before tax returns to m~magement and risk for contract cattle and for 
2Production costs increase slightly with increases in weight be-
cause shrink is a fixed percentage of the wieght and increases in weight 
cause increases. in the pounds of shrink. 
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rancher owned cattle of $2,398. Table XVI shows that increasing weights 
successively by 25 pounds per animal changes this difference to $2,465, 
$2,466, and $2,'+31 for weight increases of 25, 50, and 75 pounds 
respectively. 
TABLE XV 
WEIGHTS USED IN THE ANALYSIS FOR RANCHER OWNED CATTLE 
. AND CATTLE "UNDER. CONTRACT. 
( 1) (2) (3) (4) 
We.i ghts Budget Budget· Budget 
used in weight weight weight 
·. budgets +25 ]b +50 lb +75 lb 
Bred yearling's calves 39.1# 416# 441# .466# 
Steer calves 451# 475# 501# 526# 
Heifer calves 431# 456# 481# 506# 
Cu 11 cows 950# same same same 
Cull heifers 821# 846# 871# 896# 
Heifer replacement contract 390# same same same 
Bull service fee 
Bonus for financing 
Reports bonus 
Table XVI. could be 1,1sed to analyze: comparative costs artd returns 
for ranchers who might think that the weight of calves from their own 
cattle would be different from the calf weights obtained from cattle 
TABLE XVI · 
BUDGETS FOR NORTHEASTERN OKLAHOMA COMPARING RETURNS TO MANAGEMENT AND RISK BEFORE 
TAXES FOR RANCHER OWNED CATTLE AND CATTLE UNDER THE MANAGING CORPORATION'S . 
CONTRACTS USING ALTERNATIVE WEIGHTS (100 COW UNITS) 
. a. 
Values for Differenti1ls !b~X!il Budget Weights 
+25 lb.lanimal +50 lb. l!Dil!Hi!J. +75 lb.£animal . 
Production and Sales 
Bred yearling's calves 
Steer calves 
Heifer calves 
Cull cows 
Cull heifers 
Heifer replacement contract 
Bull service fee 
Bonus for financing 
Reports bonus 
10 hd. 
39 hd. 
24.hd. & 38 hd. 
12 hd. 
2 hd, 
14 hd. · 
57 hd. 
114 hd. 
Total Production and Sales 
Production Costsb -- Total --
b . 1 Allocated Charges -- Tota --
Contract 
Rates 
23.25¢ 
21.25¢ & 16¢ 
21.25¢ & 16¢ 
17.50¢ 
2.25¢ & 2.75¢ 
1¢/lb, 
$1/hd. & $.50/hd. 
Rancher ·con-
Owned tract 
Cattle Cattle 
1,049 967 
4,893. 3,945 
2,256 3,682 
1,838 -
4.20 
-
956 
1~051 
228 
107 
10,.726 ... 10,936 
3,374 2,720 
6,737 5,136 
"615 31 080 
Rancher Con .. Rancher Con-
Owned tract Owned· tract 
Cattle Cattle Cattle Cattle 
(dollars) 
1,112 1.025 1,175 . 1.083 
5,150 4,099 5,407 4,255 
2,664 3,872 •. 2,803 4,024 
1,838 - 1,838 
433 
--
445 
--
956 · 
--
956 
--
1,100 ·-- l,;I.49 
239. 249 
-
107 
--
107 
-
11,197 11,398 . l.l,668 11,823 
3,392 2,728 .3,410 2.735 
6,737 5,136 . ·6,737 S,136 
1.068 3.53Z. 1 1 s21 31 95.i Return to management and risk before taxes 
Difference in favor of contract cattle 2,465 2,466 2,431 
aCalves from contract cattle are at the bonus computation rates for weight Up to 475 pounds. Weight in excess of 475 
pounds is at the rate of 16¢ per pound. . · · 
b . . . 
From Table V, with adjustments in production costs to reflect the changes in·shrink associat.ed with weight changes. A 
4% shrink is used for calv·es of rancher owned cattle and a 2% shrink is used for calves of cattle under contract. O'\ 0 
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under the managing corporation's contracts. A rancher who considered 
the budgets were essentially correct except for calf weights, could esti~ 
mate his relative returns by applying the results from Tables V and XVI 
for those weights which most closely approximate the weights he would 
expect in his operations. For example, if he expected calf and year-
] ing weights of hi~ own cattle to be budget weights plus .50 pounds·, ,.he 
· would expect returns to inanagement and risk of $1,068 per 100 cow unit 
compared with $2,561 from contract cattle at the weights used )n the 
original budgets (Table V). With this 50 pound weight difference, con-
tract cattle still have a $1,493 per 100 cow unit higher return to 
management and risk before ta~es. Comparison cc;1n be made for other 
weight differences if one assumes that production costs and allocated 
charges are not changed. 
Combined Price and Weight Changes 
For cattle under the corporation's contracts, the separate effects 
of price changes and of weight changes have qlready been shown in 
Table XIV and Table XVI respectively. Changes in weight would affect 
returns to both rancher Qwned and contract cattle. Changes in market 
prices would also affect returns to rancher owned cattle but would not 
affect returns from those under contract for which returns per unit are 
the contract rates rather than mqrket prices. Examples of the influence 
on re,turns of combinations of price and weight changes for ranc;:her owned 
cattle are shown in Table XVI I. The example in Column 1 gives rancher 
costs and returns for weights 25 pounds greater and two cents higher than 
those used in the 1966-1967 budget for Northeastern Oklahoma (Table V), 
assuming no changes in other factors. For this situation, the return to 
TABLE XVII 
BUDGETS FOR NORTHEASTERN OKLAHOMA SHOWING -RETUBNS TO MANAGEMENT AND RISK FOR RANCHER 
OWNED CATTLE USING ALTERNATIVE WEIGHTS AND ALTERNATIVE MARKET PRICES 
Production and Sales 
Bred yearling's calves 
Steer calves 
Heifer calves 
Cull cows 
Cull heifers 
Heifer contract 
Bull service fee 
Bonus for financing 
Reports bonus 
10 hd. 
39 hd. 
24 hd. 
12 hd. 
2 hd. 
Total Production and Sales 
. b Production Costs 
b Allocated Charges 
--Total--
--Total--
(1) 
Price 
+2¢ & 
weight 
+25 lb 
1,132 
5,265 
2,745 
2,066 
454 
11,662. 
3,401 
6,737 
Return to mgt.. & risk before taxes 1, 524 
-(2) . 
Price 
+2¢ & 
weight 
+50 lb 
1,200 
5,541 
2,895 
2,066 
467 
12,.169 
3,420 
6~737 
2,012 
Values for budget chartge~~~Qfa 
(3) (4) (5) . (6) 
Price 
+4¢ & 
weight 
+25 lb 
1,216 
5,636 
2,964 
2;294. 
488 
~--
12,598 
3,428 
6,737 
2,433 
Price 
+4¢ & 
weight 
+50 lb 
1,289 
5,932 
3,i26 
2,294 -
502 
13,143 
3,449 
6,737 
2,957 
Price 
+-6¢·& 
weight 
+25 lb 
(dollars) 
1,299 
6,007 
.3, 183 
2,522 
522 
13,533 
3,455 
6,737 
3,341 
Pr:lce 
+6¢. & 
weight 
+50 lb. 
1,377 
6,323 
3,357 
2,522 
537 
14,116 
3,477 
6,737 
3,902 
:en 
Price· 
+6¢·& 
weight 
+75 lb 
1,455 
6,638 
3,531 
2.,522 
552 
·14,698 
3,500 
. 6,737 
4,461 
Difference from Return in Table V +1,361 +l-,849 +2,270 -+2,794 +3,178 +3,739 +4,29..8 
aCalves from contract cattle are at the bonus computation rates for weight up to.475 pounds. Weight 
in excess of 475 pounds·is at the rate of 16¢ per pound. 
bFrom Table V, with adjustments in production costs to.reflect the changes in shrink associated with 
weight and price changes. A 4% shrink is used for calves of rancher owned cattle and a 2% shrink is used· 
for calves of· cattle under contract. O' N 
management and risk.before taxes of $1,524 per.100 cow unit is $1,361 
greater than the $163 return of Table V. Other p.rice and weight com• 
binations are shown in the other columns of Table XVI I. 
Table XVI I can .also be used for weight and price combinations 
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lower than those in the original budget .(Table V). For example,. a price 
two cents lower and a weight 25 pounds higher than those used in 
Table V would decrease the return to management and risk before taxes 
by $1,361. This can. be taken directly from the last row of Table XVI I 
11Difference from return in Table V11 by assuming price and weight 
decreases.'instead of increases in Column 1 and substituting minus signs 
for the plus signs in the last row. Tj,e d.ifference under Column 1 will 
be --$1,361. The return to mi:)nagement and risk before taxes with the 
lower price and weight may then be calculc:1ted by adding the original 
return to this as fol lows: · $163 - $1,361 = $1, 198. 
A rancher who must make a decision of whether to operate with his 
own Ci:lttle or those under the managing corporation's contracts can use 
Tables V, XIV, XVI, and XVl I to estimate his e~pected relative cost~ 
and returns before income taxes, if the production costs and al Jocated 
charges are,accepted as given. 
Other Changes in Production and $ales 
The production and sales section of the budgets shows the payments 
that a rancher would receive for his own cattle, or for cattle under 
contract. The budgets were designed to represent typical situations 
but a number of categories wlthin production and sales might need to 
be changed to reflect conditions which might differ on.some specific 
ranch. The effect of changing price and weight has already been shown. 
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Other modifications follow~, 
-Calving Percentages 
Another variable t;hat cou1d be changed to reflect .a particular 
situatiQn is the number of calves. sqld. A calving percentage. lower or 
higher than that shown in the bualget would result in an increase or 
decrease in the total pounds of calves sold. This would be somewhat 
similar to the situation in which weights are increased or decreased by 
specified amounts as shown in Table XVI. As in the case of changing 
weights, different calving percentages would change the absolute returns 
but,. assuming.they were the same for rancher owned cattle and contract 
cattle, ~ould have only a small effect on the relative returns from the 
two alternatives. 
Number of Culls and Replacements 
I 
The returns of a ran~her who owned his own.cattle would be affected 
by changes in the number o.f animals cul led, their weight, and the price 
received for them. If the number of animals cul led is expected to be 
consistently different than that shown in the budget the expected number 
can be substituted. Returns for ranchers with contract cattle would not 
be affected because they receive no payment for clients• cattle that 
are culled. 
If the number of replacements held over by a particular rancher- -
owner were different from the 14 per 100 cow unit shown in the budget, 
the number may be changed accordingly. For rancher owned cattle the 
number of heifer calves sold would be increased if fewer heifers were 
~aved as replacements and this would modify current returns on the 
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on the operation. For contract cattle the number of replacement heJfers 
under the heifer replacement contract would need to be the same as the 
number of replacement heifers typically saved, 
Bull Service 
Gross returns to rancher owned cattle are not affected by changes 
in the bull service fee because ranchers supply their own bulls for 
their own cattle. With contract cattle, however, there is opportunity 
for modification of returns through different bull service arrangements. 
In all of the budgets for ranchers with cattle under contract the 
rancher is assumed to provide bulls for the cl ients 1 cattle and to 
receive a bull service fee. An alternative procedure would be to use 
bulls suppl led by the corporation 1 s clients. This alternative is ana-
lyzed in detail in Chapter V under 11 Furnishing Bulls 11 • 
Bonus for Financing 
Returns from contract cattle may also be affected by differences in 
the amount of financing of the clients' cattle by the rancher. The 
11bonus for financing•• row, in the budget for Northeastern Oklahoma 
(Table V) shows the returns from the additional one cent per pound in 
addition to the bonus computation rate paid to the rancher for those 
cattle which he helps to finance. An assumption used in the budgets is 
that 50 percent of the cattle under contract are financed. If a 
rancher could obtain cattle without providing financing he would el im-
inate budget item 11bonus for financing•• in his calculations. Financing 
is more fully discussed in Chapter V under 11Cattle .Financing••. 
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Reports Bonus 
The budget in Table V shows the rancher with contract cattle 
receiving $107 for sending in reports. and following other provisions of 
his contracts. The rancher either receives the total reports bcinus or 
none at c;il l. If the rancher does not make c;1dequate repo.rts, the returns 
to management and risk would be de~reased.by $107 per 100 cow unit. 
Changes. in Production Costs 
As indicated above there are only three rows in production costs 
that are different for rancher owned cattle and cattle under contract. 
They .are death loss, mc;1rketing .costs, and shrink. The reasoning behind 
these differences is explained in the budget explanations of Chapter I I I 
· under production'costs. It is expected that smal 1 chc;1nges would be· 
necessary in the relationships in these categories to make the budget 
fit speci.fic situations. In view of the results of this study, it 
appears doubtful that the changes necessary to make the budget fit a 
specific situation would be of sufficient magnitude to greatly alter the 
comparison.between rancher owned cattle and those under contract. 
Changes in the categories within production costs which one would expect 
to be the same for rancher owned cattle and cattle under contract cannot 
have an affect on the comparative profitability of the two alternatives. 
Changes in Allocated Charges 
Land ·charge 
The allocated charges are necessarily estimates of the value of 
the contribution that lc;1nd, labor, and cc;1pital make to the cattle 
operation, The land charge is assumed to be the·same for rancher owned 
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cattle and cattle under contract. It seems reasonable to assume that 
rancher c,wned cattle and the same number of cattle under contract will 
require the same amount of land or grazing. Therefore, a change in the 
land charge will not affect the comparative profitability of the two 
alternatives. 
Labor Charge 
The labor charge assumes that cattle under contract require thirty-
five hours per 100 cow unit more than cattl~ owned by the r;;mcher. This 
difference is shown in the budgets and is somewhat larger than most of 
the ranchers who were interviewed thought actua11y existed. For a ran,.. 
cher with 800 c;ows, the difference, using the budgets in Table Vas a 
base,-would be 280 hours per 100 cow unit per year. If the labor a.llow-
ance for contract cattle is too high relative to rancher owned cattle, a 
reduction- in the charge for- labor would have the effect of increas.ing 
the comparative returns to cattle under contract, as compared to rancher 
owned cattle. 
Annual Capital Charge 
A change in the. annual capltal tharge could have considerable 
effect upon the comparison.between.rancher owned and client owned cattle. 
The $23,527 annual ~apital requirement shown for rancher owned cattle 
in Table V was estimated for 1966-1967 conditions. _ Changes in feed 
_costs and 6attle prices would cause slight changes in the capital 
requirements would change the annual capital charge by only $7. 
-The important factor in compi;lring rancher owned cattle and cl lent 
owned cattle is the rate (7% in our exc;:1mple) at which cc;:1pital is vc;:1lued. 
With a $23,527 annual capital requirement for rancher owned cattle 
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(Table V) each one percent change in the rate will cause a change of 
$235 per 100 cow unit in the annual capital charge for rancher owned 
cattle. Ranchers with client owned cattle have a -$38 per 100 cow unit 
(Table V) annual capital requirement. Under the assumptions used in 
the budgets each one percent change in rate will cause a change of 
$.38 per 100 cow unit in. the annua·l capital charge for contract cattle. 
The seven percent rate is a good rate for estimating the annual 
capital and pays seven percent interest or- if he has alternative uses 
which will give him 7 percent return~ However, if a rancher finances his 
operation with his own capital, the 7 percent rate may not be a good 
rate. For example, if this man switches from .his own cattle to contract 
cattle he will have reduced his annual capital requirement from 
$23,527 to $-38. He will have surplus funds of $23,565 ($23,527 + 38 = 
$23,565). if he can invest his funds in some enterprise where his 
returns on the investment are 7 per~ent, the analysis in Table V is 
correct. If his only alternative is investing his money .in· some enter-
prise which earns only 4 percent,. such as putting it in a savings 
account at 4 percent, the annual -capital charge used. in Table V is too 
. large. A 4 percent rate would reduce the annual. capital charge for 
rancher owned cattle by $706. It would reduce the annual capital 
charge for a rancher with client owned cattle by $1. The difference 
between returns to management and risk before taxes for rancher owned 
cattle and cattle under contract would be decreased .!?.Y. ilQ,2, filU:_ 100 
~ unit. The net differences (before taxes) shown in Table XI I wou1d 
be reduced by $705. 
This example, while it is possible, is not the usual case, in that 
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most ranchers either finance their cattle operations from outsid~ sources 
or have alternative uses for their capital. As indicated above, even if 
this were the cqse, for 1966-1967 in Northeastern Okh1homa, the before 
tax returns to management and risk for cattle under contract would sti 11 
be $1 ,693 per 100 cow unit higher ihan for rancher owned cattle. 
C.t-!APTER V 
RANCHER ALTERNATIVES UNDER CONTRACT 
As indicaied in Chapter IV, ranchers with contract cattle face a 
number of alternatives which can affect the profitability of the cattle 
contracts. In the budget$ in the previous chapter it was assumed that 
a rancher with ~ontr~ct cattle would flnance\50 percent of the cattle 
under contract at $108 per head,.would supply his own bu]ls for use on 
the cohtract cattle,. and would calve his replacements at 24 months. The 
alternatives to these procedures will be analy:z:ed more fully in the 
following sections than they were in the preceding chapter. 
Cattle Financing 
The managing corporation normally strives to,avoid placing cattle 
with ranchers who cannot Qr will not.provide financing for a portion of 
I' 
the con~ra~t cattle under their care. In a few instances in which a 
rancher did not renew his contract and a new location had to be found 
for the c1 ientst cattle the corporation has decide~ to contract wfth 
ranchers who could not meet some of the requirements such as providing 
.financing. 
Although a rancher who is applying for contract cattle should ex-
pect to finance approximately 50 percent of the cattle assigned to him, 
he.does. have some contr.01·.over the number of animals he w:ill fin;imce and 
of the amount of f i naoc i ng per .head.. S'i nee, th l.s. is the case, it is 
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important tha.t. a rancher know, what returns he may .anticipate from money 
· invested in financing. 
Effective lnteres~ Rate. 
The effective rate of return.from va.rious levels of financing are 
shown in Table XVIII. The table shows that if a rancher lends the 
client $40 per head on cattle, his total dollar return from the payments 
which he receives as a result is $7.38 as shown in Table XVI I I. This 
. is equivalent to an effective rate of return of 18.44 percent. Rates 
of return for 9ther proportions of financing.are 15.16 percent,. 12.62 
. percent, and 11.35 percent for loans of $80 per head, $12b per headt.and 
$160 per head respectively. 
The table. indicates that ranchers who finance cattle at a lower 
amount per head receive a hi~her percentage return on their investment 
than those with loans of a larger amount per head. As indicated pre-
viously, ranchers have some control over the number of animals they will 
finance and the amount of financing per head •. This table indicates that 
a rancher with limited funds to use in financing cattle can get a highet 
return per dpllar invested with small loans per head over many head than 
he can get with large loans per head over a few head. However, the 
largest loan shown in Table XVI 11 ($.160 per head) has an· l 1.35% return 
which is typically considered to be a reasonable return on. investment. 
One factor not shown,in Table XVIII is the possibility that a 
rancher might receive some advance money for feed.and maintenance even 
though he is not providing financing. The officers of the managing 
corporation and several of the ranchers said that it was not unusual for 
c.1 ients to make the advance payment for feed even though their cattle 
1. 7% prepaid interest 
paid·one year in 
advance, it is 
equivalent to 
2. Value of $50 in 
feed.and main-
tenance paid.nine 
month$ in.advance 
equivalent toa 
3. Adqitional 1¢ per 
pound (iri.87% calf 
crap avera8ing 
40Q pounds 
~ffective rate. 
of.return. 
TABLE XVIII 
EFFECTIVE RATES OF RETURN TO--RANCHER:.FOK.FINANCING COWS 
. . - . - . .. - . ~-AT . THE".NOHINAL- RATE- OF 7· PERCENT 
. Returns· ta ·Raneher· oir Loans 0-f- the. Following. Amounts per H~ad 
$40 $80 $120 $160 
(20% of cow .value)~" (40% ef cow:val.ue).,c.{~0% of cow value) (80% of cow value) 
- Percent ._ <' Dollars· Percent Dollars, Percent Dollars . Percent Dollars 
7.53% $3~01 7.53% $6.02 7~53% $9.04 7.53% $12.05 
6.56% $2.63 3.28% $2.63 2.19% $2.63 1.64% $ 2.63 
4.35_% $1. 74 4.35% $3.48" . 2 .• 90% · $3.48 2.18% $ 3.48 
18. 44% . $7.38 15.16% $12~13 12.62% $15.15 11.35% $18 .-16 
aFig1g:ed on ___ ~he basis a_t. 7% anriui:tL interest •. 
· b~¢ ·· per •pound. is the rate.- when finandng: is :f-or less. than · 25% of the value of the cows. The· cows . in 
this table are valued at $200 per head and therefore the rate.for a loan.of $40 is~¢ per pound. 
..... 
N 
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were not finance~. When this is the case his additional rate of return 
assignable to finan~ing would not be as high.as shown in Table XVII I. 
Rancher Risk·arid Exposµre 
I 
A ra.ncher is taking some r.isk when he holds a security agreement 
on c.1 ients' ca~tle. However, a loan for as much as $160 per head on 
cattle watth $200 may ne;>t be as yenturesome as it might at first appear. 
When a rancher makes a loan for$160 per head he is guaranteed $11.20 
far interest (in advance}· and $50 advance payment for feed and mainten-
ance on cattle in his possession. On the day the rancher makes the 
- -,-- . 
loan he has $160 per head invested in the cattle. The contract states 
that the rancher is to receive his interest payment within 10 days of 
the effective date of .the contract. When this Is received, his invest-
ment i~ reduced to $148.80. Ranchers usually receive their $50 advance 
for feed and maintenance. in December· and Jan14ary. When the rancher 
receives this money, his net ipvestment is reduced to $98.80 per head 
an cows in his possession worth $200 per head. 
The rancher may take immediate possession of the ca.ttle if the 
cl ient~efaults in the payment of the indebtedness, or the payment of 
interest, or if the debt or the cattle should be deemed. insecure by thE\ 
rancher. The rancher is then entitled to sell the cattle and use the 
·money obtained to pay the indebtedness, including costs, charges, and 
expenses incurred by him in having the sale or other expense~ such as a 
reasonable attorney's fee. The rancher must transfer the excess of such 
money~ if any, to the client. The rancher and the cl lent are both 
allowed to purchase cattle at any such sale. 
One officer of the managing corporation indicated that they have 
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never had ,2. default on a client's mortgage. 
Possible Indirect Effects of Financin.9., 
A rancher who finances clients' cattle will tie up some of his own 
funds if he finances them himself, or will tie up some of his borrowing 
capacity if he borrows the money to finance the cl i-ents' cattle. Al-
though some ranchers might encounter difficulty in financing large num-
bers of clients' cattle, most who have met the rancher requirement of a 
$250,000 net worth, will have a basis for doing so either with their own, 
or with borrowed capital. 
One advantage to the rancher who finances c.1 ients' cattle comes 
from the fact that the rancher who finances cattle keeps his money in-
vested in cattle. Thus if a rancher were to lose his contract, the 
rancher who had kept his money invested in financing cattle might possib-
ly be in a better position than a rancher who had not been financing 
clients' cattle. At the termination of the contract the rancher who had 
been financing cJ ients' cattle would receive the principal that he had 
loaned to the c.l ients. He would immediately have funds available to 
restock at least some portion of the pastureland on which he had pre-
viously had contract cattle. If the rancher had not been financing 
clients' cattle, and instead had invested his money in other investments 
which could not be 1 iquidated when the contract terminated, he might not 
have money available tore-establish his cattle operations. 1 This could 
be disastrous for a rancher who, on the faith of the cattle contracts, 
had taken on large commitments for leases or mortgages. 
1of course he might be able to borrow on the .. strength .. of his other· 
investments. 
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If the rancher had.been borrowing funds to finance clients• cattle, 
he might well have qeveloped a better credit rating than one who had not 
been borrcwing money to finance cattle. Having established a good repay-
ment record on loans to finance cl i·ent;.s• cattle, he would probably have 
a stronger credit rating for restocking with his own cattle than one who 
had not been borrowing on cattle. 
If because of an unusual situation, the managing corporation foun~ 
. it necessary to sell the cattle belonging to its clients, the rancher 
who held a security agreement on the cattle and, therefore, already had 
an equity in them, could well be better prepared to buy the cattle, than 
the rancher who did not hold such an investment. If in such event, the 
clients had already paid off the loan, the rancher who had been financing 
cat;tle would have these funds available to help him exercise his option 
to buy the cattle (See section 24 of the contract in Appendix A). 
Furnishing Bulls 
Under the contracts, ranchers are glven the choice of using their 
own bulls on the contract cattle or of using bulls supp.lied by the 
clients. l.f a rancher decide~ to use bulls belonging to the clients, he 
receives a contract maintenance fee of $65 per bull per year for feed 
and related maintenance expense. If a rancher uses his own bulls on.the 
contract cattle, he receives an.additional 2t¢ Ml: pou.nd Qi calf crop 
for the breeding of bred yec;1rl ings, first calf heifers,.and cows. On 
open yearl lngs and heifer calves which are bred an additional 2 3/4¢ ~r 
pound of wei 1ght ,9.sl.n is paid for the breeding of these heifers. In the 
event the rancher does not maintain the cattle for the year that calves 
. are produced from the breeding, the cattle are pregnancy tested prior to 
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moving, and .lb.s, rancher !!!.!:!.il. ~ A penalt'i of $7.00 .P.![. open~· 
The cost of such things as feed, care, maintenance and veterinary 
e~pense are norm~lly the same whether the ~1 ient or the rancher furnishes 
the bulls. The important variables in deciding whether the rancher. 
should furnish his own bulls or use client owned bulls are shown in 
Table XIX. 
TABl,.E XIX 
COMPARISON OF RETURNS TO RANCHER FROM CLIENT 
OWNED AND RANCHER OWNED BULLS ON 
COWS UNDER CONTRACT1'. 
Rancher Income 
Payment for care 
and maintenance 
Client Owned Bu.ls Rancher Owned Bulls 
Allocated Rancher Costs 
Bull deprec;i1;1tlon 
and death loss. 
Investment expense 
at 7% 
Return to other costs & 
allocated charges 
Net difference in favor of 
· rancher ownersh l p 
2-2;¢ x 20 calves 
$65 @ 435# $ 196 
27 
$65 . $ 143 
$78 per bull 
'It is assumed that in both cases the value and expenses per bull 
are equal and. that the bulls 1;1re used exc;lus.ively pn cows. 
Table XIX shows that unqer these contr.;1cts for the situatio.n 01.,1t-
1 i ned, it is more prof i tab 1 e for· a rancher to use his own bu 11 s r1;1ther 
than bulls supplied by the clients. 
Another method that could be used to compare r.eturns to man1;1gement 
a risk from rancher owned and c.1 ient owned bulls is to assume that c.lient; 
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owned bull$ are used in one of the cow-calf budgets. This change in 
Table V for Northeastern Oklahoma would.result in the following changes • 
. The bull service fee of 2i~ per pound of calves weight,,and 2 3/4t per 
pound of weight gain for replacements, would be changed to,a maintenance 
payment of $65 per c.1 ient owned bul 1 for five bulls for a total of $325. 
This-change would reduce production and sales by $677 ($1,002 - 1325 = 
Production costs would be decreased because of the elimination of 
bull depreciation and death loss of $137, The annual capital charge 
would be decreased by an,amount equal to seven percent of the value of 
2 
rancher owned bulls or $131 (:$1,875 x 7% = $131). The feed costs, 
veterinary expf!nses, land charge and other costs and charges would not 
be changed because the rancher would still be taking care of the same 
number of bulls. The change in returns to management and risk would be 
the decrease in production,and sales ($677) minus the decrease in pro-. 
ductio~ costs ($137) and mlnus the change in annual capital charge ($131) 
for-a total decrease of $409 ($677 - $137 - $131 = $409). This is a 
decrease in returns to management and risk of $82 per bull. The differ-
~nee between this amount and the amount arrived at in Table XIX is due 
to Table XIX being constructed for the breeding of cows~· while 
Table V included the breeding of heifer calves under heifer replacement 
contracts. This cinalysls shows that a rancher with client owned bulls 
would increase his return to. management and risk by approximately $80, 
each t.ime he- replaced a client owned bull with a rancher owned bull. 
2As shown in Table I I I (page 24) the value of the five rancher 
owned bulls is ass\.,lmed to be $1,875. Therefore, if the rancher used 
client owned bulls, his annual capital reql,lirement would be reduced by 
$1,875 and the ann\.,lal capital charge by 7% of $1,875. 
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C~lving Replacement Heifers 
Approximately 80 percent of the cattle under the management 
corporation's contracts in Oklahoma,.are calving in the spring. When a 
rancher saves replacement heifers he must make a decision about when he 
wants them to calve. Most of the replacement heifers under the managing 
corporation's contracts are bred to calve at 30 months (fall calving) 
or at 36 months (spring calving). Although several of the ranchers 
. interviewed said they like to calve replacements at 24 months (spring 
calving}, only a few are actually calving replacements at 24 months. 
In the fo 11 owing sec ti on are budgets for the a 1 ternat i ves of 
calving replacements at 24, 30, and 36 month~. Each of the budgets 
assumes that the rahcher starts with 100 heifer ca1ves. The 100 heifer 
calves have an average weight of 436 pounds at the time of weaning 
(October 15), and are placed on heifer replacement contracts for the 
first year after weaning. 
Helfer B,elacement Contract 
Budgets for the year fo11owihg weaning (October 15 to October 15) 
are shown in Column 1 of Table XX (calving at 24 months), Table XXI 
(calving at 30 months), and Table XXI I (calving at 36 months). The 
heifer calves in all three budgets are placed on a heifer calf contract 
which currently (1967-1968) pays the basic rate of 16 cents per pound 
TABLE XX 
CONTRACT BUDGETS FOR 100 HEIFERS SPRING CALVING AT ·24 MONTHS: 
Production and Sales 
Heifers 
Financing bonusa 
Bull service fee 
Reports bonus 
Total Production and Sales 
Production Costs 
Hay at $18/ton b 
C. S. meal at $8g/ton 
Grain at $42/ton 
Mineral, Salt, Vet. & Med. 
Bull depreciation (4 bulls) 
Death loss (1.3%) 
Marketing costs 
Property taxe~c 
Miscellaneous 
Total Production C~sts 
Allocated Charges for S_elected Resources 
Land charge (3% of value) 
Labor charge ($1.40/hr.) 
Annual capital(@ 7%) 
Total Allocated Charges 
Return to Management and Risk 
(1) 
Heifer Replacement Contract 
In wt. 436# at 6 mo,· 
Out wt. 826# at 18 mo, 
Breed at 15 mo. 
390# gain@ 17.5¢ 
1¢/lb. on financed cattle 
Add 2 3/-4¢ per lb. gain 
$.50 per head 
138# each 
240JI each 
384# each 
(530 hr.) 
$228 
6825 
195 
1073 
-22. 
8143 
124 
1032 
806 
:145 
. 110 
128 
.129 
162 
224 
28"60 
2340 
735 
_J& 
3091 
$2192 
NORTHEASTERN OKLAHOMA 
(2) 
Bred Yearling.Contract 
Calve at 24 Months 
831 Calf Crop 
83 cal~es x 391#@ 23.25¢ 
1¢ per lb. 
Add 2\¢/lb. ~n· calves 
$1.00 per head 
:23211 each 
275/1 each. 
41711 e_ach 
7545 
162 
730 
____!} 
8520 
_,· ··209 · 
1183_ 
·876; 
209 
. •: 110-
(840 hr.) 
- $514 . 
.. :_-8i 
187 
JU· 
.·: 3154· 
3384 
-u90·· 
-~ 
-4538 
. '$ 828 
8rhese budgets assume .50% of the replacements are financed.. The financing bonus is paid only on those animals 'that are financ:~d_-
.bL. Smithson, S. A-. Ewing, R_. E. Renbarger and L. S. Pope, Effect of High or Low Winter Feed~ in Alternate Years _im ~ and 
Development_of_.!!!.2f Heifers, Oklahoma Agricultural Experiment Station, Misc. Pub.· MP-74, June 1964,. p. 81. 
cBased on estimates prepared by the.Oklahoma Tax Commission (1965). 
·dodell ~alker, James Plaxico, and Cecil Maynard, "Stocker ·Cattle Costs and Returns," Oklahoma Stat.e University Extension Facts,· p· ... 104.2. -..J \.0 
TABLE XXI 
CONTRACT BUDGETS FOR 100 HEIFERS FALL CALVING AT 30 MONTHS: NORTHEASTERN OKLAHOMA 
Production and Sales 
Heifers 
Financing bonusa 
Bull service fee 
Reports bonus 
Total Production and Sales 
Production Costs 
liay at $18/ton b 
·C. S. meal at $86/ton 
Grain at $42/tonb. b 
Mincr~l, Salt, Vet .. & Med. 
Bull depreciation 
Death loss 
Marketing costs 
Property taxesc 
Miscellaneous 
Total Production Costs 
Allocated Charges for Selected Resources 
Land charge (3% of value) 
Labor charge ($1.40/hr.) 
Annual capital(~ 7%) 
(1) 
Heifer Replacement Contract 
In wt. 436# at 6 mo. 
Out wt. 761# at 18 mo. 
No Breeding 
325# gain@ 16¢/lb. 
1¢ per lb. gain· 
$.SO per head 
5200 
163 
-2Q. 
5413 
(2) 
Open Yearling Contract 
In wt. 76li/ at 18 mo. 
Out wt. 1093# a:t 30 mo~ 
Breed at 21 mo, 
332# gain@ 19~¢ & 12¢ 
1¢ per lb. gain 
2 3/4¢ per lb. gain 
$.75 per head 
169# each 
150# each 
(4 bulls) 
(1. 3%) 
(570 hr.) 
- $345 
6047 
166 
913 
__ll 
7201 
152 
645 
145 
110 
i84 
154 
162 
....!2Q 
1742 
2880 
798 
__::li. 
(3) 
First Calf Heifer Contract 
Calve at 30 Months 
83% Calf Cri>p · .. 
83 calves :x 399# @ 22~~ • 7369 . 
1¢ per lb. 166 
.Add 2li;¢/lb. on calves -745. 
$1. 00 per ·head . · . 100: 
8380. 
3000 each 270 
440# eacb · ·1592 
-
165 
(4 bulls) 110 
-
87 
242 
303 
30~9 
3744 
(808 hr.) 1131 
.. - $52 __.::! 
4871 
. .Lil!! 
aThese budgets assume 50% of the replacements are financed. The financing bonus is paid only on those animals that are financed. 
bThese values were arrived at after consultation with members of·the Department of Animal Scienc~ at Oklahoma State University. 
cBased on estimates prepared by the Oklahoma Tax Commission {1965). 00 0 
TABLE XXII 
CONTRACT BUDGETS FOR 100 HEIFERS.SPRING CALVING AT 36 MONTHS: NORTHEASTERN OKLAHOMA 
Product:ion and Sales· 
Heifers 
Financing bonusa 
:Bull service fee 
Reports bonus 
. Total Production and Sales 
Production t:o&ts 
Hay ·at $18/ton b 
C. S. meal at $86/ton 
Grain at $42/tonb· b 
Mineral, Salt, Vet. & Med. 
Bull depreciation 
Death loss 
Marketing cost~ 
.Property taxes 
· Mis.cellaneous 
Total Production Costs 
Allocated Charges for Selected Resources 
Larid charge (3% of value) 
Labor charge ($1.40/hr.) 
Annual capital(@ 1%) 
Total Allocated Charges. 
Return to Management and Risk 
(1) 
Heifer Replacement Contract 
In wt. 436# at~ mo. 
Out wt. 76111 at 18 mo. 
No Breeding 
32511 gain @ 16¢/lb. 5200 
1¢ per lb. gain 163 
$.50 per head 
--2.9. 
5413 
138JI each 124 
./J2# each 396 
7911 each 1.66 
145 
-
(1.3%) 124 
129 
150 
125 
1359 
2484 
(445 hr.) 6.23 
-·~1910 -134 
2973 
. $1081 
--
(2) 
·-Open.Yearling Contract 
In wt. 761# at 18 mo. 
Out wt. 108111 at 30 mo. 
Breed at 27 mo. 
32011.gain@ 19~¢ & 12¢ 
1¢ per lb. gain 
2 3/4¢ per lb. gain 
$.7!i per bead 
169# each 
150/1 each· 
(4 bulls) 
(1.3%) 
(570 hr.) 
- $345 
5903 
160 
880 
---12. 
7018 
152 
645 .· 
145. 
. 110 
·184 
154 
162 
190 
1742 
2880 
798 
-24 
3654 
$1622 
(3) 
First Calf Heifer Contract 
Calve at 36 Months 
.83% Calf Crop 
83 calves x .416# @ 22"1;¢ 
1¢ per lb. 
Add 2"'¢/lb. on calves 
$1.00 per bead 
7682 
173 
776 
...l!li! 
8731 
245# each 2.21 
262# each · 1129 
165 
(4 bulls) 110 
(768 hr~) 
- .$528 
87 
187 
·~ 
2168. 
3744 
1075 
. -37 
·. 4782 
-.$1781 
·~hese budgets assume .50.% of the replacements are financed. The financing bonus· is paid only on .those animals that ate financed~. 
bTbes.e values we~e arrived. at after consultation with members of the Department of Animal Science at Oklahoma State University.· 
~ased on estimates prepared by ·the -Oklahoma Tax Commission (1965) .~· (X) 
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f . 3 o gain. In the budget for calving at 24 months (Column 1 of Table -XX) 
the rancher receives 1f¢ over the standard bonus computation rate 
(Footnote 2) making the rate 17!¢ •. 
A further payment to the rancher for these heifers which are bred 
during the year after weaning (24 month-calving only), is a bull service 
fee of 2·~/4¢ per pound of gain. Additional to this for all heifer 
replacement contracts, is 1¢ per pound of gain on all heifers financed 
by the rancher. The budget assumption is that he will finance 50 per-
cent of the heifers under contract. The budgets also include the 
reports bonus of $.50 per heifer calf, which is paid to ranchers for 
following the provisions of the contracts. 
The-production costs include all of the·costs of feed, care and 
.maintenance for the.heifers for the year following weaning. The heifers 
calving at Z4 months have much higher production costs than the heifers 
calving at 30 and.36 ~onths. During the first year the heifers calving 
at 24months are budgeted to receive $19.62 worth of hay and feed each 
~hile those calving at 30 and 36 months each receive only $6.86 worth • 
. Heifers that are to c::alve at 24 months must make a substantial. weight 
gain during the winter of the first year in order to be mature enough 
to be bred the following June. They are budgeted to gain 390 pounds 
during this year, Heifers that are to·calve at 30 and 36 months are 
roughed through the winter of the first year and are budgeted to gain 
-325 pounds during the year with most of this gain coming from summer 
. 
3Refer to Bonus Computation rates (page 15) for ranchers with from 
500 to 1,500 head.· In. the event the heifer calves are to be bred to 
calve at 24 months, the managing corporation will pay.up·to·2~ per eound 
of gain in addition to the stan9ard bonus computation rate. The actual 
• amo1,mt in addition to the bon1,.1s computation.rate is subject to negoti-
a-tion with the individual rancher. 
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grazing. 
Because heifers calving at 24 mont~s are bred during the year, they 
are charged with bull depreciation. Heifers calving at 30 and 36 months 
are not so charged. 
The death loss in production costs indicates that on the average 
1.3 percent of the heifers die. The heifer contract, unlike the con-
tract for mature cows, does not allow the rancher a death loss without 
penalty. The rancher is penalized in that animals which were weighed 
in at the beginning of the contract are not present to be weighed out. 
The marketing costs are the costs associated with handling and 
transporting the heifers in order to weigh them at the beginning and 
at the end of the contract. 
The property taxes are the expected property taxes on the animals 
in the budgets and include those on bulls which are used on the heifers. 
Miscellaneous costs include annual costs for feed storage, repair, 
. mairitenance and depreciation of fences, and repairs and depreciation for 
corrals and equipment. 
The allocated charges for selected resources are computed in order 
to allocate the returns to those resources that are responsible for earn-
ing them. 4 The land charge is computed on the basis of. 3 percent of the 
value of the land on which the animals graze. Because heifers calving 
at 24 months are bred during the first year the grazing in Table XX in-
eludes grazing for bulls. 
The labor charge is $1.40 per hour of labor used on the heifers 
during the year. Heifers that are bred during the year (24 month 
4For a more detailed explanation of the reasoning behind the 
allocated charges refer to the Budget Explanation in Chapter 3 under 
Allocated Charges. 
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calving} require more hours of labor than heifers which are not bred. 
Because heifers calving at. 30 and.36 months are not bred dvring the 
first year and are fed less, their ~apital requirement for that year is 
less than for thoie calving at 24 months. 
Open YearJ,i ng Contract 
Heifers calving at 30.and.36 months-are placed under an open year-
ling contract from the age of 18 to 30 months. Budgets for these 
heifers while c;,n the open year] Ing contra~t are shown· in Column 2 of 
Tc:ibles XXI (30 month calving}• and XXI I (36 month calv..:ing}. 
The open year.ling contract pays a base rate of 19i¢ per pound of 
gain. 5 The heifers calving at 30 months make a slightly laq;ier gain 
during this period than the heifers calving.at 36 months because t~ey 
are !;lue to calve.very near the time of weighing out. The·rancher re-
ceives an additional 2 3/4¢ per pound of gain for the breeding of these 
heifers and a. report's bonus of $.75 per head. 
The production costs and allocated"charges for selected resources 
. in the second period (C0lumn 2 of Tables XXI and XXII) are the-same for 
heifers calving at. 30 months and 36 months. The feeds are the same and 
"are at a low level which· is just sufficient to winter the heifers in 
thrifty condition. Most of the weight gain is attributable to·sµmmer 
grass. The other production costs and allocated charges are calculated 
in.the-same mann~ras they were for heifers under the heifer replace ... 
ment contn;ict described .in the previous section. 
5 Weight gain in excess of 275 pol.Inds per head is paid for on the 
bas i .s of 12¢ per pound. This Is shewn in the budgets. 
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Bred Yearling and First Calf Heifer Contracts 
I 
Heifers calving at 24 months are place~ under a bred yearling con-
tn:1c t from the age of 18 to 30 months. Ranchers receive 23Z:¢ per pound 
for the bred yearling's first calves which are weaned at the end of 
this contract. A budget for bred yearlings is shown in Column 2 of 
Taqle XX. 
Heifers calving first at 30 and 36 months are placed under first 
calf heifer contracts from the age of 30 to 42 months (Column 3, Tables 
XXI and XXI I respectively). These contracts pay 22!¢ per pound for the 
calves that are·weaned during this period. An 83 percent calf crop is 
used for all heifers whether calving first at 2~, 30 or 36 months. 
Within these budgets, the categories production and sales, produc-
tion costs, and allocated charges for selected resources are figurec;J in 
a manner similar to the budget for Northeastern Oklahoma, Table V. For 
an explanation of the individual categories within these sections refer 
to the section 11 Budget Explanc:1tion11 in Chapter 111. 
Mature Cow Budget 
Table XXl 11. is a budget for 100 cows. This budget is used in the 
following ::;ection as an additional contract classification in comparing 
the alternatives of calving at 24, 30 and 36 months. The budget is cal-
culated in the same manner as the budget in Table V except that no 
provision is made for feeding and raising replacements. The 100 cows 
are budgeted to have 88 calves that average 441 pounds at weaning. For 
an explanation of the individual categories within the budget refer to 
the section 11 Budget Explanation 11 in Chapter I II. 
TABLE XXJ 11 
NORTHEASTERN OKLAHOMA FOR PERIOD OCTOBER 15, 1966 - OCTOBER 15, 1967 
ESTIMATED COSTS ANO RETURN FROM A CONTRACT BEEF COW PROGRAM 
SPRING CALF - FALL SELL (100 -C-OWS - NO REPLACEMENTS) 
Produ.ction and Salesa 
Calves 
Bonus for financing 
Bull service fee 
Reports bonus 
. Production Costsa 
Hay at $.18/ton 
Protein at $76/ton 
Mineral and salt 
Vete.rinary and medlcine 
Bull depreciation and death loss (4 bulls) 
Marketing costs 
Shrink 
Property taxes 
Miscellaneous 
. a Allocated Return to Selected Resources 
Land at 3% of value 
Labor at $1 .40/hr 
Annual capltal 
88 hd. x 441#@ 21!¢ 
(1¢/lh on financed cattle) 
Add 2k¢/1b on calves 
$1.00/hd. 
622 hr. 
$-512 .@) 7'/o . 
8,247 
194 
873 
100 9,414 
·185 
988 
144 
118 
11-0 
96 
165 
187 
243 2,236 
3.,744 
871 
- 40 4,575 
Return to Management and Risk $2 .. 603 
asource: Table V. 
00 
°' 
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Comparison of Alternative Methc;,ds of Calving Replacements 
If a rancher calves replacements at 24 months he typically has 
three distinct categories of females under coptract at any one time. He 
has weaned heifer calves under the heifer replacement contract, bred 
yearlings under the bred yearling contract, and mature GOWS. If a 
rancher calves replacements at 30 or 36 months he typically has four 
distinct categories .Q.f. females under contract at any one time. He has 
weaned heifer calves under the helfer replacement contract, open year-
1 ing heifers urider the open yearling contract, first ca1f heifers under 
the first calf heifer contract and mature cows. 
In this comparison we assume that a ran6her has a 1000 a.u.y. 
(animal unit years) grazing capacity on his pastures.6 A rancher with 
·a ranch this size would not typically have strictly 1000 cows on his 
pastures. One would ordinarily expect him to have cows, replacements, 
and bulls cm hand at .any .onetime. 
Table XXIV is designed to determine how many an.imals of each kind 
a rancher could have on his ranch, for al 1 three replacement al terna-
tlves, that is, the alternatives of 24, 30 and 36 month calving. The 
table is set up on the following assumptions. 
1. The rancher uses all of the grazing available. 
2. Each year the rancher saves replacements equal to 
15.9 percent of the number of cows. Replacements 
6one a.u.y. is defined as the grazing requirement necessary to 
feed a ],000 pound cow arid her calf for one year. 
TABLE XXIV 
NUMBER OF ANIMALS ON EACH CONTRACT WITH 1000 A.U.Y. GRAZING AVAILABLEa 
(l) (2) (3) 
Type of Contract Calving at 24 months Calving at 30 months Calving at 36 months 
Number of A.U.Y. b Total Number of . b A.U.Y. ·Total Number of . b A.U.Y. 
animals each A.U.Y. animals each A. U. Y. · animals each 
Heifer replacement 
Contract 125 • 61 76 112 .-69 77 112 .69 
. 
Open yearling contract --- --- -- 111 .76 84 111 .76 
24 month~Bred yearling 
Contract 107 .90 76 --- --- -- ---
30 and 36 month-First 
Calf Heifer Contract 
-- --- -- 96 1.0 96 96 1.0 
Mature Cows 
Cow-calf contract 785 1.0 785 705 1.0 705 705 1.0 
Bulls 
Rancher Owned 43 1.0 43 38 1.0 38 38 1.0 
. 
Totals 
' 
1060 1000 1062 1000· 1062 
al A.U.Y. equals the grazing requirement necessary to feed a 1,000 pound cow and her calf for one year. 
b Source: Appendix Table 
Total 
A.U.Y. 
65 
84 · 
96 
705 
38 
·1000 
00 
00 
are culled so that in the year they calve their 
number is reduced to 13.6 perc~nt of the number 
of cows. 
3. The a.u.y. of grazing required by the replacements 
is determined by assuming that, of their yearly 
T.D.N. (total digestible nutrient) requirement, 
the portion which feeds do not supply will be 
supplied by grazing. 7 
4. If the animals in one calving system eat more 
grass than the amount required to meet their 
T.D.N. requirement (Appendix Table XXXVJ 11), the 
animals in the other replacement system~ also 
are assumed to eat proporti9nately more. There-
fore, the relative values are not affected by 
such changes in T.D.N. consumption. 
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Table XXIV shows that replacements on the heifer replacement con-
tract which are to calve at 24 months have an a.u.y. grazing require-
ment of .61 (61% of a cow) while those calving at 30 and 36 months 
have a grazing requirement of .69. These animals are the same age and 
assumed to have the same total T.D.N. requirement, but the ones that 
are to calve at 24 months receive more th~n twice as much T.D.N. from 
supplemental feed as the replacements calving at 30 and 36 months. 
Therefor, the heifers that are to calve at 30 and 36 months must get 
more of their T.D.N. requirement from grazing. S,imilar computations 
7Appendix Tal::ile XXXVIII, shows 
for the animals in this analysis. 
the total T.D.N. requirement which 
gets of Tables XX through XXI I and 
which must be met by pasture. 
the yearly T.D.N. requirement used 
The table also shqws the portion of 
ls satisfied by the feeds in the bud-
the portion of T.D.N. requirement 
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were made for the other replacements in Appendix Table XXXVI I I. 
Table XXIV shows that, under the assumptions, a rancher calving 
replacements at l!i months would have.8~2 animals calving yearly (785 
mature cows and 107 bred yearlings). Ranchers calving replacements at 
.lQ. and 1§. months would have 801 animals calvin~ yearly (705 mature cows 
and 96 first calf heifers). The difference between the number of ani-
mals calving under a 24 month replacement calving system and the number 
calving under a 30 and 36 month calving system is due to the limited 
pasture and the necessity of keeping those. replacement animals which 
calve at 30 and 36 months, one year longer before weaning their first 
calf. The additional ye~r required by animals calving at 30 and 36 
months means that the rancher using these methods must supply pasture 
for thes~ rep 1 acemen ts for two ye~ rs before the year they ca 1 ve. The 
rancher calving replacements at 24 months need only supply pasture for 
one year before the year when these animals calve. Table XXIV shows 
that a rancher with 1 imited p~sture who calves replacements at 30 or 36 
months must devote a larger proportion of his pasture to grazing replace-
ments than he would. if he calved replacements at Z4 months. 
Table XXIV is used in conjunction with the budgets in Tables XX 
through XXII I to compare the i:!lternative replacement systems. 
Table XXIV was used to determine how many animals would be under each 
contract for each replacement system. The budgets in Tables XX through 
XXI 11 determined the expected returns to management and risk for animals 
under each qf the contracts. Table XXV combines the results of thes.e 
tables by roultiplyin_g_ the number of animals under~ contract (within 
a replacement system) !ti the return 12 management .s.ru!. risk ruu:, animal •. 
The results (within each replacement system) are summed to determine the 
TABLE XXV 
RETURN TO MANAGEMENT AND RISK PER 1000 A.U.Y. GRAZING UNDER DIFFERENT METHODS OF REPLACEMENT 
(1) (2) (3) 
Type of Contract Calving at 24 months Calving at 30 months Calving at 36 months 
Number of a Returnb Total ·a Number of Return c Total Number ofa Returnd Total 
animals each return animals each return animals each re tum 
$ $ $ $ $ $ 
Heifer replacement 
Contract 125 21.92 2,740 112 . 10.81 1,211 112 10.81 l,211 
Open yearling contract 
--- --- --
111 18.05 2,004 111 16.22 1,800 
24 month-Bred yearling 
Contract 107 8.28 886 
--- '·--- -- . --- -- -30 and 36 month-First 
Calf heifer contract 
--- -- --
96 4.40 422 · 96 17 .81· 1,710 
Mature Cows 
Cow-calf contract 785 26.03 20,434 705 26.03 18,351 705 26.03 l~,351 
Bulls 
Rancher owned 43 ---
. --
44 
---
---. 38 .--- --
T.otals 1,060 $24,060 1,062 $21,988 1,062 $23,072 
aSource: Table XXIV 
bSource: Table XX 
cSource: Table XXI 
,, 
dSource: Table XXII \.0 
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total returns.!£~ system (Table XXV). 
For example, Column l of Table XXIV shows that a rancher us i.ng a 
24 month replacement system would have 125, 107, and 785 animals under 
the heifer replacement contract, bred yearling contract, and cow-calf 
contract respectively. The budgets for these i3nimals show returns to 
management and risk per animal of $21.92 (Column 1, Table XX), $8.28 
(Column 2, Table XX), and $26.03 (Table XXI I 1) respectively. The 
total returns under this replacement system are determined by summing 
the results of the multiplication of the num~er of animals by the return 
each. The calculations for a 24 month replacement system are shown in 
Column 1 of Table XXV. Calculations for 30 and 36 month replacement 
systems are shqwn in Columns 2 and 3 of Table XXV. The total returns 
to management and risk per 1000 a.u.y. of grazing for each replacement 
system as determined in Table XXV are: (1) 24 month, $24,060, 
(2) 30 month, $21,988, and (3) 36 month, $23,072. 
This analysis shows that the returns to management and risk from 
the three replacement systems are rather similar. The al"lalysis has 
included a large number of assumptions and a change in any part of any 
budget or table would alter the results of the analysis. For example if 
the rancher using a 24 month calving,system did not receive the addi~ 
tional lf¢ per pound of gain for calving replacements at 24 months, his 
bonus computation rate would be 16¢ per pound of gain. This one change, 
holding all other things constant, would decrease the return to manage-
ment and risk for a 24 month talving system (Table XXV} by $731. This 
change would nul ify most of the difference between th'e returns with a 
24 and a 36 month replacement system. Small changes in calf weights, 
. feed costs, a.u.y. of grazing, allocated charges or any one of a number 
; 
of things could cause a different replacement system to appear to be the 
most profitable, 
The large number of estimates and assumptions needeo in making 
this analysis ma~e it seem reasonable to assume that there is not 
s~fficient evidence to conclude that one replacement system is more 
profitable than the other two. A rancher who preferred one replacement 
system and had developed proficiency in using his system would probably 
have a greater return to management and risk with this system than he 
would with any other. The analysis is general and could not be expected 
to be accurate for each specific ranch in Qklahoma. Location differ-
ences and management practices would also.affect the comparisons. 
CHAPTER VI 
SUBCONTRACTS 
One of the rancherfi. in Oklahoma who has obtained cattle from the 
managing corporation hr:1s developed the practice of subcontr;;icting these 
cattle to the other ranchers. He began subcontracting cattle in 1964-
1965 when the corporation wanted him to accept more cattle than he had 
grass for. The rancher took the additional cattle and subcontr~cted 
them to another rancher and from this experience found subcontracting 
to be a profitable venture. Subsequently he has increased the number of 
cattle under subcontracts. In 1967 this rancher formed a company 
speclfically to handle subcontract cattle for the 1967-1968 contract 
period and later years. 1 
In 1966-1967 the subcontracting company had over 3,000 cows under 
subcontract to six Oklahoma ranchers. The number of subcontracting 
ranchers is increasing and in 1967-1968 there were twelve ranchers with 
over 4,000 cows. The managing corporation is encouraging the sub-
contracting company to expand its operation. 
The contract arrangement between the subcontracting company and 
the managing corporation's clients is the same as the contract 
arrangement between other ranchers and the managing corporation's 
clients. The sub~ontracting company is responsible for all of the 
1The rancher who is subcontracting these cattle to other ranchers 
will be referred to as the subcontracting company. 
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cattle under its control. The officers of the managing corporation said 
thF1t they were able to reduce costs by contracting with one company 
rather than with many smaller ranchers and wi 11 therefore probably con .. 
tinue to encourage expansion by the subcontracting company. 
Rancher Requirements for Subcontracts 
Ranchers are required to meet the following minimum conditions in 
order to get subcontract cattle. 
1. The rancher should, by ownership or long term lease, have 
. 2 land capacity for 200 cows or more. 
2. The rancher shall, in the opinion of his banker, have a 
reputation of financial respQnsibility in proportion to 
the number of cattle he requests. 
Provisions of the Subcontract 
Because the cattle under subcont.racts are under standard contracts 
between the managing corporation's cJ ients and the subcontracting com-
pany, a rancher is required to meet most of the contract requirements 
included in the contract in Appendix A. The primary differences between 
the contract offered by the mpnaging corporation and the subcontract 
offered by tile subcontracting compc;1ny are g_iven. below •. 
1. A rancher is not required or asked to finance any of 
the cattle under subcontract to him. Financing of the 
cattle belonging to the clients of the corporation is 
4This number may vary according to the rancher's location. Due to 
the cost of inspecting and hand] ing the cattle, ranchers who are a 
considerable distance from other ranchers with subcontract cattle would 
normally be expected to take more than this minimum number. 
ts prov.ided by the subcontracting company. The addi'tional 
payment of 1¢ per pound for financing cl ient 1s cattle is 
therefore payable to the subcontracting company. 
2. A rancher with cattle under subcontract is required to pay 
the subcontracting company $5 per head.for.the cattle he 
has under subcontract~ This sum. is paid as consideration 
for the contract and is normally deducted from .the final 
payment at the termination of tile contrc;1ct. 
), A rancher with cattle under subcontract is not guaranteed 
advance money.3 
4. The subcontract does not have prov,s,on for paying sub-
4 
contracting ranchers from the reports bonus. 
5. The bonus comp~tation.rate paid to the subcontracting 
company is based on the total number of contract cattle 
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3The payment of advance money, is not mentioned in the 1966-1967 
subcontract, The subcontracting rancher provides no financing and 
therefore is.not guaranteed any advance money. However, the·sub-
contra,cting company receives advance money for financing and has been 
distributing this money to all of the subcontracting ranchers in pro-
portion to the number of cattle they have and to their need. On the 
subcontracts of 1966-1967, most subcontracting ranchers receivedabout 
$25 per cow· in January 1967. 
4 1t is necessary thc;1t ill of the s,ubcontracting ranchers do a good 
job of fol lowing the points in the subcontract before the subcontract .. 
ing company will. receive the reports bonus.· Tile reports bonus was not 
received.by the subcontracting compc;1ny on the 1965·1966 contracts 
because not all subcontracting ranchers made the necessary reports. 
under the control of the subcontracting company has 
rather than on the number under subcontract to the individual 
ranc;;her. 5 
Comparison of Rancher Owned Cattle and Cattle 
Under Subcontract 
How much difference is there between the returns to management 
and risk for a rancher with his own cattle and the same rancher with 
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cattle under subcontract? Cost and return budgets have been developed 
to compare the alternatives <;>f owning cattle versus subcontractin~ 
cattle. The complete and partial budgets in this chapter are adaptations 
of the budgets for Northeastern Oklahoma used in Chapter I I I. 
An assumption of the budgets of Chapter I I I was that all of the 
cows were spring calving and that all replacements would be bred to 
calve at 24 months. Although, currently, the cows in the herds of the 
subcontracting company are predominately spring calving, representatives 
of the subcontracting company have requested that all subcontracting 
ranchers who keep replacements, breed them to calve in the fall. Repre-
senatives of the subcontracting company feel that fall calving is more 
profitable than spring calving because of the difference in calf size 
at the time of weaning. Because fall calving is the practice that will 
51n 1966-1967 the subcontracting company received payment from the 
managing corporation at the bonus computation rate for ranchers with 
between 1500 and 2500 head (See Bonus Computation Rates in Table 1). 
The man.,1ging corporation and the subcontracting company have agreed 
that for the 1967-1968 contracts the bonus computation rate wi 11 con-
tinue the same as it was in 1966-1967. The subcontracting comparw is 
presently (1967-1968) paying subcontracting ranchers the same rate per 
pound tha~ it receives, but this rate is less per pound than would be 
received by a smaller tancher under direct contract. · 
be appl i cab 1 e in the future ALL of the budgets l.u ~ chapter assume 
cows !.!lQ. replacements~ fall calving. 
The budgets are on the basis of 100 caw units although' under normal 
circumstances the subcontracting company will not contract with.any 
rancher who cannot handle over 200 head of cattle. 6 The budgets were 
designed to represent costs and returns per 100 cow unit on ranches with. 
from 500 to 1500 head of cattle. The 100 cow unit provides a convenient 
base for calculations and ~an be easily adapted to fit larger ranch 
situations. 
The assumptions of the budgets are as follows: 
(1) The prices received for rancher owned cattle are the average 
monthly Oklahoma City prices at the time of sale adjusted 
for Weight differential. 7 
(2) The rates received for subcontract cattle are taken from 
bonus computation rates for ranchers with between 1500 and 
Z500 head of contract c;attle (Table 1). 
(3) Cows and replacements calve in the fall. Replacements 
s.aved from fa 11 calving cows have their first ca 1 ves in 
the fall, at 36 months. 
(4) Cows have an 88 percent calf crop. First calf heifers 
have an 83 percent calf crop. 
6The roo cow units consist of 100 animals that are calving and 
the replacements and bulls which are necessary tQ maintain a herd of 
this size. The 100 cow unit under a fall calving system. is somewhat 
different from that uhder the spring calving system of Chapter II I and 
is described in more detail in the following pages. 
71n the budgets, ranchers with their own cattle sell the calves 
from their fall calving cattle in July and receive the.average monthly 
Oklahoma City price,.adjusted for weight differential. Subcontract 
cattle are also sold in July. 
(5) Ranchers with subcontract cattle use their own bulls. 
(6) The JOO cow u.nit consists of 88 mature cows and 12 first 
calf heifers which are calving. The budgets also iriclude 
fourteen heifers saved as replacements under a heifer re-
placement contract and fourteen heifers under an open 
year.ling contract for a total of 11.§. animals under contract. 
In addition there are 5 rancher owned bulls. 
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The cattle investment required of a rancher for these budgets is 
shown in Table XXVI and Table XXVI I. Although values will vary with 
market conditions, those shown.are representative of the values which 
the. interviewed ranchers placed on the subcontract cattle and on their 
own cattle. 
In Chapter I II similar comparisons were mad~ between rancher owned 
and contract cattle with spring calving in Tables I 11 and IV. A compari ... 
son of Table I I I showing rancher owned, spring calving cattle and 
· Table XXVI showing rancher owned, fall calving cattle -shows that a 
rancher with fa 1 l ca 1 vi ng cows has a 1 a rger investment in ca tt 1 e and 
more animals than wit;h spring calving cows. This is due to the differ~ 
ences in the length of time the replacements are held before breeding 
under the two systems. 
Table XXVI I I contains the complete 100 cow unit fall calving budgets 
for Northeastern Oklahoma fc;,r (1) rancher owned cattle, and (2) cattle 
under subcontracts. The budgets compare costs and returns using prices, 
bonus computation rates, production costs, and allocated charges for the 
1966-1967 contract period. The complete budgets are followed by partial 
budgets which compare fall calving~rancher owned cattle and subcontract 
88 
12 
14 
14 
. -2. 
133 
TABLE XXVI 
ESTIMATED RANCHER'S INVESTMENT IN CATTLE: 
RANCHER OWNED CATTLE 
(100 COW UNIT: FALL CALVING) 
cows at $190 
first calf heifers at $190 
open year] ing heifers at $175 
replacement heifers of 430 lbs. at $.26/lb. 
bulls . at $375 
animals 
TABLE XXV 11 
$16, no 
2,280 
2,460 
l, 565 
1.875 
$24,890 
ESTIMATED RANCHER 1 S INVESTMENT IN CATTLE: UNDER SUBCONTRACT 
WITH THE SUBCONTRACTING COMPANY 
(100 COW UNIT: FALL CALVING) 
88 cows cl i ent owned $ 00 
12 f I rst calf heifers cl i ent owneq 00 
14 open ye~rl ing heifers c 1 i ent owned 00 
14 replacement heifers of 430 lbs. client owned 00 
-i bulls at $375 l ,875 
133 animals $1 ,875 
JOO 
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cattle for the years 1960-1961 through 1965-1966.8 Producti9n Costs 
and Allocated Charges determined in the complete budgets (Table XXVl.11) 
are used in the partial budgets. Changes in production costs and allo-
cated charges have occurred d~ring this period but are ignored $5 they 
were: in Chapter II I bec~use the changes would not affect the relatfve. 
results. 
Because, the budgets in Tabl~s XXVI II through XXXI are similar to 
those in Tables V. th rough VI 11, a comp 1 ete budget explanation is not 
included here. Instead, following the budgets is a brief explanation 
of any difference~ between these b~dgets and those in Chapter I I I. Most 
of the differences are attributable to fall calving and to those pro-
visions of the subcontracts which·are different from the managing 
corporati9n's contract. 
Description of the Bud~ets 
Production and Sales 
The categories steer calves·, heifer ealves, cull cows, cull heifers, 
heifer replace111ent contract, and bull service fee are the same c;1s those 
in Tables V through VII I and are explained in Chapter I I I, under 
Production and Sales beginning on page 30. 
However, some categories under Production and Sales in these bud~ 
gets are different from those in Ta~les V through VI I I. The category, 
11 First calf heifer's calves", differs in that it represents the sale of 
calves from replacements under first calf heifer contracts. These 
heifers calve first at 36 months as compared with the bred year] ings in 
8 . 
Subcontracts were not available until the 1965-1~66 contract year. 
The partial Qudgets for the years previous to this are included to show 
the comparative returns if they had been available. 
TABLE XXVIII 
COMPLETE BUDGETS OF ESTIMATED COSTS AND RETURNS FROM ALTERNATIVE BEEF COW PROGRAMS IN 
NORTHEASTERN OKLAHOMA: ffi!,. CALF; JULY SELL (100 COW UNITS) 
October 15, 1966 to October 15, 1967 
Production.ana Sales Rancher Owned Under Sub-contract 
First calf heifer's calves 
Steer :calves 
Heifer calves 
Cull cows 
Cull.heifers 
Heifer replacement cont~act 
Open yearling contract 
Bull service fee 
* Production Costs 
Hay at $18/ton· 
Protein at $76/tona 
10 hd. x 413 lbs. at 26.98¢ 1,114 
39 hd. x 486 lbs. at 27.72¢ 5,254 
24 hd. x 461 lbs. at 24.74¢ 2,737 
12 hd. x 950 lb-s. at 16.12¢ 1,838 
2 hd. x 1081 lbs. at 21.aO¢ 471 
14 bd. ·x 325 lbs. gain each 
---
14 hd. x 332 lbs. gain each ---
2la;¢/lb, on calves; 2 3/4¢/lb, on yrlg, -===... 
(17. 3 tons) 312 
(25.5 tons) 1, 712 
@ 22¢ "909 
~ 21¢ & 16¢ 3,1J80 
38 hd.@ 21¢ 3,671 
@15.50¢ 705 
@18. 50¢ & 12¢ 808 
11,414 ...!...Qil 11,114 
:312 
1,712 
Grain for replacement heifers at $42/ton . 
Mineral and salt 
( 1.3 tons) 56 56_ 
Vet~rinary and medicine 
Bull depreciation and death loss 
Death loss-
Marketing costsa 
Shrink . 
Property taxes0 
Subcontract "fee 
Miscellaneousa 
Al-located Charges for Selected Resources 
Land at 3% 
(5 bulls) 
(2 cows at $190) 
150 
143 
137 
.380 
204 
364 
256· 
--
_fil 4,038 
4,500 
1,162 865 hrs.· 
150 
i4:3 
137 
---
107 
171 
256 
640 
_fil 
4,500 
1,211 
4,008 
Labor at $1.40/hr, 
Annual capital 
830 hrs. 
$26,543at 7% ..l...!!i!!. 7 ,520 $199 at 7% __ 1_4 5.725 
Return to management and risk before taxes 
Less estimated income taxesC 
Return to management and risk after taxes 
$ 144 
635 
$~ 
* . 
"$ 1,381 
-1.a.lli. 
.$ 10 
Information not footnoted tinder Production Costs was computed from information received from interviewed, 
ranchers and members of the Department of Animal Science _at Oklahoma State University. 
aCecil D. Maynard and Odell L. Walker, "Costs and.Ret_urns to Beef Cow-Calf Systems," Oklahoma~ 
University Exfension Facts, Page 112. 
bThe property taxes are based on ~stimates made by the Oklahoma Tax Commission (1965)._ 
cThe estimated iricome taxes are taken from _Table XXXll •. 
-0 
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TABLE XXIX 
PARTIAL BUDGETS OF ESTIMATED COSTS AND RETURNS FROM ALTERNATIVE BEEF COW PROGRAMS 
IN NORTHEASTErul OKLAHOMA: l!!± CALF; JULY SELL (100 COW UNITS) 
~-----~- October 15, 1965 to October 15, -1966 
Production and Sales 
First calf heifer's calves 
Steer calves 
Heifer calves 
Cull cows 
Cull heifers 
Heifer replacement contract 
Open yearling contract 
Bull service fee 
. a 
Production Costs 
Allocated Chargesa 
Rancher Owned 
10 hd, x 413#@ 25.34¢ 
29 hd. x 486#@ 26.14¢ 
·24 hd. x 461#@ 23.25¢ 
12 hd. x 950il@ 16.44¢ 
2 hd. x 108lil@ 22.8¢ 
14 hd, x 325# gain each 
14 hd, x 332# gain each 
_$7.00/exposed cow 
-- Total 
-- Total 
Return to management and risk before taxes 
Less estimated income taxesb 
Return to·management and risk after taxes 
1047 
4955 
2572 
18.74 
493 
10941 
4038 
7520 
- $ 617 
521 
- L1138 
Under Subcontract 
@ 21¢ 867 
@ 20¢ 3774 
. 38 hd, @ 20¢ & 16¢ 3504 
@ 15!:,¢ 705 
@ 18!:,¢ & 12¢ 808 
798 10456 
4008 
....2ill 
$ 723 
1157 
- ~--4-3.4 
Ocj;ober _15, 1964 to October 15, 1965 :(First year for subconj:_r_acisl 
Production and Sales 
First calf heifer's calves 
Steer calves 
Heifer calves 
Cull cows 
Cull heifers 
Heifer replacement contract 
Open yearling contract 
Bull service fee 
Production Costsa 
Allocated Chargesa 
Rancher Owned 
10 hd. x 413il@ 24.12¢ 
39 hd. x 486#@ 23.98¢ 
24 hd. x 46lil@ 20.87¢ 
12 hd, x 950il@ 14.75¢ 
2 hd, x 108lil@ 23.47¢ 
14_ hd. x 325il gain each 
14 hd, x 332il gain each 
$7.00/exposed cow 
Total· 
Total 
Return to management and risk before taxes 
Less estimated income taxesb 
Return to management and risk after taxes 
aSource: Table XXVI, 
bRefer to the section on income taxes, 
953 
4545 
2309 
1682 
507 
9996 
4038 
7520 
- $1562 
J.46 
- $1908 
Under Subcontract 
@ 22¢ 
@ 20¢ & 16¢ 
38 hd. ~ 20¢ 
@ 14'1;¢ 
@ 19!:,¢ & 12¢ 
909 
3774 
3504 
660 
847 
798 10492 
4008 
5725 .. 
$ 759 
---1li.! 
- L~lO 
0 
w 
TABLE XXX 
PARTIAL BUDGETS OF ESTIMATED COSTS AND RETURNS FROM ALTERNATIVE BEEF COW PROGRAMS 
IN NORTHEASTERN OKLAHOMA: FALL CALF; JULY SELL (100 COW UNITS) 
October 15, 1963 to October 15, 1964 (Subcontracts not availabl~ 
Production and Sales 
First calf heifer's calves 
Steer calves 
Heifer calves 
Cull cows 
Cull heifers 
Heifer replacement contract 
Open yearling contract 
Bull service fee 
Production Costsa 
Allocated Chargesa 
Rancher Owned 
10 hd. x 413#@ 20.10¢ 
39 hd. x 4868@ 20.55¢ 
·24 hd. x 46111 @ 18.34¢ 
12 hd. x 950#@ 12.58¢ 
2 hd. x 1081#@ 21.30¢ 
14 hd. x 325# gain each 
14 hd. x 332# gain each 
$7.00/exposed cow 
--·Total 
- Total 
Return to management and risk before taxes 
Less estimated income taxesb 
Return to management and risk after taxes 
830 
3895 
2029 
1434 
461 
8649 
4038 
1fil 
- $2902 
135 
- $3037 
Under Subcontract 
@ 22¢ 
@ 20¢ & 16¢ 
38 hd.@ 20¢ & 16¢ 
@ 1~¢ 
@ 19~¢ & 12¢ 
909 
3696 
3455 
660 
847 
22.§. 10365 
4008 
..2ill. 
$. 632 
1128 
- ~ 496 
Q~top~r 15, 1962 to October 15, 1963 {Subcontracts not available) 
Production and Sales 
First calf heifer's calves 
Steer calves 
Heifer calves 
Cull cows 
Cull heifers 
Heifer replacement contract 
Open yearling contract 
Bull service fee 
Production Costsa 
Allocated Chargesa 
Rancher Owned 
10 hd. x 413/1@ 25.76¢ 
39 hd. x 486#@ 26.54¢ 
24 hd. x 461#@ 23.68¢ 
12 hd. x 950/1@ 14.97¢ 
2 hd. x 1081#@ 22.23¢ 
14 hd. x 325# gain each 
14 hd. x 332/1 gain·each 
2\¢/lb. on calves; 2 3/4¢/lb. on yrlg. 
-- Total 
-- To·tal 
Return to management and risk before taxes 
Less estimated income taxesb 
Return to management and risk after taxes 
aSource: Table XXVI. 
bRefer to the section on income taxes. 
··.-e,-;,.._ _ ,,;;..i;,.,~·-'.··;..·,, i-,;;.i!'ij,£?::. 
1064 
5030 
2620 
1707 
481 
10902 
4038 
...ill!!. 
- $ 656 · 
535 
- $ 1191 
Under Subcontract 
@ 22¢ 
@ 20¢ & 16¢ 
38 hd.@ 20¢ & 16¢ 
@ 1~¢ 
@ 19~¢ & 12¢ 
909 
3696 
3455 
660 
847 
_-2.li 10481 
40Q8 
5725 
$ 748 
1165 
- ~ 417 
0 
-+='" 
TABLE XXXI 
PARTIAL BUDGETS OF ESTIMATED COSTS AND RETURNS FROM ALTERNATIVE BEE.F COW PROGRAMS 
IN NORTHEASTERN OKLAHOMA: !£1. CALF; JULY SELL (100 COW UNITS) 
Octob~r 15, 1961 to October 15, 1962 (Subcontracts not available) 
Production and Sales 
First calf heifer's calves 
Steer calves 
Heifer calves 
Cull cows 
Cull heifers 
Heifer replacement contract· 
Open yearling contract 
Bull service fee 
Production Costsa 
Allocated Chargesa 
Rancher Owned 
10 hd. x 413#@ 26,59¢ 
39 hd. x 486#@ 27.48¢ 
24 hd. x 461#@ 24.40¢ 
12 hd. x 950#@ 15.88¢ 
2 hd. x 1081// @ 25.88¢ 
14 hd. x 325# gain each 
14 hd. x 332# gain each 
Add 2~¢/lb. on all calves 
-- Total 
-- Total 
Return to management and risk before taxes 
Less estimated income taxesb 
Return to management and risk after taxes 
1098 
5209 
2700 
1810 
560 
11377 
4038 
...lliQ 
- $ 181 
620 
- $ 801 
Under Subcontract 
@ 22¢ 
@ 20¢ & 16¢ 
38 hd. @ 20¢ & 16¢ 
@ 14~¢ 
@ 19~¢ & 12¢ 
909 
· 3696 
3455 
660 
847 
914 10481 
4008 
....lli2 
$ 748 
1165 
-$417 
October 15. 1960 to October 15, 1961 {Subcontracts not available) 
Production and.Sales 
First calf heifer's calves 
Steer calves 
Heifer calves 
Cull COWS 
Cull heifers 
Heifer replacement contract 
Open yearling contract 
Bull service fee 
Production Costsa 
Allocated Charges8 
Rancher Owned 
10 ha. x 41311 @ 24.12¢ 
39 hd. x 486#@ 24.66¢ 
24 hd. x 461#@ 22.46¢ 
12 hd. x 950#@ 16.12¢ 
2 hd. x 1081#@ 22.28¢ 
14 hd. x 325# gain each 
14 hd. x 332# gain each 
Add 2~¢/lb. on all calves 
- Total 
-- Total 
Return to management and risk before taxes 
Less estimated income taxesb 
Return to management and risk after taxes 
a . Source: Table XXVI 
bRefer to the section of income taxes. , . 
1000 
4674 
2485 
1838 
482 
10479 
4038 
...lliQ 
- $ 1061 
426 
- .$_ 1_487 
Under Subcontract 
@ 23¢ 
@ 21¢ 
38 hd. @ 21¢ 
@ 1~¢ 
@ 19~¢ & 12¢ 
950 
3980 
3679 
660 
847 
_fil 11030 
4008 
....lli2 
$ 1297 
1343 
-$46 
0 
v, 
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Tab 1 es V through V 111 which ca 1 ved first at 24 months. The bonus com .. 
putation rate for calves from first calf heifers Is one cent per pound 
higher than the rate for mature cows due to the additional risk and 
smaller calves of these animals (Table I). 
Tables XXVI 11 through XXXI contain a category, 11open yearling 
contractl 1, which Is not included in Tables V through VI 11. After wean-
ing, heifers that are saved as replacements and bred to calve at 36 
months, are placed under heifer replacement contracts which pay 15 1/2¢ 
per pound of weight gain (Table 1) during the year after weaning. At 
the expiration of the heifer replacement contracts, the heifers are 
placed under open year] ing contracts which pay the rancher 18 1/2¢ for 
the first 275 pot,inds of weight gained in the. following year (Table 1). 9 
As mentioned previously, ranchers with subcontract cattle do not 
finance the cl ients 1 cattle. Therefore, a bonus for financing sub-
contract. is not included. in the budgets. 
Production Costs 
The categories in Production Costs in Table XXVI I I are the same 
as those in Table V with one exception. Production Costs in Table 
XXVI 11 inCrlude a category ••subcontract fee11 which represents the 
rancher I s payment of $5 per head for each -an ima 1 under subcontract. 
This fee for 128 head under subcontract in Table XXVI 11 is $640. 
The protein cost shown in Table XXVI I I is considerably higher 
than that sh~n in Table V for spring calving cows due to feeding the 
9weight gain in excess of 275 pounds· is paid for at the rate of 
12¢ per pound. This is shown i.n the budgets. 
fall calving cows almost one pound per day more protein. The grain in 
the budgets ls for heifers under heifer replacement contracts. Pro-
vision for creep feeding is not included. in the budgets. Most of the 
catego.ries in Production Costs are the same for rancher owned cattle and 
cattle under subcontract. An explanation of the individual categories 
which are different was given in the Budget Explanation section of 
Chapter I II under Production Costs. 
Allocated Charges for Selected Resources 
The allocated charges shown in Table XXVIII were computed in the 
same manner as the allocated charges in Table V. The land charge is 
;..· 
based on 125 a.u.y. of grazing in Table XXVI II compared with 113 a.u.y. 
in Table V. Each of the al located charges in Tabl.e XXVI 11 is larger 
than the allocated charges in Table V because, under the assumptions, 
a fall calving 100 cow unit requires more land, labor, and capital than 
does a spring calving 100 cow unit. An explanation of the methods of 
calculation ~nd reasoning behind allocated charges is given in the 
Buclget Expli:!nation section of Chapter 111 under Al located Charges for 
Selected Resources beginning on page 35, 
Rancher Income Taxes 
Income taxes played an important part in the comparison of spring 
calving, rancher owned and cattle under the managing corporation's 
contracts in Chapter 111. Income taxes also play an important part in 
comparisons of subcontract cattle and rancher owned cattle. Tables 
XXXI I and XXXII I are hypotheticc)l examples designed to approximate 
income taxes for a ri:lncher with his own cattle and for a comparable 
rancher with cattle under subcontract. The computations are for 
TABLE XXXI I 
HYPOTHETICAL SUMMARY INCOME TAX COMPUTATlONS FOR RANCHERS WITH THEIR OWN CATTLE AND 
FOR RANCHERS WITH CATTLE UNDER SUBCONTRACT (500 COW UN IT: FALL CALV ING) 
Schedule F - Income 
Sales of livestock raised 
Schedule O - Gains fr-oni the 
sale of propem 
Net tong term gain $10,012 
50% is taxable 
Schedule F - .Expenses 
Production cos ts 
Hired labor (above 2,000 hr.) 
Interest cost 
Other deductions 
Taxable income 
Non-taxable income 
50% of net long term gain) 
Less income taxes -
Money for any use 
Taxes per 100 cow u-n it 
With Rancher Owned Caitle 
- $15~890 
3,010 
$43, 705 
5 • oo6 $48 , 7 n 
i.,120 $Z8, 190 
4,871 $33,061 
15,650 
5,006 $20,656 
3, 173 
$17,483 
3173 f 5 = $ 635 
With Cattle Under Subcontract 
$18,605 
3,255 
$54,715 
___ o_o $54,715 
__ 7_0 $21 ,930 
5.472 $27,402 
$27,313 
___ o __ o J27, 313 
~ $20,4£0 
6853 +: 5· = - $-- -1-,,37-L 
0 
00 
TABLE XXX I -I I 
HYPOTHETICAL SUMMARY INCOME TAX COMPUTATIONS FOR RANCHERS WITH THE1R OWN CATTLE AND 
FOR RANCHERS WITH CATTLE UNDER SUBCONTRACT(800-COW UNIT: FALl CALVING) 
_ Schedu 1 e F - I nc-ome 
Sale of 1 ivestock raised 
Schedule D - Gains from the 
Sa 1 e of -P romrr__ty 
Net. long term gain $16,019-
50% is taxable 
Schedule F - Expenses _ 
Production costs 
Hi red labor 
Interest cost 
Other deductions 
Taxable income 
Non- taxab 1 e . income 
(50"/o of net 1 ong term gain) 
Less income taxes 
Money for any use 
Taxes per 100 cow unit 
$25,424 
6,496 
14,864 
With Rancher Owned Cattle 
$69,928 
8,010 $77,938 
$46,784 
~ $54,578 
23,360 
8,010 $31,370 
~ $25,915 
$ 5,455 .; 8= $ 682 
With Cattle Under Subcontr~ct 
$29,768 
6,888 
$87,544 
_ __.;:o~o $87. 544 
_______ 11 __ 2 $ 36 , 768 
8,754 45,522 
$42,022 
_ __.;:o;.-;.o $42 , 02 2 
:n.111 
$28.911 
$ 13,111 f 8 = $ 1,639 
--0 
\!) 
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ranchers with 500 and 800 cow units respectively based on the budgets 
of Table XXVI I I and are not expected to represent all of the cqnditions 
which would be encountered in a typical ranching operation. The 
.assumptions and computations used are the same as those used in esti-
mating rancher income taxes in Chapter I II, page 43, with two exceptions. 
The first exception is that ranchers who own cattle and ranchers with 
cattle under subcontract are assumed to bo.rrow an amount equal to their 
annual capital requirement. Secondly, where they differ, the assumptions 
in Tables XXVI II through XXXI apply rather than those of Tables V · 
through VI 11. 
Tables XXXII and XXXI I I show that under~ assumptions, taxes for 
ranchers with subcontract cattle are more than double the taxes for 
ranchers with their own cattle because the before tax income of a 
rancher with subcontract cattle is higher and the capital gains tax 
provisions available to ranchers with their own cattle can not be used 
on subtontract cattle. 
Estimated Taxes Used in the Budgets 
I 
The b~dgets in Tables XXVII I through XXXI include estimated income 
taxes which were computed on the basis of a 500 cow unit because. it 
approximates the typical number of cattle under subcontract to one 
rancher. The estimates were made using 1967 tax rate schedules and 
the costs and returns. in each of the budgets. The estimated taxes for 
rancher owned fall calving cattle ranged from $135 per 100 cow unit in 
1964 (Table XXX) to $635 per 100 cow unit in 1967 (Table XXVIII), while 
the estimated taxes for ranchers with fall calving cattle under sub-
contract ranged from $1128 per 100 cow unit in 1964 (Table XXX) to 
111 
$1371 per 100 cow unit in 1967 (Tal>1e XXVI 11). This variation. in esti-
mated taxes reflects the changes. in.returns caused by changes in market 
prices and contract rates during this period. 
The five important points relating to income taxes, beginning on 
page 44~ are also important to the comparison of rancher owned cattle 
and cattle under subcontract. 
The income tax variable is important in the comparison of rancher 
owned cattle qnd cattle under subcontract. Under some conditions 
. income taxes could conceivably nullify the relative advantage. in before 
tax returns enjoyed by subc;ontric:1ct cattle. This is not shown. in the 
budgets, however,.an exic:1mple is shown in.a later section of this chapter. 
A rancher who desired to compare returns with subcontract cattle for his 
operation with returns from his own cattle may estimate the relative 
. income taxes for his own· s i tuat ion. 
Comparisons of Budgeted Returns 
The budgets (Tables XXVI II through XXXI) show a higher return to 
management and risk for sul;,contract cattle than for ranch~r owned fal 1 
calving cattle in each of the seven years from 1960-1961 to•1966-1967. 
The returns to management and risk before taxes are·. shown in Figure IV, 
while returns tc;> management and risk after estimated taxes are shown in 
Figure V. For compa.rison purposes, Figures IV and V also contain returns 
to management and risk for sprin9 calving rancher ownec;f cattle, both 
Return to 
Management 
and Risk 
before Taxes 
·~ 
Return 
to Fal I Calving 
Subcontract Cattlea 
~ 
Return to Rancher 
Owned Spring Calving 
Cattl eb 
D 
Return to Rancher 
Owned Fall Calving 
Cattl ea (Dollars) 
1500 1297 1381 
~ 
1000 
500 
OJ I 40,1 r 4 YI I /I I /Ix: I /1xl •cs:::xi I/ l'\/fl I D at&fl JI . I I Cl 
-500 
-1000 
-1061 
-1500 
-2000 
-1995•· 
-1562 
-2500 
-3000 
-29-02 
1960-61 1961-62 1962-63 1963-64 1964-65 1965-66 1966-67 
Figure IV. Northeastern Oklahoma: Return to Management and Risk Before Income Taxes, 1961-1967, 
(budget estimates for a 100 cow unit} ... 
asource! Tables XXVl11 through XXXI. 
bsource: Tables V through VI II. 
...... 
....., 
Return to 
Management and 
Risk after 
Estimated Taxes 
(ooqars) 
1000 
500 
.. •· 
~ 
Return to 
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Subcontract 
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B] 
Return to Rancher 
Owned Spring Calving 
Catt.1 eb 
D 
Return to Rancher 
Owned Fa 11 Ca 1 v-i ng 
Cattl ea 
01 ~ 
·~ I _L_ 1 VJOZI I -41 .f/N , f .. ~il~ I fZD<I 1 -u -:tl.i:171s81 IIQSI I 
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Figure V. Northeastern Oklahoma: Return to Management and Risk After Estimated Income Taxes, 
1961-1967 (budget estimates for a JOO cow unit) 
aSource: Tables XXVII I through XXXI. 
hsource: Tables V through VI 11. 
,.,,., 
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before and after estimated taxes as shown in Tables V through VI II in 
10 Chapter I II. The addition of spring calving rancher owned cattle 
allows a comparison of subcontract cattle with both spring calving and 
fall calving rancher owned cattle. Research indicates that in Oklahoma, 
it is more common for ranchers with their own cattle to calve them in 
11 
the spring, rather than in the fall. 
A comparison of Figures IV and V shows that the estimated taxes 
cause a considerably larger decrease in the returns for subcontract 
cattle than. in the return for rancher owned cattle. Under the assump-
tions used in constructing the budgets, the returns to management and 
risk per 100 cow unit after taxes would have been larger for rancher 
owned spring calving cattle than for subcontract cattle in 1961-1962, 
if the subcontracts had been available at that time. In 1965-1966, the 
after tax returns to management and risk for rancher owned spring 
ca1ving cattle and those under subcontract would have been approximate-
ly the same if the taxes for rancher owned spring calving cattle had 
been based on a 500 cow unit. 
The differences. in the returns from subcontract cattle and rancher 
owned cattle both before taxes and after estimated taxes are computed 
lOThe estimated income taxes for fall calving rancher owned and 
subcontract cattle-are based on a 500 cow unit (Table XXXI 1), while 
the estimated taxes for spring calving- rancher owned cattle are based 
on an 800 cow unit {Table X). A comparison of Tables IX and X shows 
that if the 1966-1967 estimated taxes per 100 cow unit for spring 
calving cattle had been based on a 500 cow unit the taxes would be 
reduced by $42 per 100 cow unit ($654-$612 = $42). Therefore, the after 
tax returns for rancher owned spring calving cattle shown in Figure V 
are slightly lower than they would be if the taxes were based on a 
500 cow unit. 
11 ode11 Walker and James S. Plaxico, 8. S~rvey ..Q,f Production Levels 
s.O.S! Variability Qf. Small Grain Pastures .l!1 Oklahoma, Oklahoma Agri-
cultural Experiment Station, Processed Series P-336, November, 1959. 
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. in Tables XXXIV and XXXV respectively. The average advantage to cattle 
under subcontract, in returns to management and risk before taxes per 
100 cow unit in 1961-1967 over sering calving rancher owned cattle is 
$1106 (Table XXXIV). The '.advantage for subcontract cattle over fall 
-
calving rancher owned cattle before taxes averages $1916 per 100 cow 
unit (Table XXXIV). After the estimated t1;1xes are applied the differ-
ences are reduced to $466 and $1150 respectively. 
Capital Considerations 
Tables I I I, XXVI, and XXVII give the estimated rancher 1 s invest-
ment for owned sp.rin!'.1 and fal 1 calving cattle and s1,1bcontract cattle 
respectively. The estimated cattle _investment per JOO cow unit is 
$22,440 for rancher owned spring calving cattle (Table I 11), $24,890 
for rancher owned fa11 calving cattle (Table XXVI), and $1875 for cattle 
under subcontract (Table XXVI I). The estimated total annual capital 
requirements (livestock- investment plus the annual capital equivalent 
I 
of production costs) per JOO cow unit that are used in the budgets for 
these alternatives were $2),527 for rancher owned spring calving cattle 
(Table V), $26,543 for rancher awned fall calving cattle (Table XXVIII), 
and $199 for cattle under subcontracts (Table XXVI I 1). The annual capi-
tal requirements for these alternatives were charged at a rate of 7%. 
Ranchers with 1 imited capital may find subcontracts advantageous 
in that they can run considerably more subcontract cattle than owned 
cattle if they have the other resources necessary. Several of the sub-
contrQcting ranchers interviewed indicated they planned to lease more 
land and obtain.more subcontract cattle to expand their operations. 
While the after tax returns to management and risk per 100 cow unit 
TABLE XXXJV 
DIFFERENCES IN RETURNS TO MANAGEMENT AND RISK FOR RANCHER OWNED CATTLE AND CATTLE 
UNDER S-UBCONTRACTS, BEFORE TAXES, BASED ON l 00 COW UN ITS 
Return to Management and Risk Per mo Cow Unit, Before Taxes Differences 
{2) (3)-{1) (3)-{2) 
Rancher Owned Cattle Subcontract 
Year Cattle fall Calvinga Spring _!:__c3Jvi_n_9_b Catt lea 
D<> 11 a rs 
1961 -1061 297 1297 2J58 1000 
196-2 - 181 580 748 929 168 
· 1963 
- 656 -133 7~8 ]404 881 
1964 -2902 -1995 632 3534 2627 
1965 --1562 -538 759 2321 1297 
1966 - 617 172 . 723 1340 551 
1967 - 144 163 1381 1525 1218 
Total -7123 -1454 6288 13,411 7742 
Averages -1018 . - 208 898 l, 916 1106 
-
a Source: Tables XXVI 11 through XXXI. 
bsource: Tables V through VI IJ. 
"' 
TABLE XXXV 
DffFERENCES IN RETURNS TO MANAGEMENT AND RISK FOR RANCHER OWNE-0 CATTLE AND CATTLE 
UNDER THE SUBCONTRACTING COMPANIES CONTRACTS, AFTER ESTIMATED TAXES, 
BASED -ON 100 COW UNJTS 
Return to Management and Risk Per 100 -Cow Unit 1 Before Taxes Differences (1) (2) (3_)-(1) 
Rancher Owned Rancher Owned Cattle Subcontract 
Year Cattle Fall Calvlnga S,erin9 Calvingb Cattlea 
Do] lars 
. 1961 -1487· 
- 390 - 46 1441 
1962 - 801 
- 199 -417 384 
1963 -I 191 - 770 -417 774 
1964. 
-3037 -2155 -496 2541 
1965 -1908 -1002 -410 1498 
1966 -] 138 - 472 -434 704 
· 1967 
- 779 - 481 10 789 
Tota 1 s -10262 -5469 -22l0 8052 
Averages - 1466. - ]8] 
- 316 1150 
-
asource: Tables XXVIII through XXXI. 
bsource: TabJes V through VI I I. 
(3) ~ (2) 
344 
-218 
353 
1659 
592 
.·38 
491 
.3259 
466 
"-J 
favor subcontract cattle only slightly, the total returns from sub-
contract cattle could be significantly larger if a rancher could run 
considerably more sµbcontract cattle than he could his own. 
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If a rancher were to expand his operations, his returns to manage-
ment and .risk after taxes would become more and more negative, however, 
the ret1,1rn~ to management and risk would not have been negative if the 
allocated charges for land, labor, and capital had not been deducted. 
Under the conditions assumed for the budgets, returns above out-.Qf.-
.12ocket expenses would be positive in every year budgeted. Examples in 
Table XXXI I and XXI II (income tax computations) indicate that under the 
·assumptions used, the subcontracting rancher has a return called 11Money 
for any use 11 which had returns of $20,460 and $28,911 respectively. 
Rancher Al terhat ives Under Subcontract' 
Three alternatives available to ranchers with contract cattle are 
discussed in Chapter V. Only one of these alternatives is available to 
ranchers with subcontract cattle. Ranchers with subcontracts are not 
askecl to finance any of the clients' cattle and are asked to calve all 
replacements in the fall. The one alternative choice which is avail-
able to the rancher with subcontract cattle is that of using hi'S own 
bulls or l!Sing client owned bulls on the subcontract cattle. The ana.-
lysis of costs and returns using rancher owned versus client owned bulls 
on subcontract cattle is essentially the si;:1me as shown in Chapter V. 
A rancher who 1,1ses his own bulls under subcontract is paid at the same 
rate as a rancher who uses his own bulls under direct contract with 
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the managing corporation. 13 The only change from the analysis shown in 
Table XIX (page 76) is that calves from fall calving cows will typically 
weigh· more than spring calves. The net advantage from using rancher 
owned bulls on client owned cows is $78 per bull as shewn in Table XIX. 
An increase in calf weights to 467 pounds increases the advantage to 
rancher owned bulls to $92 per bull for the breeding of client owned 
cows. The returns for bulls used in breeding replacement heifers is 
determined by the weight gain of these heifers and would be different 
depending on the amount of weight gained. 
Comparisons Under Varied Conditions 
Figure I I, page 47), and Figure IV, page 112, show that under the 
specified conditions, the returns to management and risk per 100 cow 
unit are larger for spring calving, rancher owned cattle than for fall 
calving. Therefore, the budgets for spring calving, rancher owned 
cattle will be used in comparing rancher owned cattle with cattle under 
subcontract under varied conditions. 
Numerous changes were made in the budgets for spring calving 
rancher owned cattle and contract cattle in Chaper IV to see the effect 
on comparative returns to management and risk. Much of the analysis in 
Chapter IV can be used to compare alternative costs and returns for 
spring calving, rancher owned cattle with c9sts and returns for cattle 
under subcontract. For example, Table XIV (page 56) shows the effect, 
l31f a rancher uses his own bulls on the contract cattle, he 
receives an additional 2-l;,¢ per pound of calf crop for the breeding of 
bred year] ings, f.irst calf heifers, and cows. On open yearlings and 
heifer calves an additional 2 3/4¢ per pound of weight gain is paid for 
the breeding of these heifers. 
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on returns to management and risk before taxes for rancher owned cattle, 
caused by increas.ing the Oklahoma City market price by successive incre-
ments of 1~ per pound. Changes in market price do not change the com-
putation.rates for budgets for cattle under subcontract (Table XXVIII). 
Therefore, Table XIV (page 56) for rancher owned cattle canbe compared 
·directly with Table XXVI II for subcontract cattle. 
Weight changes for rancher owned cattle are shown in Table XVI 
(page 60) • A 11 of these changes for spring ca 1 vi ng, rancher owned 
cattle can be compared directly with the budget for subcontract cattle 
in Table XXVI II. Other changes in.production costs and allocated 
charges are discussed. in Chapter IV beginning with page 54. Changes in 
production costs and c;dlocated charges are discussed on page.66. 
The discussion on these pages should be useful in making compeiri-
sons of returns from spring calving, rancher owned catt.le and cattle 
under subcontract under conditions not shown. in the budgets. 
The changes made under the several alternatives in Chapter IV 
i 
would change the relationships between returns to mc;1nagementand risk 
before taxes, from rancher owned, spring calving cattle and from sub-
contract cattle. Most of the changes would not be sufficient to make 
the returns to management and risk, before taxes, larger for nrncher 
owned, spring calving cattle than for subcontract cattle. However, 
many of the changes could cause the after tax comparison to favor spring 
calving rancher owned cattle (for an equal number of i;ilnimals under each 
alternative), depending on the income taxes which were relavant in the 
case in question. 
CHAPTER V 11 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This study was designed to describe and evaluate two cattle con-
tract arr.~ngements used by ranchers in Oklahoma and fifteen other states. 
Of these, one is offered by a corporation whose function is the acquisi-
tion, management, and disposition of cattle for cJ ients who invest in 
cattle, but ~re not active in their management. The corporation.then 
pJaces,these cattle with.ranchers under one year contracts which pay the 
ranchers on an incentive basis for the care and maintenance of the 
cattle. 
The contract is actually between the rancher and the c.1 ients of the 
corporation. Records of the corporation. indicate that on December 31, 
1966, the five Oklahoma ranchers who had cattle under this arrangement 
had 6,423 breeding cattle. For the United States as a whole, the 
contracts covered 77,900 bree~ing cattle at that time. 
Of the five Oklahoma ranchers, one has formed a cattle subcontract-
ing company that places some of these same cattle with other ranchers 
under subcontracts which are similar in most respects to the original 
contract. This subcontracting company had contracts with six Oklahoma 
ranchers who became responsible for 3,043 of the contract cattle in the 
1966-1967 contract year. 
To be al igible for contracts through the corporation, a rancher 
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must meet three minimum requirements. He must: (1) control by owner-
ship or long term lease a minimum land capacity to handle 300 to 400 
cows the first year of the contract and be wil:ling and able to expand 
to 800 or more within a few years; (2) have a net worth in excess of 
$250,000; and (3) have-a minimum five year history of successful cattle 
operation Jn the area in which the cattle will be located. To obtain 
cattle under subcontract a rancher must control a minimum land capacity 
to handle over 200 cows and must be adjudged financially responsible in 
proportion to the number of animals alloc-ted to him. 
A logical assumption in approaching the study is that the arranger 
ment, to be successful, must provide benefits to all parties to it: the 
corporation, the investor clients,. and the ranchers. Recognition is 
given to the probable benefits accruing to the cc;>rporation and its 
c] ients but the analysis itself is concerned only with the position of 
the ranchers. 
The corporation benefits from this arrangement through a manage .. 
ment fee which it charges the cl iepts for managing their cattle 
operations. The fee ranges from 7 1/2 1;0 8 1/2 percent of the gross 
expenditures made on behalf of the c.l lent's cattle, the exact percentage 
depending upon the number of cattle the client has under contract. This 
fee is not directly affected by such things as market fluctuations, 
epidemics, and drought and thus provides the corporation with a rather 
: . ~ . '·\ 
· ,. :;<ftahle income as long as there are sufficient clients to invest in 
cattle and ranchers to care for them. 
The clients' advantage of ownership,,aside from possible aesthetic 
values, derive from the fact that a cow or bull used for breeding .. is 
treated by the Internal Revenue Service-as capital equipment. If a 
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client 1 s net long-term capital gain exceeds his net short-term capital 
loss, only 50 percent of the excess is taxable for income tax purposes. 
Thus, there can be appreciable tax savings particularly for investors 
in high income tax brackets. 
The primary objective of the study was to compare the income varia-
bility of the cattle enterprise and its returns to management and risk 
for typical ranchers operating respectively under the contract arrange-
ments and with rancher owned cattle. The method used to analyze these 
alternatives was to develop cost and returns for each. Both complete 
and partial budgets were designed to represent typical ranch operations 
in Northeastern Oklahoma for each contract year from 1960-61 through 
1966-1967. The budgets were constructed using Oklahoma City market 
prices for rancher owned cattle and the contract rates for cattle under 
contract and subcontract arrangements. 
Analysis showed that for the seven years budgeted, the computed 
return to management and risk both before and after estimated income 
taxes was higher for cattle under direct contract than for cattle owned 
by the rancher. The returns to management and risk from cattle under 
the direct contract also fluctuated less from year to year than returns 
from rancher owned cattle. 
For cattle under subcontract, the rancher returns to management 
and risk before income taxes were also consistently higher than those 
from rancher owned cattle. The returns for these subcontract cattle 
after estimated taxes averaged higher than the returns for rancher 
owned cattle although this average advantage was less than the before 
tax advantage. 
Income taxes were foGnd to be important variables in the 
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comparisons of rancher owned cattle and cattle under the two contracts. 
Under the assumpti~ns used in constructing the budgets and estimating 
income taxes, ranchers with cattle under the two types of contracts were 
subject to pay twice as much income tax as for an equal number of 
rancher owned cattle because none of the rancher income from contract 
cattle benefited from the favorable incom~ tax provisions relating to 
capital gains which accrue to cattle owners. 
To provide a means of investigating differing conditions the bud-
gets were modified to determine the effect of changing such variables 
as calf weights, market prices, and differences in management practices. 
Changes in calf weights and calving percentages were found to have 
1 ittle effect an the relative before tax returns from rancher owned 
cattle and cattle under direct contract. Given the payment rates speci-
fied in the contracts, changes in market prices for cattle changed the 
relative returns from rancher owned cattle as compared with cattle under 
both the contracts and subcontracts. However, using the 1966-1967 con-
tract rates, market prices would have to. be increased between 5¢ and 6¢ 
per pound above the Oklahoma City prices used in the budgets to bring 
the before tax returns from rancher owned cattle to the level of those 
from cattle under direct contract. For subcontracts, the price increase 
to accomp.l ish this would pe between 2¢ and 3¢ per pound. 
In addition to modifications- in r~turns which may result from such 
factors as v~riation in market prices and calf weights, a rancher under 
direct contract has three major alternatives within the contract pro-
visions-'which were analyzed in detail. The first alternative analyzed 
deals with the partial financing of clients• cattle by the ranchers. 
The corporation normally expects-all ranchers to extend loans to the 
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clients on some of the clients cattle which are under their control. 
The ranchers are expected to finance these cattle as part of the con-
sideration for the contract and to provide part of the funds for the 
operation. All ranchers are expected to provide financing; however, 
they have some control over the number of animals they will finance 
and the amount per head. The analysis shows that a rancher who loans 
this money to the clients receives an effective rate of return on his 
money from 18.44 percent to 11.35 percent for loans from $40 per head 
to $160 per head respectively. A rancher with limited funds to use in 
financing cattle can 9et a higher return per dollar invested with small 
loans per head over many head, than he can get with large loans per head 
over a few head. Financing cl ients 1 cattle also has some non-quantifi-
able advantages with particular reference to the rancher 1 s ab11 ity to 
finance his own operation if, for any reason, he switches from contract 
operations to those with his own cattle. 
The second alternative is with respect to the supplying of bulls. 
Under the contracts, ranchers are given the choice of using their own 
bulls on the contract cattle or of using bulls supplied by the clients. 
The analysis shows that a rancher's returns would be increasec;I by approx-
imately $80 per bull if he uses his own bulls, as compared with client 
owned bulls. 
A comparison was made of differences in returns to ranchers from 
calving replacements at different ages. The results showed 1 ittle 
difference in returns whether replacements were calved at 24, 30, or 
36 months. 
Of the three alternatives available to ranchers with direct con-
tracts, only one is available to ranchers with subcontracts~ Ranchers 
.......,... 
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with subcontracts have the alternative of using their own bulls or bulls 
supplied by the subcontracting company. The analysis showed that 
ranchers' returns from the use of their own bulls under subcontracts 
would be approximately $90 per bull higher than from the use of bulls 
supplied by the subcontractJng company. 
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APPENDIX A 
STANDARD COW-CALF GRAZING AND MAINTENANCE CONTRACT 
Following are the provisions of the contract between the clients of 
the managing corporation and the ranchers with whom they have contracts. 
The words "managing corporation" have been substituted for the name of 
the corporation. 
Cattle Management Contract 1 
This contract is between the Rancher and various individuals who 
are represented by the managing corporation, to be known as Owner, and 
when appended to an executed Certificate of Agreement Form CA 1-65 be-
comes a contractual agreement. 
The covenants and agreements to exist between the parties are set 
forth as follows: 
l. Furnishing Lives tock. Owner hereby agrees to transport to or 
continue in the physical possession (but not ownership) of Rancher at 
location noted in Paragraph 10 of Certificate of Agreement certain cows 
now owned by Owner. These cows shall be of good to choice or better 
quality and shall be merchantable. (Note. rhe word cows in this con-
tract is understood to mean all classes of cattle which have been 
intentionally bred to produce calves. Age Classification is as noted on 
·
1rhis :contract is copyr,ighte:d.·by.Na:tj:o.111at C-at;t·l.ei:ne:n•s ·CoopeJ,a.Hve: 
and is not to be reproduced either wholly or in part without permission. 
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Certificate of Agreement). 
2. Rancher's Obligation. Rancher agrees to pasture, feed, and 
care for Owner's cattle in the manner customary to the area. in which the 
cattle are located. Rancher agrees to maintain a sufficient number of 
ranch hands to properly carry out his management obligations. These 
obligations. include! but are not necessarily 1 imited to, supervision of 
breeding, supervision of calf birthing, veterinary service, keeping of 
registration rec~rds (if any), transportation, feed, salt, minerals, 
spray, real estate rentals (if any), labor, personal property taxes (if 
any), and any other expenses not specifically covered elsewhere in this 
contract. 
3. Payment for Feed, Care and Maintenance. (a) Feed. Rancher 
agrees to sell and Owner agrees to buy feed consisting of pasturage, 
hay, salt, and protein supplement of the value stated in the Certificate 
\ 
of Agreement. Payment fqr feed shall be by the date specified. The 
feed shall be set aside for the exc_lusive use and for feeding to Owne.r•s 
cattle. The parties agree that the purchase price reflects a quantity 
purchase and that the purchase and payment are essential elements of 
consideration for Rancher to enter into this agreement. (b) Care and 
Maintenance. Owner agrees to pay Rancher for care and related mainte-
nance in the amount specified in the Certificate of Agreement by the 
date indicated. 
4. Bonus or Penalty .. The care-and maintenance advanced in para• 
graph 3 (b) represents average performance. As an incentive for Rancher 
to produce an above average calf crop and calf weight, Owner will pay a 
bonus; for below average performance, Rancher will be required to pay a 
penalty, all dependent upon the final results achieved. The 
determination of a bonus or penalty will be as follows: 
At the termination of this contract, all calves produced 
by the herd will be gathered, sorted for sex, and wei~hed in 
accordance with the provisions stated herein. The total 
pounds thus obtained will be multiplied by the bonus rate 
stated in the Certificate of Agreement. If the amount thus 
computed exceeds the total of the care-maintenance payment 
and feed (paragraph 3), the difference will be paid as a 
bonus to the Rancher. If the tota 1 is 1 ess than the total 
of the care-maintenance payment and feed (paragraph 3), 
the Rancher agrees to pay the Owner the difference as a 
penalty. 
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5. Weighing Conditions. Calves will be gathered at dawn on the 
day of weighing and not watered or fed. Weighing will be on the near~ 
est sealed and certified ranch, railroad, stockyard, or pub) ic scale, 
with no shrink. Gathering, loading, and transportation for final 
weighing shall be at the expense of the Rancher. Calves to be culled 
will be sorted off and weighed separately at time of weighing prior to 
weighing of main herd. Culling instructions shall be given by Owner. 
(As a matter of information only, not to be ~onsidered contractual, cull-
ing might be considered to affect about 10"/o of the calf herd and 15% 
of the cow herd, including dry cows.) If Rancher maintains heifer 
c;alves for the following year, transportation costs from scales to 
ranch will also be paid by Rancher. The exact date of weighing will be 
established by mu~al agreement of both parties. Both parties agree and 
understand that due to conditions beyond their control the date of the 
weigh-out may or may not coincide with the termination date of this 
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contract as stated in the Certificate of Agreement. Both parties agree 
that the weights of the calves as determined on that date will be used 
to determine bonus or penalty payments as calculated under the pro-
visions of paragraph 4. 
6. Early Calves. Should cows be bred to produce calves in the 
fall or winter, it is agreed that calves shall be weaned when, in the 
opinion of the Rancher, they have reac;:hed the weight of approximately 
475 pqunds or by August 1 of contract period, whichever is sooner. Both 
parties agree that 475 pounds shall be the maximum.average weight for 
contract purposes per paragraph 4 above. Should calves average more 
than 475 pounds when weighed at termination of this contract, bonus for 
such additional weight shall be paid for on the basis of 16¢ per pound. 
As an alternative to the foregoing, Owner has the option of weaning 
calves any time after August 1 of contract year, weighing them, and 
moving them.at Owner's expense to another location, and the weight so 
determined shall be the contract weight per paragraph 4 above. 
7. Minimum Weight. The Rancher agrees to so maintain the cows at 
not less than the average weight designated in the Certificate of 
Agreement. 
8 •. Disease Cert if icatior. The Rancher hereby certifies thpt there 
has been no Bangs disease, or any other contagious disease ori the 
pasture on which the cattle will graze within the past five years. 
9. Dead or Missing Cows. In the event of death 1 oss on the cows, 
the Rancher will produce the brand on the hide. In the event of animals 
missing where no brand can be produced, the indemnity in the amount set 
forth in the Certificate of Agreement for each missing cow will be paid 
to the Owner. Further, other provisions of the contract notwithstanding 
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all losses over 3% of the original cow herd will be paid by the Rancher 
to the Owner as an indemnity at the specified rate per head. These 
indemnities shall be deducted from the final settlment after said 
settlement has first been adjusted for bonuses ~r penalties as provided 
in the paragraphs preceding. 
10. Acreage and Water Guarantee. Rancher represents that he will 
at all times guarantee a sufficient supply of water and sufficient 
pasture to ~arry out the terms of this contract, even in the event of 
drought,.and guarantees a rninimumac;:reage of pasture per cow as stated 
in the Certificate of Agreement of this contract. 
11. Keeping of Records. The Rancher hereby agrees to submit a 
monthly report to the Owner on forms provided by the Owner for that 
purpose. Rancher also agrees to submit postcard reports an cards pro-
vided by the Owner for the purpose of recording important events at the 
time they occur, i.e. deaths, sales, thefts, catastrophes, etc. 
12. Round-up and Inventory. Once in the spring and once in the 
fall at dates mutually agreed on between Rancher and Owner, the Rancher 
will furni~h labor to gather cattle and hold a round-up and furnish a 
physical brand count and inventory. 
13. Calf Care, Penalty. Rancher wi.11 pay a penalty of ~2.00 ~ 
I 
~ for any spring calf over two months old that is not vaccinated for 
Blackle9 and Malignant Edema, dehorned, castrated, ijnd branded by July 
of the contract year. Any calf too young to work at spring round-up 
will be vaccinated, dehorned, caHr;;:ited, and branded in the fall prior 
to termination date of his contract. At birth and prior to castration, 
bull calves are normally traded for heifer calves of equivalent value. 
At br~nding time, Rancher agrees to affix new Owner 1 s brand to animals 
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that have been steered. If Rancher is providing finanGing on this con-
tract, Owner agrees, if required, to.substitute heifer calves thus 
received in trades as part of the collateral for the loan. 
14. Reports Bonus. A bonus of $1.00 per cow will be paid at the 
end of this contract by the Owner if in the sole judgment of the Owner 
every point of this contract has been adhered to, particularly the· 
reports of paragraphs 11 and 12. 
15. Brand Registration. Rancher agrees to handle details of 
registering holding brands. in the State or States in which the cattle 
shall be pastured, if requested to do so by Owner, but all fees con-
nected with such registration shall be paid by Owner. Owner agrees to 
.furnish branding irons at Owner 1 s expense. 
16. Vaccination. All heifer calves will be vaccinated for Bangs 
prior to termination date of this contract; caws will be vaccinated 
annually for Leptospirosis. Cost of these vaccinations to be at the 
Rancher 1 s expense. 
17. Exact Number. Both parties understand and agree that the 
number of animals stipulated in this contract may vary due to possible 
death losses and other causes during the period preceding the term of 
this contra~t and, should this be the case, contract shall be adj~sted 
by endorsemen~ within sixty (60) days of contract date. 
18. Animals Sent to Market. After July 1 of the contract year 
the Owner has the privilege of sending all drys to market. There will 
be no compensation for these animals. Owner will be given credit at 
the rate of $2,00 per head per month for unused summer pasture. 
19. Calf Crop Option. The Owner has the option of giving the 
Rancher the calf crop, in which case the Rancher shall rebate to the 
\. 
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Owner all fees received under this contract, and neither Rancher nor 
Owner shall have any further obl igatlons as to bonuses or penalties. 
20. Termination Provisior,. This agreement shall terminate auto• 
matically, unless the Owner shall by written notice elect otherwise, in 
the event that the Rancher dies, becomes bank~upt or insolvent or makes 
any assignment for the benefit of creditors, or attempts to sell, mort-
gage, pledge, remove, dispose of or injure any cattle belonging to the 
Owner; or if any distress, execution of attachment is levied upon the 
cattle or any part thereof. 
In addition, Owner shall have the right to terminate this agreement 
upon three (3) days written notice to the Rancher, if the Rancher vio-
lates any provision of this contrac;t or becomes involved in any financial 
c 
difficulty, which in the opinion of the Rancher's banking connection may 
impair his financial responsibility. 
Upon the termination of this agreement under this clause, Rancher 
shall forthwith deliver the Owner's cattle in accordance with his 
directions and Owner is hereby authorized to enter upon the ranch or 
any premises where the cattle or any part thereof may be found, and to 
take possession of, remove su~h cattle, and, in addition to possession 
of such cattle, Owner shall be entitled to a return on such maintenance 
funds and feed that may have been advanced that are in excess of the 
amount reasonably due and payable on the date of termination. 
21. Rancher an Independent Contractor. It is agreed that Rancher 
is an independent contractor and not the agent or employee of Owner. 
Rancher agrees to hold Owner harmless if any claim should be asserted 
(a) for FICA, Income Withholding, Unemployment and other ta~es; (b) 
employee claims under any Workmen's Compensation Acts or arising out of 
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the common law employer-employee relationship; or (c) by third persons 
because of or growing out of the actions or handling of said cattle 
while in Rancher's custody. 
22 •. Financing, If the cattle are financed by the Rancher, l\ancher 
agrees to extend for one (1) year Owner's loan ~ecured by the describ~d 
cattle. The amount of the loan may or may not have been reduced by 
payments made prior to the effective date of this contract. One (1) 
year's interest on the prln~lpal balance remaining at the beginning of 
contract term, ~hall be paid in advance within ten (10) days of the 
effecti~e date of this contract. (App] icable only if so indicated on 
Certificate of Agreement.) 
23. Bulls. Owner agrees to furnish bulls or bull service, 
Rancher agrees to turn out bulls by the stated time and in the proper 
number far efficient preeding, to move them.around as requested, and in 
general to supervise the breeding with reasonable diligence. 
24. Sale of Cattle Under Contract. It is recognized by Rancher 
that circumstances may,arise (but are not 1 ikely to) which could require 
that th~ entire herd on this contract be sold prior to the contract 
termination date. Should this be the case, Rancher agrees to negotiate 
in good faith with Owner to cancel this contract in return for a settle-
ment satisfactory to Rancher. Such settlement should generally be based 
on Rancher receiving his pro~rated maintenance fees to date of cancell~-
tion, plus 33 1/3% additional as a penalty to c9mpensate for extra 
expense of winter feeding. This formula is not binding on either party 
but may be used as a guide in the event cancellation negotiation should 
be necessary. Existing mortgages held by Rancher would.also be paid 
prior to date of contract cancellation. Also, in consideration of any 
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settlement accepted, Rancher shall have a .first refusal option to pur~ 
chase the animals for the same price a~d under the same terms and 
conditions of any bona fide offer received and considered acceptable by 
Owner. 
25. Ad~ance Payment. In th~ event weather and feed conditions 
dictate, a substantial portion Qf the payment. in paragraph 3 wJll be 
made during the fall harvest season of the current year •. Both parties 
agree that this decision will be left to the judgment of the managing 
agent, or any bank or lending agency involved. 
\..,J 
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APPENDIX B, TABLE XXXVI 
COMPLETE BUDGETS OF ESTIMATED COSTS AND RETURNS FROM ALTERNATIVE BEEF COW PROGRAMS ON IMPROVED 
PASTURE IN SOUTHEASTERN OKLAHOMA: SPRING CALF; FALL SELL (100 COW UNITS) 
October 15, 1966 to October 15, 1967 
Production and Sales Rancher Owned 
Bred Yearling's calves 
Steer calves 
10 hd. x 365 lbs. at 25.42¢ 928 
39 hd. x 425 lbs. at 26.66¢ 4,419 
Heifer calves 24 hd. x 405 lbs. at 23.38¢ 2,273 38 hd. 
Cull cows 12 hd. x 950 lbs. at 16.12¢ 1,838 
Cull heifers 2 hd. x 795 lbs. at 24.83¢ 395 
Heifer replacement contract 
Bull service fee 
14 hd. x 390 lbs. gain each 
2~¢/lb. on calves; 2 3/4¢/lb.on yrlg. 
Bonus for financing 
Reports bonus 
1¢/lb. on financed cattle 
$1/hd. on cows $.50/hd. on hfr. 
"' Production Costs 
Hay at $18/tona 
Protein at $76/tona b 
Grain for repl~cement heifers at $42/ton 
Mineral and salt 
Veterinary and medicine 
Bull depreciation and death loss 
Death loss 
Marketing costsa 
Shrink 
Property taxesa 
Miscellaneousa 
Allocated Charges for Selected 
Land at 3% 
Fertilizerc(l0-20-10) 
Mowingc 
Labor at $1.40/hr. 
Annual·capital 
Resources 
1,831 
990 
~ 
( 7 .8 tons) 
(13. 9 tons) 
( 5.2 tons) 
(5 bulls) 
(2 cows at $190) 
864 hr. 
$23,993 at 7% 
Return to management and risk before taxes 
"' 
9,853 
140 
1,058 
218 
208 
143 
137 
380 
204 
306 
209 
---1.Qi 3,307 
3,247 
1,210 
~ 6,137 
$ 408 
at 23.25¢ 
at 21. 25¢ 
at 21.25¢ 
at 17.50¢ 
899 hr. 
$418 at n. 
Under Contract 
849 
3,.522 
3,270 
956 
951 
205 
___!.QZ_ 
140 
1,058 
218 
208 
143 
137 
---
107 
145 
209 
---1.Qi 
3,247 
l,259 
9,860 
2,669 
_.12. 4.535 
$2,656 
Information not footnoted under Production Costs was computed from information received from contrac·.t: ranchers. 
aCecil D. Maynard and Odell L. Walker, "Costs and Returns to Beef Cow-Calf Systems," Oklahoma ~ University 
Extension Facts, Page 112. 
bL. Smithson, S. A. Ewing, R. E. Renbarger and L. S. Pope, ~ of High .2I. Low~~~ in Alternate 
Years .!!n~.fil!.!! Development of Beef Heifers, Oklahoma Agricultural Experiment Station, Misc. Pub. MP-74, June 1964, 
pp. 78-83. 
cThis information taken from unpublished research of the Department of Agricultural Economics at Oklahoma State 
University. 
APPENDIX B, TABLE XXXVII 
COMPLETE BUDGETS OF ESTIMATED COSTS AND RETURNS FROM ALTERNATIVE BEEF COW PROGRAMS IN THE 
OKLAHOMA PANHANDLE: SPRING CALF: FALL SELL (100 COW UNITS) 
October 15, 1966 t~ October 15, 1967 
Production and Sales Rancher Owned 
Bred yearling's calves 
Steer Calves 
Heifer calves 
Cull COWS 
Cull heifers 
Heifer replacement contract 
Bull service fee 
Bonus for financing 
Reports bonus 
* Production Costs 
10 hd. x 407 
39 hd. x 467 
24 hd. x 447 
12 hd. x 950 
2 hd. x 837 
lbs. at 25.02,; 
lbs. at 26.16¢ 
lbs. at 22.88¢ 
lbs. at 16.12,; 
lbs. at 24.83¢ 
14 hd. x 390 lbs. gain each 
2\¢/lb. on calves; 2 3/4¢/lb.on yrlg. 
1¢/lb. on financed cattle 
$1/hd. on cows; $.50/hd. on hfr. 
Hay at $18/tona 
Protein at ·$76/tona 
Grain for replacement 
Mineral and salt 
Veterinary and medicine 
{10,6 tons) 
b (14.5 tons) 
heifers at $42/ton ( 5.2 tons) 
Bull depreciation and death loss -(5 bulls) 
Death loss 
Marketing costsa 
Shrink 
-Property taxesa 
Miscellaneousa 
(2 COWS at $190) 
Allocated Charges for Selected Resources 
Land at 3% 
Labor at $1.40 per hour 
Annual capital 
730 hr, 
$23,525 at 7% 
Return to management and risk before taxes 
* 
l,018 
4,765 
2,455 38 hd_. 
1,838 
416 
10,492 
190 
1,100 
218 
150 
143 
137 
380 
204 
329 
209 
~ 3,364 
4,068 
1,022 
~ ...&....ill 
$ 391 
Under Contract 
at 23,25¢ 946 
at 21.25¢ 3,870 
at 21.25¢ 3,610 
956 
1,034 
224 
_1.QZ. 10,747 
190 
1,100 
218 
150 
14:3 
137 
---
107 
160 
209 
~ 2,718 
4,068 
765 hr. l,071 
-$40 at 7% 
----=1 ~ 
$ 2.893 
Information not footnoted under Production Costs was computed from information received from contract ranchers. 
aCecil D, Maynard and Odell L. Walker, "Costs and Returns to Beef Cow-Calf Systems," Oklahoma State University 
Extension Facts, Page 112. 
b -L, Smithson, S. A, Ewing, R. E, Renbarger and L. s. Pope, Effect of High£!_ Low Winter Feed Levels.in Alternate 
Years £!!. Growth and Development of Beef Heifers, Oklahoma Agricultural Experiment Station, Misc.Puo."FiP=tz;-; 
June 1964, pp. 78-83. u.> 
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Appendix B, TABLE XXXV I 11 
DETERMINATION OF THE GRAZING REQUIREMENTS OF REPLACEMENT HEIFERS 
ON THE BASIS OF THEIR YEARLY T.D.N. REQUIREMENTS 
Yearly T.D.N. T.D.N. require- T.D.N. requirement 
requirements ment supp 1 i ed that must come from 
( 1 bs.) by feeds (lbs.} pas tu re ( 1 bs.) 
T.D.N. from grazing 
as percentage of 
a 1000 pound 
cows with calf 
Replacements calving at 24 months 
Under Heifer 2581 = Replacement Contracts 3125 544 2581 4260 .61 
Under Bred 4437*= .90 
Yearling Contracts 5080 643 4437 4913 
Re~]acements calving at JO and 36 months 
Under Heifer 2~29 = 
.69 Replacement Contracts 3125 196 2929 4260 
--Under Open 3235 = .76 Yearling Contracts .3425 190 3235 4260 
Under First Calf 
Heifer Contracts 
30 month calving 5435 458 4977 1~0 by definition of a.u.y. 
36 month calving 5155 306 4849 1.0 by definition of a.u.y. 
Mature Cows 4600 340 4260 1.0 by definition of a.u.y. 
.,. 
"The T.D.N. requirement of the heifers calving at 24 months un9er bred year.1 ing contracts is compared 
with T.D.N. requirement of 1000 pound heifers under first calf heifer contracts calving at 30 and 36 months. v.> \.D 
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